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Accumulate information, techniques, spread them about, stay with a situation long enough to 

understand its permutations. Find a conjunction of forces, behaviors, technologies, information 

systems, stretch it, make it open up and swell so that each of the means by which it senses and 

acts in the world become a landscape that can be explored and built in. Speed it up and slow it 

down so that its characteristic movements can be recognized at a glance. Lead it through a hall 

of mirrors until it loses a sense of its own proper border, begins to leak or creates a new zone. 

—Matthew Fuller, Media Ecologies, p. 106  



 

 

  



 

 

Abstract 

This dissertation presents the account of a qualitative research project about the media practices of vernacular 

creativity of digital media users in contemporary Mainland China. The research project is based on a review of 

two decades of multidisciplinary research about the Internet in China, and positions its research questions at 

the intersection of three disciplinary domains: area studies, media anthropology, and Internet studies. The 

investigation has been conducted drawing on an ample methodological toolbox of established and 

experimental qualitative research strategies, including ethnographic participation, digital methods, and 

curatorial data collection. The principal topics discussed in this dissertation include the everyday experience of 

networked communication devices in different Chinese cities, the adoption and articulation of digital media 

platforms by Chinese Internet users, and the practices of linguistic and cultural creativity emerging from the 

use of these technologies. The main findings of this research project suggest that the Internet is experienced by 

Chinese users as a complex ensemble of devices, platforms, services, practices and possibilities of access; that 

the usage of digital media platforms in Mainland China is articulated through personal engagements with these 

complex media ecologies; and that user-generated content produced and consumed by a large majority of 

Chinese digital media users is creatively interpreted and negotiated across individual repertoires of semiotic 

resources. The conclusion of this dissertation theorizes the trivial aspects of everyday communication on digital 

media as media practices of vernacular creativity, and argues for the need of more ethnographically situated 

research on the topic in different local contexts. 
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1. Introduction: Just buying soy sauce? 

1.1 Dajiangyou 

 

Figure 1. Collection of query results about the meaning of dajiangyou from Chinese search engines, Q&A websites and 

wikis, as of March 24, 2015. Collage by the author. 
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Dajiangyou, literally meaning ‘buying soy sauce’, is a Mandarin term that hovered around my mind with an 

unclear allegorical meaning for a long time before I decided to ask somebody what it did stand for. I had heard 

and read it many times, in very different contexts and through a variety of media. For example, a friend 

describing a musician acquaintance would say: 

“Even if he’s always saying ‘I am dajiangyou, audiences will not come to watch me play’, actually he’s 

quite committed to it…” 

Another friend, discussing which movie to watch in the evening, said: 

“I heard that Pacific Rim has to be watched in 3D 

I’ve read an interview with the director where he says that the Chinese robot does dajiangyou because 

the budget wasn’t enough” 

Yet another friend, while mentioning me in a retweet of a microblog post that clearly had nothing to do with 

soy sauce, would comment it as: 

“Hey, check this out, just dajiangyou!” 

Eventually, I caved in, and despite having tentatively used the locution several times, I asked one of my QQ 

contacts to tell me what the word actually meant and in which context it did so. She replied: 

“Dajiangyou… now it’s a little similar to the English by the way, I think 

But my understanding is that it has changed a bit…” 

“Changed from what?” – I inquired. 

“From before… for example, if you zhuanfa [repost online] something, you can say, ‘I’m just 

dajiangyou’  

It means ‘I just found it’ 

or ‘I was doing something else and I came across this, so I reposted it’ 

it means something like this” 

To understand the history of the term, I had to consult online sources – and I wasn’t an exception: as the 

collage in Fig. 1 shows, many Chinese Internet users had asked search engines about the locution’s meaning 

before, and many others had replied to these questions with their own understandings of the word. According 

to the Baidu Baike page dedicated to the term, dajiangyou acquired another meaning in 2008, in the wake of 

what has been humorously called the dajiangyou shijian [‘buying soy sauce’ incident], following which the 

word was proclaimed one of the top ten wangluo liuxingyu [popular Internet terms] of the year (Baidu Baike 

contributors, 2015a). Before that, the locution quite literally indicated the action of bringing one’s own bottle 
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to a shop or street stall and buying some soy sauce; if it had a figurative meaning, it was that of ‘being old 

enough to do something on your own’. 

With the dajiangyou incident, the mundane action of buying soy sauce acquired another meaning. At some 

point in 2008, a television journalist shooting a news segment in the streets of Guangzhou asked a passerby 

about his opinion on a photo scandal involving Hong Kong celebrities; the local resident immediately cut short 

the interview by stating: “guan wo diao shi a, wo chulai mai jiangyou de” [“what the fuck has this to do with 

me, I just came out to buy soy sauce”]. His straightforward response, colored by spontaneity and local accent, 

made an impression on television audiences and was widely shared and discussed on online platforms: the 

anonymous passerby was hailed as jiangyou nan [the soy sauce man], his admirers as jiangyouzu [soy sauce 

tribe] and his comment enshrined in countless comics and photomontages: eventually, dajiangyou became a 

wangluo yongyu, a ‘term used on the Internet’ (Tianxin Baobei～Weitamei, 2009), and its circulation kept 

feeding itself in the echo chambers of traditional and online media (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2. Stills from a 2008 news segment narrating the ‘dajiangyou incident’ on the Liaoning TV show “Shuo Tianxia”. 

Collage by the author. 

The reasons behind the popularity of dajiangyou might be traced back to the heated intermedia debates that 

had been trailing off in the wake of the 2008 Edison Chen photo scandal (Farmer, 2009), to which ‘just buying 

soy sauce’ was seen by TV audiences as a naive but ingenious response, a rejection of mass media appellation 

and a declaration of everyday detachment from the bigger scheme of popular news. According to Baidu Baike, 

the definition of the term, sedimented over the years, nowadays includes the following connotations: “not 

discussing politics nor sensitive topics online; having nothing to do with oneself; not knowing anything; a way 

of replying to a post, as an equivalent of ‘just passing by’” (Baidu Baike contributors, 2015a). 
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Six years after the TV-mediated incident, dajiangyou exists as an entry in most Chinese online dictionaries and 

is widely used in everyday speech across China. However, the point of introducing this term is to illustrate, 

through a single case described from a diachronic perspective, the main domains treated in this dissertation: 

Chinese digital media, vernacular creativity, and user practices. As a vernacular locution, dajiangyou struck a 

chord with television audiences in a specific conjuncture of Chinese media ecologies (celebrity scandals echoing 

back and forth between mass media and online platforms); then, it became a ‘popular Internet term’, spawning 

a mesmerizing repertoire of derived content (related terms, images, videos, songs); eventually, it was 

incorporated, through ongoing semiotic negotiations, in everyday communication acts. Yet, this process 

doesn’t end up in normalization: dajiangyou, together with many other terms, is still popularly described as 

belonging to wangluo yuyan [Internet language] and, along with its congeries of drawings, screenshots, comics, 

videos and photomontages, to a Chinese wangluo wenhua [Internet culture] at large (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 3. Humorous comics, funny photos, captioned screenshots and other soy sauce-related content: the first page of 

Baidu Image search results for the query “dajiangyou”, as of March 24, 2015. Screenshot by the author. 

1.2 China, the Internet, and culture 

The first communication over the Internet in China took place in 1987, with an exchange of e-mail messages 

between the Chinese Institute of Computer Applications (ICA) in Beijing and the University of Karlsruhe, 

Germany (Hauben, 2005). At a sustained and accelerating rate, profoundly implicated in the large-scale 

processes of modernization of the country, hulianwang (‘the Internet’ as a technology and infrastructure) has 

been developing to a degree perhaps surprising even to the same Chinese administrations that have been 
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promoting and controlling it over the years (Qiu, 2004). As of today, more than six hundred million Chinese 

users have accessed the Internet in the past six months, and the large majority of them have done so through a 

mobile device (CNNIC, 2014). 

Almost thirty years after that first e-mail exchange, the Internet is an ensemble of media ecologies stretching 

across Chinese society: a new word inspired by a parody of a shampoo advertisement ends up covered on the 

China Youth Daily newspaper in less than a week, with an article reassuring the readers regarding the short-

lived circulation of these digital objects; hundreds of millions of RMB are transferred across online wallets and 

mobile apps as virtual hongbao (‘red envelopes’) during Chinese New Year 2015, promoting the use of 

connected mobile devices and e-payments; premier Li Keqiang announces his recipe for economic 

transformation, centered on the development of local startups and new technologies, which he brands 

hulianwang+, or ‘Internet Plus’. With undeniable Chinese characteristics, the Internet is in China, and China on 

the Internet. 

I spent the three years of my doctoral degree researching Chinese Internet culture, a category so broad and 

overdetermined that it has never managed to describe the contents of my dissertation in a satisfactory way: 

one of the first friends I interviewed during my fieldwork commented: “oh, this is such a cool topic! But 

everything on the Internet is Internet culture… so I don’t really know what you’re doing research about.” 

Internet culture is – like cyberculture, digital culture, network culture and similar compounds correlating 

technology and cultural activity – a problematic term. It often functions as a shopping list definition 

encompassing phenomena, content, fads, celebrities, platforms, devices and communities related, based or 

emerging through different forms of online interaction or information exchange. In Chinese, the term wangluo 

wenhua (a literal translation of ‘Internet culture’) is even more problematic, as it is often appropriated by local 

authorities to describe officially approved cultural products distributed online, or to denounce the uncivilized 

influences of digital media on user populations. 

To avoid these theoretical impositions, I adopt a theoretical and methodological approach that, instead of 

attempting interpretive readings of a cohesive ‘Chinese Internet culture’, begins from an ethnographic 

attention to the everyday activities of digital media users in China, and which privileges dialogic understandings 

of the unstable repertoires of wangluo yuyan [Internet language] and wangluo wenhua [Internet culture] of 

which dajiangyou is one example. This approach focuses on the media practices of vernacular creativity that 

result in a digital folklore produced, consumed, shared and commented by Chinese Internet users. The idea of 

digital folklore is borrowed from recent attempts by media studies scholars to generalize the online content 

resulting from the everyday engagement of users with digital media and devices: words, images, videos, fads, 

jokes, gossip, genres of humor, and so on (Lialina & Espenschied, 2009). The broader concept of vernacular 
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creativity is drawn from sociology of art and cultural studies, and indicates creative action happening outside of 

art worlds or professional contexts as an essential component of everyday life communication (Becker, 2008; 

Burgess, 2007; R. G. Howard, 2008b). The overarching framework of media practice comes from the 

epistemological contributions of media anthropology to the study of the situated encounters between people 

and communication technologies (Hobart, 2006). 

This study is an ethnographic account of Chinese digital folklore. Grounded in post-structuralist anthropological 

theorizations of media practices, it asks the question: 

how is vernacular creativity deployed in the everyday engagements of users with China’s postdigital 

media ecologies? 

In being positioned at the intersection of different academic domains, this dissertation seeks to contribute to 

three major areas of scholarship: to China studies, by providing a critical discussion of digital media in the 

contemporary PRC; to Internet studies, by putting to the test theorizations of the medium through 

ethnographic research; and to media anthropology, by accounting for user practices of vernacular creativity in 

a specific sociotechnical context. 

1.3 A praxiography of digital folklore 

For obvious reasons of scale, this dissertation cannot aspire at covering satisfactorily even one single “Internet 

minute” in China – a timespan which would include thousands of pictures uploaded on QZone, tens of 

thousands of microblog posts, hundreds of thousands of private messages on QQ and WeChat, millions of 

Baidu search queries, and so on. Instead, the following chapters will approach Chinese digital folklore from 

different, more qualitative angles, providing a cohesive overview of the topic through theoretical intersections, 

situated perspectives and ethnographic snapshots. The guiding thread structuring the writing is the movement 

synthesized in the title of this dissertation: my inquiry progresses from a review of the field of Chinese Internet 

research, through descriptive accounts of contemporary China’s postdigital media ecologies, towards an 

analysis of the local users’ everyday media practices of vernacular creativity. 

The opening chapter, “Twenty years of Chinese Internet Research”, provides a comprehensive literature review 

of the multidisciplinary field of Chinese Internet research. My contention is that while two decades of (mostly 

Western-based) academic inquiry have discussed and evaluated the Internet in China in terms of 

popularization of access, diversification of usage and infrastructural development, most of the attention has 

been focused on a limited scope of issues: the business opportunities of a fast-growing economy, the 

empowering potential of the Internet as a vector for democratization, and the cat-and-mouse game played by 

censorship and dissent. Based on the results from a larger research project (Herold & de Seta, 2015), I argue 
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that, besides selective interpretations of ‘Chinese Internet culture’ and a tendency towards techno-orientalist 

representations, little scholarly attention has been given to the Internet in China as a complex ensemble of 

media ecologies, and to the users’ everyday practices of vernacular creativity. 

The second chapter, “Elements for a postdigital praxiography” reconsiders qualitative methodologies in order 

to argue for an anthropological understanding of digital media capable of overcoming the divide between 

online and offline activity. In the current sociotechnical context of China, which I identify as ‘postdigital’ to 

emphasize how communication technologies are increasingly integrated in the everyday lives of more than one 

half of the national population, privileging the mediated aspect of Internet usage overlooks the actual ways in 

which digital media are used in daily practices. For this reason, I extend multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 

1995a) to a field site understood as a network of platforms, content, users and devices moving in space and 

time (Burrell, 2009). The postdigital ethnography I propose follows content, devices, users and practices in the 

prosaic domains of digital media, capturing the ways in which user-generated content is negotiated and 

repurposed in vernacular languages and digital folklore. Besides ethnographic engagement, the methodological 

toolbox I term ‘postdigital praxiography’ also includes other research strategies, such as the use of digital 

media as research instruments, and the curated and editorial collection of examples of digital folklore as they 

are shared by users in their everyday interactions. Postdigital praxiography requires a flexible and relational 

approach to the ethical issues of researching everyday life usage of digital media, and prompts a self-reflexive 

examination of the authors’ own practice of writing as a fundamental component of the construction of the 

object of study. 

The third chapter, “Weishidai: Contemporary China’s postdigital media ecologies” presents a situated 

description of the context of this research project. Against bounded descriptions of ‘China’ and ‘the Internet’, 

and their conflation in deterministic geographies of technological development or authoritarian closure, I map 

the sociotechnical context I traversed during my fieldwork with the help of three technological imaginaries: 

postdigital media, media ecologies, and weishidai [micro-era]. Through a discussion of the concept of 

postdigital media, I argue that networked communications in contemporary China are experienced by users as 

a continuum of devices, services and platforms that have become ubiquitous, banal and taken for granted 

(Cramer, 2014). By applying the metaphor of media ecologies (Fuller, 2005) to postdigital media in China, I 

evidence how individual users experience and articulate their encounter with platforms and devices in unstable 

and personalized configurations. As a conclusion of the chapter, I propose a third technological imaginary 

drawn from local accounts of digital media: the weishidai, or ‘micro-era’. Combining the miniaturization and 

ubiquity of networked communications in everyday life, the idea of weishidai provides a convenient and 

productive metaphor to describe the sociotechnical context of China in the mid-2010s. 
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The last chapter, “Vernacular creativity: Making language and culture on Chinese digital media platforms” 

delves head-on into practices of everyday communication. Through situated accounts of interactions 

happening across different digital media platforms, I evidence the central role of user-generated content in the 

articulation of new forms of creativity, sociality, and identity. In order to understand how the everyday 

communication acts of digital media users contribute to the creation of linguistic and cultural forms, I examine 

the construction of two sociocultural abstractions: wangluo yuyan [Internet language] and wangluo wenhua 

[Internet culture]. I approach the former from a sociolinguistic angle, questioning narrow conceptions of 

Internet slangs, and evidencing the ongoing construction of linguistic repertoires through the users’ practices 

of languaging (Jørgensen, Karrebæk, Madsen, & Møller, 2011). Similarly, I approach wangluo wenhua through a 

critical review of the concept of culture in anthropology and media studies, highlighting the governmental 

overtones that Chinese authorities have inscribed onto the term, and arguing that the users’ negotiations of 

semiotic resources result in vernacular repertoires of digital folklore (Lialina & Espenschied, 2009). To conclude 

the analyses of these two sociocultural abstractions, I briefly discuss the idea of vernacular creativity and its 

role in the political economy of contemporary postdigital media ecologies.  

1.4 Just dajiangyou: The provoking triviality of media practice 

I used dajiangyou since the early stages of this research project as a shorthand term: in being a wangluo 

yongyu [word used on the Internet] generating a sprawling repertoire of content, dajiangyou exemplifies the 

circulation of digital folklore and the media practices of vernacular creativity I discuss in this dissertation. From 

the heading of the small-scale survey and the consent forms with which I began my data collection, to the title 

of my research blog and fieldwork reports, the term has proved to be quite successful in introducing the main 

topics of my dissertation to Chinese-speaking audiences. This choice to utilize local categories and preserving 

terms in the target language is a quite common rhetorical device in anthropological writing: peppering texts 

with words from non-English languages can be used to mildly estrange the readers of an ethnographic account, 

to emphasize the researcher’s familiarity with a local context, or to give authority to the ‘native epistemologies’ 

introduced by the author. Yet, my choice of keeping the word dajiangyou in the title of the dissertation itself 

has another – perhaps more provocative – layer of meaning. 

Drawing on his 1979 study of Sunderland street-corner culture, British sociologist Paul Corrigan describes his 

encounter with a group of kids proclaiming to be ‘doing nothing’. Out of his dialogic inquiries with the street 

youth, ‘doing nothing’ is unraveled as a complex, articulated and creative activity:  

All these activities come under the label of ‘doing nothing’ and they represent the largest and 

most complex youth subculture. The major element in doing nothing is talking. Not the arcane 

discussion of the T.V. talk show, but recounting, exchanging stories which need never be true 
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or real but which are as interesting as possible. About football, about each other, talking not to 

communicate ideas, but to communicate the experience of talking. It passes the time and it 

underlines the group nature of the different ways that the boys have of passing the time. A 

great deal of joking goes on. It was between the area of talking, joking and carrying on that 

things emerged that the boys called ‘weird ideas’ […] It is the ‘weird idea’ that represents the 

major something in ‘doing nothing’. (Corrigan, 2006, p. 84) 

I cannot help but feeling a resonance between the ‘doing nothing’ of Sunderland kids and the ‘just buying soy 

sauce’ of Chinese Internet users. Both are claims about the triviality of one’s own practice, expressions of 

detachment from the intimation of doing something, or retreats from the appellation to voice one’s opinion. 

Upon closer observation, and through a dialogic engagement, both locutions unravel into a complex network of 

practices and concepts: talking, exchanging stories, joking, and ‘weird ideas’ like smashing milk bottles 

emerging from the ‘doing nothing’ of Sunderland kids; avoiding politics and sensitive topics online, 

disentangling oneself from the mass media, proclaiming ignorance and ‘passing by’ with a soy sauce bottle 

making up the dajiangyou of Chinese Internet users. 

As any terminological choice, the title of this dissertation might be accused of making unwarranted 

generalizations: it is not my intention to claim that Internet use in contemporary China is dominated by 

cynicism and suspicion, nor that the popularity of a term reflects a general sentiment among Chinese Internet 

users. I believe dajiangyou to be a beautiful example of an ethnographer ‘going into the field’ looking for a 

culture and being disarmed by the slippery gymnastics of local epistemologies, which yet have somehow to be 

accounted for. Dajiangyou is my way of arguing for the provoking triviality of vernacular creativity. It is in this 

triviality, in the underdetermination of practice (Hobart, 2006, p. 513), that the “something of ‘doing nothing’” 

(Corrigan, 2006, p. 85) has to be found and lost again. 

After seeing a draft of this introduction, the same friend who years ago explained to me the meaning of 

dajiangyou commented sardonically: 

“Haha, dajiangyou, funny 

to tell you the truth, lately people are not using dajiangyou that much anymore 

but I understood why you called it dajiangyou 

actually to study the way contemporary Chinese wangluo wenhua is changing, you start from a small 

dajiangyou 

to give an example”  
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2. Twenty years of Chinese Internet research 

2.1 Constructing the Chinese Internet: A genealogy 

“Ueber die Grosse Mauer erreichen wie alle Ecken der Welt” 

“Across the Great Wall we can reach every corner in the world” 

So read the first email sent on September 20th, 1987 from the Institute of Computer Applications (ICA) in 

Beijing, China to research partners in Karlsruhe University, Germany (Hauben, 2005). Similarly to the United 

States, the early developments of the Internet in China are to be found in the laboratories of academic 

institutions setting up data networks to exchange scientific information (Harwit & Clark, 2001, p. 382). For five 

years, after this first step achieved through the painstaking efforts of a joint team of German and Chinese 

computer scientists, an expensive and precarious e-mail link was “the only network connectivity that could 

reach the rest of the world [from China]” (Hauben, 2005). 

 

Figure 4. “Subject: First Electronic Mail from China to Germany” e-mail message sent on September 20, 1987. Screenshot 

from (Hauben, 2005). 
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In one of the first English-language reports regarding the situation of local Internet infrastructure Cindy Zheng, 

a system manager at the San Diego Supercomputer Center visiting Beijing on behalf of the Key Study 

Development Project of the People's Republic of China, paints a rather bleak picture of the country: “for years 

researchers and computer users both inside and outside China have been frustrated by the lack of direct 

connections between China and the Internet” (Zheng, 1994, p. 236). At that time, the management of the .cn 

country code top-level domain (ccTLD) was still being coordinated, and Chinese institutions relied on different 

data networks at different stages of development to exchange scientific data (p. 238). As Zheng observes, all 

the institutions she visited “were very anxious to establish direct connections to Internet in the USA” (p. 238) 

to the point that, despite the recalcitrance of officials in Beijing and the initial refusal of the US to allow China 

on the global Internet for concerns of national security (Zhao, 2010, p. 266), she feels safe to conclude that 

“the time is ripe for China to become part of the global internet community” (Zheng, 1994, p. 242). 

After five more years, a similar report confirms her predictions: “over the past few years, Internet development 

in China has been phenomenal. The growth rate during the period 1996-1998 averaged 300%, three times 

more than the rest of the world. China had registered 2.1 million Internet surfers by 31 December 1998, 

showing an increase of 1.43 million or 213% over 1997. It is predicted that China will have 6-7 million Internet 

users by the year 2000” (Du, 1999, p. 405). Throughout the late 1990s, supported by a peculiar 

“informationalism with Chinese characteristics” (Qiu, 2004, p. 100) embodied in large-scale “Golden Projects”, 

China is stepping up its effort of building a national, ubiquitous Internet (Du, 1999, p. 406). The CNNIC (China 

Network Information Center) issues its first nation-wide Statistical Report of the Development of China Internet 

in November 1997: by then, there are 299,000 computers connected to the local Internet and 620,000 Chinese 

Internet users (p. 408). 

Another well-documented e-mail message symbolizes the adoption of the Internet in China by its early users. It 

was sent on April 10, 1995 from Peking University, and it read: 

Hi, 

This is Peking University in China, a place of those dreams of 

freedom and democracy. However, a young, 21-year old student 

has become very sick and is dying. The illness is very rare. Though 

they have tried, doctors at the best hospitals in Beijing cannot cure 

her; many do not even know what illness it is. So now we are asking 

the world -- can somebody help us? 

[…] 
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This is the first time that Chinese try to find help from 

Internet, please send back E-mail to us. (Fung, 1995) 

Classmates of Zhu Ling, a Tsinghua University sophomore who fell mysteriously ill, posted this message seeking 

help from abroad, and received a flood of helpful responses. Geremie Barmé and Sang Ye recount how eighty-

four of these responses were in fact correct diagnoses of thallium poisoning: “Zhu Ling was treated and 

eventually began a slow recovery; the Chinese public was enthralled. A television miniseries is reportedly in the 

works” (Barmé & Sang, 1997). Another account of the event correlates it with the country’s booming 

informatization: “she [Zhu Ling] was really lucky that this happened right during the year in which the Internet 

began to penetrate massively in China” (Yan, 1997, p. 109). 

Along with the momentous development of its Internet infrastructure and the exponential growth of its user 

population, academic research has followed the Chinese Internet from the intimate beginnings testified by 

these two historical e-mail messages up until to the recent years of explosive development and socio-cultural 

prominence. From the timid probing outside the symbolic Great Wall of national closure to the paradoxical 

retreat behind the infrastructural Great Firewall of censorship and control, how did the international academic 

engagement with the Chinese Internet develop throughout the years? Around which issues did scholarship 

concentrate at different times? And what does this say about the shifting social, political and economic 

implications of two decades of the Internet in contemporary China? 
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Figure 5. A China Telecom wangba [Internet café] in Shigatse, Tibet. Photo credit: Levenstein (2011). 

This chapter provides a comprehensive – albeit not complete – literature review of roughly twenty years of 

English-language research about the Chinese Internet. The materials for this literature review were collected, 

coded and analyzed as part of a funded research project which resulted in multiple conference presentations 

and one peer-reviewed journal article. Sections of this chapter were published, in an abridged form, as parts of 

a paper titled Through the looking glass: Twenty years of Chinese Internet research (Herold & de Seta, 2015). 

While the larger project compiled a meta-review of English-language Chinese Internet research based on both 

quantitative and qualitative analyses of a corpus of almost six hundred sources, this literature review is mostly 

grounded on a qualitative analysis of a selection of these sources, discussed according to the main discursive 

units suggested by quantitative coding. 

This review is to be treated with caution for two reasons: one geographical, one historical. The choice of 

reviewing a wide range of literature engaging with both the Internet (as a technical object) and China (as a 

national unit) is motivated by the wish to situate this dissertation in a multidisciplinary setting not limited to 

the concerns of area studies, media and communication, or the social sciences. The problematic aspect of this 

approach is exemplified by the slippery nature of the concept of ‘national Internet’ itself. Albeit reinforced by 
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the growing worldwide involvement of national authorities in Internet governance and regulation, the concept 

of national web remains problematic: what is China’s national Internet made of? Is it bounded by national, 

linguistic, or access-defined borders? Does it include Chinese users accessing it from abroad, websites hosted 

outside of China, and content circulating across locales? (Rogers, 2013, p. 125).  

The second reason for a cautious approach to this literature review is my choice of arranging the sources in six 

thematic clusters summarizing the developments of discursive approaches to the Internet in China. The six 

sections range from the beginnings of business interest for Chinese telecommunications and the speculations 

about the democratizing power of the Internet, through the construction of Chinese Internet users as both 

‘netizens’ of a public sphere and media addicts, to critical discussions of media practices and Internet cultures. 

Each section follows a rough chronological narrative, but these should not be read as self-contained histories: 

While certain themes of inquiry have become noticeably more or less popular at specific times, none of them 

has entirely disappeared or displaced the others. The arrangement in thematic units should be read as a 

genealogical portrait of the research field sketched in broad strokes, rather than as a definitive history of 

Chinese Internet research. The attempt at describing ‘sets of statements’ and the ‘rules of formation’ through 

which these are solidified in discursive unities is inspired by the proposals for an archeological or genealogical 

approach to intellectual history made by Michel Foucault in his Archaeology of Knowledge (Foucault, 2002). As 

a genealogy of an object constructed by a multidisciplinary research field, this literature review does not 

assume the unity of the Chinese Internet nor the continuity of its history, but it allows the coexistence of 

different discursive formations, and attempts to identify the authorities who contribute to their construction at 

different times and in different places. 

My contention, substantiated in the conclusion of this chapter, is that even though ‘new media technologies’ 

and ‘contemporary China’ are “perhaps two of the most dynamic and rapidly changing formations on the 

planet” (Wallis, 2013, p. 8), research concerned with the Internet in China has largely failed to be as dynamic 

and to adapt, theoretically and methodologically, to these rapidly changing formations. The two decades of 

English-language academic research reviewed in this chapter have discussed, analyzed and represented the 

Internet in China from a wide variety of disciplinary viewpoints, often providing valuable information and 

occasionally offering ground-breaking insights. Yet, I argue that, by perpetuating a set of deterministic 

assumptions that I characterize as techno-orientalist, and by privileging interpretive readings of texts over 

ethnographic accounts of media practices, Chinese Internet research in general has repeatedly ‘gone in circles’ 

around complex media ecologies of platforms, devices and situated usages (Damm, 2007; Herold & de Seta, 

2015; Kluver & Yang, 2005; Tsui, 2005). This dissertation is attempt at covering some of these gaps in the 
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scholarship, moving away from techno-orientalist assumptions, and re-engaging the spinning gears of Chinese 

Internet research with its objects of interest. 

2.2 e-Taming the Chinese Internet 

Only fifteen years ago, the Internet wasn’t that popular in China: 

Even as the number of Internet users is expected to reach 6 million by the year 2000, it will still 

be a meager 0.5% of the overall population. This number will not make the Internet a mass 

communication medium in China, but it is high enough to make the Internet an important part 

of the personal, social and professional life of many urban Chinese. (Du, 1999, p. 417)  

As of today, with a penetration rate of 46,9% and 632 million users, the proportions of the Chinese Internet 

present a challenging landscape for scholars and analysts (CNNIC, 2014, p. 3). Since the mid-1990s, before the 

first hints of this massive proliferation of Internet access and usage in China, academic reports about the 

developments of ICT and telecommunications in non-Western contexts often lump the PRC together with India 

and other developing countries, presenting them as an example of the potential impact of communication 

technologies on emerging economies (Press, Foster, Wolcott, & McHenry, 2002; Srikantaiah & Dong, 1998). 

Ten years later, despite the crash of the dot.com bubble in the early 2000s and Silicon Valley’s shift to the 

participatory business model of the Web 2.0, e-commerce and online marketing remain topics of constant 

interest in academic research on China: Tan & Ouyang (2004) compile a comprehensive review of the state of 

the field; Qiang Ye, Li, & Gu (2011) provide a culture-specific profiling of online shopping practices in 

contemporary China; Vuylsteke, Wen, Baesens, & Poelmans (2010) describe the “fundamental cultural, 

behavioral, economic, technical, and other characteristics of China [that] cause significant differences between 

Chinese and Western Europeans in their online search process for information prior to a purchase” (p. 309). 

Marketing practitioners not familiar with the Chinese online environment, the argument runs, need to 

understand the peculiarities of local consumer cultures before being able to design strategies for, and finding 

opportunities in, the already crowded Chinese online marketplace: “it is critical to understand the 

demographics and behavioral patterns of Chinese Internet users [...] to penetrate the highly-competitive cyber-

markets” (X. Fang & Yen, 2006, pp. 363–364). 
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Figure 6. Kim Laughton’s Tumblr blog Taobao Media, an ongoing collection of photos and graphics displaying the dazzling 

variety of objects sold on the Chinese e-commerce website Taobao (Laughton, 2015). Screenshot by the author, March 24, 

2015. 

The concern with the consumer cultures of specific areas, age-groups and population sectors (K. Chan & 

McNeal, 2006) is a central theme of marketing research devoted to exporting a Western business model to the 

rest of the world (Su & Adams, 2005), persisting even when more ethnographically grounded research 

disproves the culturalist explanation of Chinese Internet users’ preferences, relating their usage choices to 
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pragmatic choices and word of mouth advertisement (Oh & Zhang, 2010, p. 241). Similar concerns transpire 

from the literature about e-government (Hartford, 2005; B. Li, 2005; J. Zhang, 2002) which, according to Q. 

Zhou (2005), “has been increasingly considered as a reflection of a country’s informatization, modernization 

and democratization” (p. 317). The rapid popularization of Internet access and the sheer number of Internet 

users in China justify the interest of marketing scholars for the promising field of local e-commerce and explain 

the effort of political scientists and technologists to follow a similar model when promoting e-government as 

“an important component of the national informatization strategy” (Y. Wu & Bauer, 2010). This synergy 

between the parallel developments of e-government and e-commerce is neatly identified by Evgeny Morozov, 

who argues that many recent adoptions of e-government tools in authoritarian states are mainly “a way to 

attract funds from foreign donors […] while also removing the unnecessary red-tape barriers to economic 

growth” (2011, p. 87). 

Responding to the strong interest of IT industries and markets for the Chinese Internet, this strand of research 

argues that the economic growth of the country has to be supported by development of infrastructure and 

sustained efforts to reduce digital divides, with the goal of bringing more and more people online as 

consumers-citizens (B. Li, 2005; Riegner, 2008). Unlike the discourse centered on freedom of speech, 

surveillance and democratization outlined in the following section, the analysis of the Chinese Internet as a 

profitable frontier for the export of e-developments of any kind seems to maintain a quite positive outlook 

regarding future trends: echoing the predictions of fifteen years before, Lai & To (2012) affirm that the Internet 

penetration rate and the application of e-commerce technologies are likely to surge in three years, a time by 

which Chinese Internet users will have become the largest online population in the world (Quilty-Harper, 

2012).  

2.3 The Great Firewall & democratic determinism 

The title of a 2006 article by William Thatcher Dowell, “The Internet, Censorship, and China”, outlines one of 

the major concerns of Chinese Internet research: the Internet’s potential for democratization of the country, 

mirrored and validated by the struggle of an authoritarian government to stifle political change through 

censorship and surveillance (Dowell, 2006). Internet censorship, from the earliest spatial metaphors of 

gatekeeping between virtual spaces (Qiu, 1999), infrastructural and corporate regulation (Harwit & Clark, 

2001), and content filtering (Lum, 2006; Zittrain & Edelman, 2003) has coalesced in the now popular image of 

the Great Firewall which, together with the names of other infrastructural and computational programs such as 

the Golden Shield or the Green Dam Project (Dodson, 2010; K. C. C. Yang, 2011), spatialize the Chinese Internet 

as a mysterious domain of information closure. Often buttressed by the panopticist theories of Bentham and 

Foucault (Tsui, 2003) “control” and “surveillance” remain the most recurring keywords when discussing the 
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Internet in China – either in terms of the government’s control of the Internet, or by evidencing the use of 

online platforms as a means of widespread surveillance over the population. 

In fact, ‘Great Firewall’ is a shorthand term, mostly used in English-language writing, for a complex and flexible 

ensemble of media guidelines, Internet Protocol (IP) address blacklisting, selective content deletion and other 

measures (Barmé & Sang, 1997), a “multi-faceted and ever-changing system of both national as well as local 

rules, combined with technical limitations caused by the set-up of internet infrastructure” (Herold, 2011b, p. 

2). Despite the blockade symbolism invoked by titles such as Behind the Great Firewall: The internet and 

democratization in China (X. Wang, 2009), Behind the 'Great Firewall': Decoding China's Internet media policies 

from the inside (L. L. Zhang, 2006), or Breaching the Great Firewall: External challenges to China's Internet 

control (Mulvenon & Chase, 2005), the oversight of Chinese authorities over digital media is shifting – in line 

with global trends – from the simple blocking of access towards the monitoring, control and surveillance of 

online activities (Lewis, 2006), delegating intervention from the authorities to the Internet industry, and 

encouraging self-censorship from users and platforms alike (Haiqing Yu, 2007). In China, Internet surveillance at 

large is often invoked by state propaganda and debated among users: “the State is far more (openly) involved 

in online China than government in America or Europe are with the non-Chinese Internet” (Chu & Cheng, 2011, 

p. 200), and this results in moral panics and popular discontent, with a substantial percentage of Chinese 

people approving it or even calling for more governmental control (Fallows, 2008; Guo & Feng, 2012). 

 

Figure 7. Wanli de doge (‘The ten-thousand mile doge’) photomontage posted by Weibo account zhuzhu ai jiang 

lengxiaohua (‘piggie loves telling jokes’). Author unknown. 

On the other side of the coin, complementing the studies and speculations about censorship, are theorizations 

regarding the emancipatory potential of the Internet (Abbott, 2001) and the advocacy of freedom of speech 

against authoritarian control (Anonymous, 2009). This discursive domain of research, connecting freedom of 
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speech with political participation and, ultimately, democratization, finds its practical examples in analyses of 

online dissent and activism (G. Yang, 2009a), described as a “cat and mouse game” between the government 

and dissenters (Endeshaw, 2004), or as a “battle” for information control and civic involvement (Qiang, 2011). 

The media theory behind these interpretations comes largely from American foreign policy: “Recognizing that 

an unregulated network would shift power from the state to citizens by providing an extensive forum for 

discussion and collaboration, Beijing has taken care to prevent this commercial gold mine from becoming 

political quicksand” (Hachigian, 2001, p. 118). 

Rebecca MacKinnon (2010) summarizes the recent reformulations of this surveillance scholarship increasingly 

confronted with the existence of a thriving, yet definitely not politically involved, Chinese Internet: “As part of a 

networked authoritarian society, China’s 400 million Internet users are managing to have a lot more fun, feel a 

lot more free, and are a lot less fearful of their government than was the case even a decade ago” (p. 4). 

Despite the overabundance of examples of participatory media and involvement in citizen journalism and 

grassroots activism, authors looking for online-fueled revolutions resort to the argument that “the average 

Chinese person […] rarely encounters information about such trends. This in turn makes it much less likely that 

a critical mass of Chinese citizens would see the need for rapid political change” (p. 4) and thus explain the lack 

of massive offline mobilizations through the people’s contentment for shallow, ephemeral fun in the restricted 

online playgrounds allowed by government-approved infotainment.  

In general, this sort of arguments belong to what Kluver and Yang (2005) identify as research based on a 

paradigm of revolutionary change fueled by a technological innovation; in their view, this paradigm 

demonstrates how, at least regarding China and the Internet, “academic analysis somewhat parallels 

conventional wisdom” (p. 306) – and its biases. Jens Damm expands on this point, arguing that 

research on the Internet in China typically focuses on questions of censorship, the blocking of 

websites, the democratizing effects of the medium, and the use of the Internet by dissident 

groups. In much of this research, a deterministic view of technology prevails: the inherent 

features of the Internet […] are assumed to be leading automatically to specific societal and 

political developments. (2007, p. 273) 

The first problem with the “liberation discourse” (Damm, 2007, p. 275) of “revolutionary change” (Kluver & 

Yang, 2005, p. 306) is that it adopts double standards to discuss the impact of communication technologies in 

China vis-à-vis Western countries (Damm, 2007). The second, as also suggested by Tsui (2005), is that it implies 

a selective technological determinism linking the development of the Chinese Internet to democratization. “An 

alternative approach to make sense of the internet in China”, he argues, “presupposes that the internet takes 

shape in such a way allowed by the sociopolitical and cultural contexts” (Tsui, 2005, p. 183). As I argue in the 
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following sections, these warnings have been too often remained unheeded throughout the last decade of 

Chinese Internet research, perpetuating the “control versus freedom paradigm” (Marolt, 2015, p. 4), 

postulating the inevitable democratization of the country (Herold, 2015, p. 22) and resulting in a dearth of 

contextual and situated treatments of the sociopolitical and cultural implications of the Internet in China 

(Herold & de Seta, 2015, p. 78). 

2.4 Netizens of the public sphere 

The “cat and mouse game” (Endeshaw, 2004) that the authorities play with netizens “flying freely but in the 

cage” (E. Huang, 1999) and bloggers “dancing in shackles” (Marianini & Zdzarski, 2011) are just some examples 

of the metaphors of repression and control common in academic research about the Chinese Internet. These 

metaphors emphasize the pervasiveness of surveillance and imply some form of political involvement by a 

large part of Internet users in China, often referred to as ‘netizens’ to assign them an identity of “ordinary 

citizens [that] have used the Internet to continue their age old fight for democracy” (E. Huang, 1999, p. 145). 

The use of these metaphors exemplifies another significant theme of Chinese Internet research: that of the 

Internet as a resource for civil society, or at least as a potential space for the development of a Habermasian 

public sphere. The roots of this idea might be found as early as 1999, when Edgar Huang argues that the 

Internet “has created a virtual classroom, that is otherwise unavailable, for Chinese people to start to learn 

what democracy means to them through their daily exchanges of ideas and information” (1999, p. 145). This 

idea has persisted in Chinese Internet research, often with little regard for the practical difference between a 

classroom setting and the variegated ecologies of the Internet with its chatrooms, bulletin boards, social 

networking sites, and other contexts of online interaction. 

Many scholars have discussed the forms that civil society might have taken in Chinese online spaces: Yang 

Guobin sees the Internet and civil society as co-evolutionary, with the Internet providing the spaces for civil 

society to develop, and civil society providing the civic communities necessary for Internet platforms to sustain 

themselves (G. Yang, 2003a, 2003b). Similarly concerned with the spatial dimensions of the online public 

sphere, Tai (2006) studies the ways in which the Internet is transforming communication and empowering 

Chinese users by “bringing about a new type of social space, […] redefining existing social relations” and 

“propelling existing civil forces into new possibilities” (p. xx). Lagerkvist (2006) highlights the paradox of these 

narratives of “parallel growth” by contrasting the increased social freedom possible on the Internet with the 

increased government control: the public sphere is not an idyllic site of participation, but an arena of 

continuous struggle (B. Yang, 2010). Despite many different approaches and attempts to pin this public sphere 

down to specific examples (Hung, 2011; F. Shen, Wang, Guo, & Guo, 2009), the existence of a Chinese online 
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civil society remains more of a working hypothesis or a collection of potential developments than a full-fledged 

reality (S. S. Wang & Hong, 2010). 

How are the online public sphere and civil society described in practical terms? One kind of research approach 

examines non-governmental organizations and social movements (Sima, 2011), as well as the benefits and 

challenges deriving from their online presence (B. Yang, 2012). Another approach gives more attention to the 

relationship between new media and news events (C. T. Cheng, 2009), which Jiang (2015) follows in their local 

developments as wangluo shijian [Internet incidents]: “public events where large numbers of netizens 

participate in often unorganized, autonomous online efforts to express their sentiments and opinions”, local 

uprisings originating from the quick and pervasive dissemination of information online, mostly involving 

occasions of “police abuse, corruption, crime and social justice” (Xiao, 2004). Way more specific and situated 

than generalized battles for the Internet, freedom of speech and democracy, these incidents reveal how, 

through the public expression of opinions, “ordinary people are able to collectively shape and even direct 

conventional news agendas” (Tang & Sampson, 2012, p. 457) throughout the country. 

With its focus on specific events and the leverage of online activism and participatory action over traditional 

media, this approach is not necessarily linked to the teleology of democratization, and has recently been 

applied to the nationalist mood behind the wangluo shijian involving the massive boycotts of foreign brands in 

reaction to international tensions (C. T. Cheng, 2009; Lagerkvist, 2008), events arguably driven by ‘politically 

indifferent’ nationalists (F. Liu, 2012) rather than politically-minded netizens. As Yang Guobin concedes, it is still 

the case that in analyses of online activism and participatory action “the political aspects have probably 

attracted the most academic interest [...] and there may be a felt need to move into new territories” (2012, p. 

177). It might be worth noting that historically “the myth of civil society as a driver of anticommunist change 

was mostly invented by Western academics, donors, and journalists” (Morozov, 2011, p. 52), and that in times 

when “every newspaper poses the question whether Facebook and Twitter can cause the fall of authoritarian 

regimes” (Lovink, 2011, p. 158), Yang’s advice of moving into new territories of inquiry might be worth 

following. 
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Figure 8. “What are they discussing? They seem so much into it” / “I don’t know, anyway let’s just play dead and we’ll be 

fine” – reaction comic posted in the Lightwave QQ discussion group. Author unknown. 

Reduction of digital media practices to political acts contributes to a depiction of the Chinese Internet modeled 

on the ideological presuppositions of Western academics and policymakers, who often link media use, political 

beliefs and collective action in a seamless, measurable whole (Lei, 2011). The media practices of Chinese 

Internet users tell a different story, rich in carnivalesque cultures, pragmatic usages and creative work (Herold 

& Marolt, 2011), and the reduction of Internet use to support teleological theories of democratization leads to 

ignoring a great part of this picture. Moreover, from the printing press (B. Yang, 2012) and the telegraph (Y. 

Zhou, 2006), unprecedented appropriations and socializations of technologies are common in China just like 

anywhere else in the world, and correlate to sociocultural change in ways that defy deterministic explanations. 

The equivalence of the Internet with a new public sphere has been extensively criticized in media studies, since 

it postulates a direct connection between communication and progress: today, through the “ironic reversal of 

Habermas’ description of the internet as an informal public sphere” (Lovink, 2011, p. 5), communication seems 

to return to “a pre-Enlightenment mode – that of spectacle, gossip and manipulation which are seen 

as undermining reason, rather than being a medium for its expression” (Terranova, 2004, p. 132). Herold 

(2011b) follows this line of critique in arguing that Habermas’ theorization of the public sphere is a highly 

problematic model for digital media in China: “The Internet is rarely a space for the rational exchange of points 

of view” (p. 10), as interactions on online platforms often happen in a chaotic, irreverent and casual fashion 

that is not conducive for deliberation. Similarly, Leibold (2011) observes how “popular online forums like Baidu 

Tieba, Mop, and Tianya – […] can function simultaneously as a self-aggregating ‘hive mind’ and ‘cloistered 
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cocoons of cognitive consonance’” (p. 1034) hosting “flaming, trolling, hacking and the sort of trash-talk and 

uncivil behavior – what the Chinese have termed ‘internet verbal violence’ […] – that one would never 

contemplate in face-to-face communication” (p. 1034). 

2.5 Users as addicts 

Most of the English-language scholarship described in the previous sections is strongly represented by 

academics based in Euro-American institutions, and it gives preferential treatments to matters of business, 

policy, governance, and international relations involving China and the Internet. The shortcomings I identified 

in the different kinds of reductions (the Chinese Internet as an exotic marketplace, a panoptical walled garden, 

a democratizing force, or a budding public sphere) are a more or less direct consequence of these teleological 

gazes combined with the remnants of an orientalist discourse operating in the definition of the Chinese 

Internet, of which academics are often asked to provide an operational and practical description. 

Scholarship from local institutions often serves a very similar function, interrogating the national Internet for 

answers about contemporary China: as the most recent China Internet Network Information Center report 

declares: “with precise and objective data, the reports provide an important basis for government departments 

and companies to understand the development of Internet in China and make relevant decisions” (CNNIC, 

2014, p. 1). When dealing with their national Internet, Chinese academics seem to either participate in the 

Euro-American discourses described above, responding to them from more locally situated perspectives 

(Yingchun Xu, 2012), or to concentrate on specific technical issues – from community building and online 

education development to the bridging of various digital divides (Q. Liao, Pan, Zhou, & Gan, 2012; Yao, Qiu, 

Huang, Du, & Ma, 2011) – according to the demands of their institutional, academic or entrepreneurial 

audiences. 

One striking feature of China-based, English-language scholarship about the Internet, though, is the large 

percentage of psychologists and behavioral social scientists dealing with Internet use as problematic or 

pathological. Following a common (but less and less statistically valid) assumption about Internet use as a 

mostly youth-related phenomenon, C.-X. Shen, Liu, & Wang, (2013) ask “why are children attracted to the 

Internet?”, while Mai et al., (2012) frame this attraction as “pathological Internet use among Chinese 

adolescents”, and R. L. Huang et al. (2009) seek to identify its predictive factors. The cyber-addicted Chinese 

youth constructed by this area of scholarship appears very different from the portrayals of participating and 

deliberating forces encountered in the previous sections. 

These studies typically correlate Internet addiction with negative effects on educational performance (hours of 

study, concentration, grades, missed classes) (Mei & Liu, 2012) and lifestyle habits (L. Wang, Luo, Luo, Gao, & 
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Kong, 2012). Besides school results and lifestyles, Internet use itself is deemed “problematic” (R. L. Huang et 

al., 2009) and can even become an “Internet addiction disorder” on the rise “especially among young people” 

(Shek, Sun, & Yu, 2013). People who engage in online activities are rarely identified as a national population of 

consumers or as the empowered ‘netizens’ called in cause by the scholarship reviewed above. Instead, they are 

‘Internet users,’ a term chosen for its resonance with substance use and abuse. This striking connection is 

particularly vivid in the acronyms, DU (drug use), PIU (problematic Internet use), and AIU (addictive Internet 

use), that these scholars deploy to medicalize the continuum of cigarettes, narcotics and ICTs circulating 

through the dodgy space of the wangba:  

Using legal substance (particularly tobacco) is very common in these commercial internet bars 

(...) Illegal DU may also be prevalent among internet bar attendees. Adolescents, particularly 

the internet addicts who are intensively exposed to this environment for long hours, may think 

that most of their peers are drug users. (J. Gong et al., 2009, p. 294) 

This strand of research has looked at different aspects of ‘problematic Internet use’: the relationship between 

Internet addiction and sensation seeking (Mei & Liu, 2012; Sun et al., 2012), information overload and 

technostress (Tu, Wang, & Shu, 2005), the risk behavior of visitors of gay websites (D. Zhang et al., 2007), and 

even the dangers of pornography consumption, defined by the Chinese government as a kind of “online 

narcotics” (Liang & Lu, 2012) correlated to juvenile crime rate (Z. Wu et al., 2010). Similar concerns are called in 

cause against the dissemination of rumors online (Q. Wang, Yang, & Zhou, 2012) and vulgarities and violence in 

general: as Wang Chen, former director of both the State Council Information Office and the Propaganda 

Department of the Communist Party of China puts it, 

online harmful information such as pornography and obscenities are seriously harming the 

physical and mental health of minors […] As long as our country's Internet is linked to the 

global Internet, there will be channels and means for all sorts of harmful foreign information to 

appear on our domestic Internet. (C. Wang, 2010)  

As Golub & Lingley (2008) argue, these biomedical models, framing Internet use as a substance addiction or 

mental disorder, might be part of “a more general moral crisis faced by Chinese, in response to rapid 

consumerism, the medicalization of mental illness, and new forms of public and publicity” (p. 59). Framing 

technological innovations as dangerous for China’s development “speaks to old Maoist and pre-Maoist rhetoric 

of independence from colonialism as well as deeper Chinese concerns with ethical and spiritual cultivation and 

refinement” (p. 63). Rehashing the historical memory of the Opium Wars is an effective rhetorical device, and 

“associating a word like opium with instant messaging or online gaming triggers off an avalanche of social 
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concern and sentiments” (Tsui, 2005, p. 184) which can be, as (Lagerkvist, 2008) explains, politically 

instrumental: “The vocabulary of ‘youth’, ‘health’, ‘hygiene’, and ‘pollution’ is often used when concrete action 

is envisaged for China's networks” (p. 134). 

 

Figure 9. “One hundred years before – one hundred years later” humorous comparison between an opium smoker and a 

videogame player, posted in the Lightwave QQ group from an online newspaper article about WeChat usage among 

middle-school students (Yi, 2014). Author unknown.  

Numerous reports about Internet addiction treatment centers popping up around China demonstrate how this 

rhetoric influences the lives of young Internet users. According to Lin-Liu (2006), “the problem has become so 

widespread that an Internet addiction center has been established at the Beijing Military Clinic where Internet 

addicts can be treated with a combination of counseling, physical activity, antidepressants and even electrical 

treatments” (p. 19). Modeled on drug or gambling addiction treatment centers, these Internet addiction camps 

often work “on a much more carceral model of treatment […] combining various drug regimes with regular 

intravenous drips and – most well-known – administering electric shock for extreme patients” (Golub & Lingley, 

2008, p. 63). Questioning these psychological and pathological approaches to technology, Szablewicz (2010) 

characterizes the rhetoric of addiction used to frame online gaming and Internet use in China as a strategy to 

actively engineer moral panics (p. 453). Still, this rhetoric remains pervasive in Chinese society, and plays a role 

in the relationship of young Chinese with the Internet (Cockain, 2012, p. 132); as Liu Fengshu (2011) argues, 

young users have to negotiate their ‘proper’ wired self in the context of this tension between ambivalent “dual 

repertories” of discourses – utopian and biomedical – around digital media (p. 18). 

2.6 (Micro)blogging the nation 
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Given the current status of the Chinese Internet as a massive market for business, commerce, and Internet 

industries, one would expect a consistent research focus on locally developed platforms, services and devices 

(Chu, 2008; Tarantino, 2012). However, despite the platform-oriented nature of the Web 2.0, there are 

surprisingly few studies of specific Chinese digital media platforms and their actual, day-to-day usage (Herold, 

2009). Zhong (2010) provides a market-oriented overview of Chinese social networking services; L. Yu, Asur, & 

Huberman (2011; 2012) focus on large-scale analyses of trending topics on Sina Weibo; Tsai and Men (2012) 

study the characteristics of the social networking platform Renren; Lu, Zhou, and Wang (2009) examine the 

pervasiveness of instant messaging software in China. These quantitative studies often compare Chinese 

services to Twitter, Facebook and other American platforms, measuring differences in usage patterns, adoption 

rate and other variables. Responding to the technical questions posed by computer scientists and 

programmers, this sort of research rarely accounts for the practical contexts of Internet use in China: with a 

narrow comparative focus, it is aimed at exploring the potential of culturally defined markets (Taneja & Wu, 

2014) or the localization of existing platforms or services for a different pool of users (Gevorgyan & 

Manucharova, 2009). 

Comparative analyses do indeed answer a number of questions, but often neglect how most Internet users do 

not spend their online time on a single platform, instead consuming, creating and sharing content across a 

mutable range of services and devices. Chinese-language communication research is more sensitive to the 

importance of an ecological approach to local digital media platforms and the practices of their users (B. Yang 

& Xu, 2011): for example, Qing Ye (2011) compares the self-presentation strategies of American and Chinese 

MySpace users, finding qualitative evidence that American users tend to share much more personal 

information than the Chinese ones (p. 128). Discussing the directions of platform-oriented research, B. Yang & 

Le (2011) analyze the use of Bulletin Board Systems (BBS), arguing that Chinese communication research is 

often concerned with topics similar to English-language scholarship, but aims at opposite political ends (pp. 4-

5): managing public opinion and understanding how to better develop cultural soft power through local online 

platforms (Guan, 2011, p. x). 

Not surprisingly, the Chinese online platforms most studied by qualitative researchers in the late 2000s are 

blogs. Blogs are in fact the most evident textual embodiment of Web 2.0 culture (Lovink, 2011, p. 95), they are 

easily linkable to national and cultural issues, and their personal nature makes them the preferential target for 

academic inquiries into the political Internet. The peak of popularity and dynamism of the Chinese blogosphere 

occurred around 2005 (Sima & Pugsley, 2010, p. 288), “the year of Chinese blogging” (Haiqing Yu, 2007, p. 424) 

during which online media powerhouses Sina and Sohu pushed users to open personal blogs, Baidu launched 

its blog-dedicated search engine, and a series of Internet events (like the Chen Kaige parody described in H. 
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Gong and Yang, 2010) contributed to the popularization of blogging as a practice. Hassid (2012) notes that 

popularity, political contents, and the simplicity of data collection (when compared to more ephemeral 

microblogs, social networking platforms, instant messaging applications, etc.) make blogs the preferred target 

for academic analysis (p. 3). 

As argued in the preceding sections of this literature review, political participation in online China is a 

privileged topic of inquiry: A decade after the pioneering book You Got Dissent! Chinese Dissident Use of the 

Internet and Beijing’s Counter Strategies (Chase & Mulvenon, 2002), while recognizing that most blogs are just 

personal diaries and not samizdat literatures or activist manifestoes, many researchers still characterize the 

Chinese Internet (and the Chinese blogosphere in particular) as hosting a cohesive “discourse behind the 

Forbidden Realm” (S. S. Wang & Hong, 2010, p. 67). Even if she acknowledges that the Internet will not bring 

democracy to China simply by existing, MacKinnon (2007) still sees the potential of blogs as catalysts for long-

term political change; similarly, in surveying amateur sexuality across the Chinese blogosphere, Jacobs (2012) 

argues that “Chinese netizens are nevertheless engaged in a kind of revolt” (pp. 15–16). Zhou Xiang (2009) 

describes in his research the NetEase portal and reactions on political blogs to the dismissal of Shanghai leader 

Chen Liangyu, using the case as an example for the entire Chinese blogosphere: “Bloggers, giving quick 

responses to the event, were actively engaged in discussions on politically sensitive topics, and expressed 

different opinions of the event and even criticism of the government” (p. 1003). With the due caution, blogs 

are often elevated to the status of hidden spaces of contestation repressed by “concentrated power and 

sustained inequality” (S. S. Wang & Hong, 2010, p. 67) in need of interpretive work. This tendency confirms 

what Morozov identifies as an offshoot of the debates about civil society, of which bloggers are seen as the 

revolutionary vanguard (Morozov, 2011, p. 51): “If the Soviet Union couldn't survive a platoon of 

pamphleteers, how can China survive an army of bloggers?” (p. xii). 
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Figure 10. Popular patriotic blogger Zhou Xiaoping interviewed on the popular discussion board Qiangguo Luntan [Strong 

Nation Forum]. Photo credit: Li & Huang (2013).  

In recent years, with the fall in popularity of blogging, more critical voices have reframed this debate: Hassid 

(2012) evaluates the current state of blogs in China to understand their function as anger-venting mechanisms 

or as pressure cookers for activism and dissent, finding correlations with the agendas of traditional news media 

and propaganda departments. Sima & Pugsley (2012) adopt a critical stance in studying blogs after their 2005 

boom and posit their usage in the context of the rise of “a ‘me culture’ (ziwo wenhua) that is firmly linked to 

mass entertainment and consumerism” (p. 287). Along with Tsui (2005) and Damm (2007), Jack Qiu (2006) 

argues that nationalism “is central to China's online discourse and the evolving political identity of Chinese 

internet users” (p. 125) and should be better accounted for across different digital media platforms. Leibold 

(2011) goes even further, by decisively rejecting the widespread research emphasis on activism and celebrity 

blogging, and describing Chinese blogs as interest-based ghettos popping up in corporate walled gardens, 

mostly engaged in producing shallow infotainment and misinformation. In his view, 

Anglophone commentary on the Chinese internet overwhelmingly profiles its professional, 

liberal-oriented blogging community [...] These are either those bilingual, bicultural ‘bridge 

bloggers’ like Kaiser Kuo, Xiao Qiang and Zhao Jing (aka Michael Anti) or those writing purely in 

Chinese like poster-boy Han Han or citizen journalist Zhou Shuguan (aka Zola). Less attention 
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has been paid to either the largely amateur blogging community, or its more conservative and 

reactionary elements. (Leibold, 2011, p. 1034) 

As of 2015, blogging seems a very vague category, diluted among the variety of self-publishing functions 

provided by newer platforms (e.g., microblogging, social networking websites, or instant messaging apps) that 

have taken the lion’s share of online interaction and which are in turn “fetishized, becoming ascribed with 

romantic qualities and constructed within discourses of power and resistance, as well as a utopian and one-

sided strand of technological determinism or cyberlibertarianism” (Cockain, 2015, p. 50). Conservative, 

reactionary, nationalist, or simply non-politicized content is rarely analyzed, and “the impacts of these 

seemingly banal, exhibitionist blogs is underestimated by journalists and researchers in the West” (Sima & 

Pugsley, 2010, p. 288). Despite the challenges moved to the research on activist blogging and to the portrayal 

of Chinese bloggers as democratizing forces or as the vanguard of an emerging online public sphere, much of 

the research on Chinese blogs perpetuates the assumptions identified in the previous sections, and 

misrepresents very individual authorial practices and small pockets of audience as trends prevalent among the 

majority of Chinese Internet users. 

2.7 User-generated cultures 

If, despite the persistence of researchers, the Chinese blogosphere fails to live up to the ideal of a lively, 

inclusive and pervasive public sphere, how to conceptualize the Internet in China? In the context of a Chinese 

Internet ‘made’ for more than fifty percent out of user-generated content (Crampton, 2010), what do the 

everyday communications and creative practices of hundreds of millions of local users amount to? In the book 

Shenghuo zai wangluo zhong [Living in the Network], published in 1997 in the Wangluo wenhua congshu 

[Internet Culture Series] by Renmin University Press, Chinese scholars Yan Feng and Bu Wei discuss a wide 

range of issues – from education and cultural industries to leisure, literacy, music, health and feminism – as the 

principal domains that will be affected by an upcoming “digital cultural revolution” brought by the Internet 

(Yan & Bu, 1997). Media scholar Jack L. Qiu recalls how the Wangluo wenhua congshu book series was, for him 

and his colleagues, the first contact with the idea of a wangluo wenhua, an ‘Internet culture’: “at that time, we 

still thought that this network culture would be something global, linked to cyberspace… but today a rethinking 

of this concept is much needed” (January 2015, personal communication). 

One of the most straightforward ways of analyzing the culture of the Internet is focusing on the social 

groupings in which users organize themselves online: virtual communities (or online communities, digital 

communities, electronic tribes, and so on), originally defined by Howard Rheingold as “social aggregations that 

emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient 
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human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” (Rheingold, 2000, p. 20) are a well-

developed concept in Internet studies and, after nearly twenty years past their emergence (Pang, 2015, p. 144), 

are still a useful unit of analysis to make sense of the Chinese Internet (Q. Liao, Pan, Zhou, & Ma, 2010, p. 

2193). Research about online communities in China examines a wide range of issues, from web management 

and community construction (Q. Liao et al., 2012) to civil society and voluntary associations (Hung, 2011), and 

from online mobs and offline mobilization (Z. Cao & Lin, 2009) to online linguistics and their political 

implications: as Yuan (2011) summarizes, “Chinese Internet users employ various discourse strategies to 

establish community identities, organize online interactions, and defy censorship” (p. 266). 

Online communities are a fruitful site for investigations concerned with the organization, cooperation and long-

term interaction of a group of Internet users, as well as rich case studies for inquiries about identity, 

participation and belonging: Tian & Wu (2007) describe the nationalist BBS Qiangguo Luntan (‘Strong Nation 

Forum’), illustrating how its users craft political identities through their posts and avatars; in a similar fashion, 

Chan (2006) describes how Chinese migrants organize in online communities and investigates whether these 

social platforms “also offer identity options to migrants in terms of ethnicity and national belonging” (p. 1). Yet, 

with the developments of more mobile and personalized social networking platforms, Chinese Internet users 

become increasingly non-committal: they jump from service to service, multitask between chatting, linking, 

liking, retweeting and commenting, often across different communities, platforms and devices. In this context, 

‘online community’ seems to have become a concept too restrictive for a satisfactory portrayal of 

contemporary Chinese online practices (Yuan, 2013, p. 676). 

Jack L. Qiu is one of the first scholars to link the organization of Chinese Internet users in communities of 

interests or practice to a larger cultural context: “Chinese netizens are constructing their online identities in a 

peculiar Internet culture that bears both Chinese and universal characteristics” (Qiu, 2004, p. 114). Around the 

same time, Yang Guobin develops the broader concept of a transnational Chinese cultural sphere: 

This sphere is Internet-based. It is a Chinese cultural sphere in two senses. First, the dominant 

language of communication here is Chinese, although other languages are also used. Second, 

its publics are mainly drawn from what Tu Wei-ming (1994) calls ‘cultural China’. (G. Yang, 

2003c, p. 470) 

This idea of a transnational, linguistic and Habermasian public sphere made possible by the circulation of 

cultural products and events through digital media (p. 469) is grounded on the idea of the Internet as a 

collection of public spaces (p. 484) of political participation: “for analytical purposes, we might consider the act 

of visiting or using the same online space such as an online magazine or a bulletin board as a spontaneous form 
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of collective action” (p. 485). Culture comes last, as the symbolic and historical glue making community 

possible: “an important reason why the emerging online Chinese cultural sphere could draw participants […] is 

that they share some common cultural repertoire. It may be a repertoire of some shared history, but certainly 

of expressive symbols” (p. 486). 

Yang Guobin’s theorization of the Chinese Internet as a transnational cultural sphere (2003c) and later as a 

cultural form (2009b) are instrumental to his work on civil society (2003a, 2003b) and online activism (2009a). 

In his overview of the Internet in China, Jack L. Qiu proposes a slightly different makeup of this Internet culture: 

Two trends are essential to this process of collective identification: (1) the rise of consumerism 

throughout society and (2) the persistence of online nationalism with increasing affinity to 

state agendas. Both processes have been used by the state apparatus since the beginning of 

Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening-up period and are likely to remain central to the 

transformation of China. When the two bodies of discourse enter the virtual landscape, via 

keystrokes and mouse clicks, in images, sound bites, MP3s, and interactive Flash animations, 

they evolve into multiple inconsistent yet interrelated texts, infinite instances of 

representation, and a new media culture of the ephemeral. (Qiu, 2004, p. 114) 

It is this last sentence, collecting different modes of interaction, different forms of creative practice, and 

different kinds of digital objects, that proposes a more grounded attention to the material components making 

up the ephemeral culture of this – at the time – new medium. 
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Figure 11. Jeremy Goldkorn (founder of bridge-blogging website Danwei) identifies user-generated content as a subversive 

subculture in an interview from the short documentary Dancing with shackles on (Marianini & Zdzarski, 2011). Screenshot 

by the author. 

The ephemeral digital objects created and circulated by local users have been approached in different ways by 

Chinese Internet researchers. Li (2009) links user-generated content to the dazibao (‘big character posters’) of 

the Maoist era, as early examples of popular creativity: “Spoofs and other internet videos provide an outlet for 

people's creativity and a new form of self-expression […] they serve as a liberating force for the Chinese, who 

for many generations have been taught to respect order and follow trodden paths” (H. S. Li, 2009). User-

generated content becomes “a weapon of political mobilization and accusation to serving [sic] as vehicles of 

independent self-representation” (H. S. Li, 2009, p. 50) and totalizing accounts of Chinese Internet culture are 

modeled on Hebdige’s theorization of subculture, an mass oppositional movements paralleling other historical 

youth cultures such as the Red Guards’ cultural revolution during Maoist times, and the popular culture crazes 

of the 1980s (Clark, 2012). 

Several scholars follow this conceptualization and focus on different examples of online humor and parody, 

explaining them in terms of cultural intervention, political negotiation or subcultural empowerment not so 

distant from the standard dialectical model of anti-hegemonic struggle (H. Gong & Yang, 2010; Meng, 2011; 

Tang & Yang, 2011). Anxiao Mina (2014) is a perfect example of the culmination of this approach into 

aestheticized narratives of activism and dissent, which consistently argue how this kind of user-generated 
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content reflects “an important form of social change, a broadening of the visual language of dissent through a 

key form of the creative vernacular of the internet” (p. 368). A diametrically opposed approach identifies most 

user-generated content as embedded into, and coopted by, the Chinese Communist Party’s efforts at 

engineering a sort of “Internet ideotainment” (Lagerkvist, 2008). As a portmanteau of ‘ideological 

entertainment’, 

ideotainment entails the intermeshing of high-tech images, designs, and sounds of popular 

Web and mobile phone culture with subtle ideological constructs, symbols, and 

nationalistically inclined messages of persuasion. [...] The main thrust of the term illuminates 

the efforts to ideologically mold public opinion in ways more consistent with symbols and 

images liked, used, and judged to be ‘cool’ by younger generations accustomed to the world of 

popular culture. (Lagerkvist, 2008, p. 123) 

In the middle ground between the idealization of user-generated content as a form of social action and its 

condemnation as ideological spam are more focused studies of specific online phenomena: online nationalism 

and the so called ‘angry youth’ (fenqing) are one example (L. Yang & Zheng, 2012); human-flesh searches 

(renrou sousuo), crowdsourced acts of online vigilantism, are another (Chao, 2011; B. Wang, Yao, Hou, Liao, & 

Chen, 2010). Sometimes intended as a broad analytical category, Chinese Internet culture can indicate the 

“specific ‘culture of youth’ emerging in China’s urban centres within the one-child families of China’s affluent 

classes” (McLaren, 2007, p. 410), but also function as an experimental space of self-determination revealed by 

specific practices – like online marriage – that illustrate “the potential of the Chinese Internet to create private 

imaginative spaces in which participants can live out elaborate games in persona of their own making” (p. 409). 

Is Chinese Internet culture the culture of affluent urban youth, or an emerging oppositional subculture? Does it 

include online marriage, angry nationalism, funny images and digital manhunts? Does the lumping together of 

identity negotiation (Tian & Wu, 2007), ethnic resistance (W. Zhang, 2002), Han supremacism (Leibold, 2010), 

online parody (H. Gong & Yang, 2010; Meng, 2011; S. S. Wang, 2012) and a slew of other topics under the 

banner of ‘Internet culture’ help understanding more about the practices of digital media users in China? David 

K. Herold presents his and Peter Marolt’s edited volume Online Society in China as a book discussing the “rich 

and varied online culture that has developed in China” (Herold, 2011b, p. 2), a repertoire of carnivalesque 

interactions emerging from the everyday engagement of Chinese Internet users with in the spaces provided by 

digital media. Understanding Internet culture as a congeries of new media practices (Wallis, 2011) opens up 

different pathways to chronicle what different authors have started referring to as “the carnival of online 

China” (Chu & Cheng, 2011; Hu, 2012; W. Wu, Fore, Wang, & Ho, 2007). 
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Especially in recent years, these calls for more nuanced, situated and contextual studies of user practices on 

Chinese online platforms have been heeded from different theoretical and methodological perspectives. 

Ethnographically grounded accounts of specific media objects, sociolinguistic features or media practices paint 

a much more variegated picture of the Internet in China: Herold (2012) examines the interplay of national 

imaginations on the bridge-blogging website chinaSMACK, while Varis & Wang (2011) follow the localization of 

hip-hop vernaculars on Chinese online platforms; McDonald (2014) chronicles the domestication of Internet 

access in a small rural town, while L. Li & Li (2013) narrate the urban residents’ use of neighborhood discussion 

boards (xiaoqu luntan). The objects of inquiry expand to individual words, objects and platforms: the role of 

the term mensao in the construction of class belonging (Dong, 2012), and the circulation of the 

character meng as a negotiated form of cuteness (de Seta, 2014); the creation of cultural identity through 

Chinese New Year greeting e-mail graphics (Kozar, 1995), and the affective implications of egao humor (Rea, 

2013); the popularization of online book-reading (Q. Huang, 2004), and the development of commercial models 

for Internet literature (Tse & Gong, 2012), are just some examples. The Chinese Internet, and its culture, are no 

longer easily graspable objects of study. 

2.8 RE: Concluding techno-orientalism 

The first email sent from China to Germany in 1987 can be regarded as the earliest piece of Chinese digital 

folklore. In its short augural lines, it prefigures many elements that would characterize two decades of 

discourse around the Internet in China: a national ‘We’ welcoming the Internet and embracing it at increasing 

speeds, an intercultural and international exchange setting off massive projects of infrastructural development, 

and a Great Wall to be leapt over, more or less symbolically, in search of knowledge from all corners of the 

world. On June 19th, 2012, according to state media reports, astronauts operating the Chinese space station 

Tiangong-1 received their first e-mail message in space, “an email from ground controllers that contained 

photos, text and videos” (SPACE.com Staff, 2012). Even though this message was traveling through specialized 

connection channels for military communication between earth and low earth orbit, it was described in 

national news broadcasts as a standard e-mail – a medium by then familiar to most of the audience – which 

symbolically fulfilled the intention, made twenty-five years before, of reaching far beyond the real and 

imagined Great Walls of China.  

I have chosen to intersperse this literature review with different examples of digital folklore collected 

throughout my fieldwork to show how an ethnographic method of research attentive to the circulation of 

digital objects and the everyday practices of Internet users can effectively contextualize a wide-ranging and 

second-order review of the academic engagement with the medium. Throughout the preceding six sections of 

this chapter, I have followed the rules of formation and the sets of statements characterizing two decades of 
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research about the dynamic and rapidly changing ensembles kept together by the words ‘Internet’ and ‘China’. 

Through this genealogy I identified, perhaps at times crudely or reductively, themes, issues and other 

discursive resources deployed by scholars in different disciplines, correlating them with concerns and 

developments in local and international debates around networked communication technologies. 

To conclude this chapter, I argue that the multidisciplinary body of literature produced by Chinese Internet 

research hasn’t succeeded in following these concerns and developments, and has instead gone in circles 

around them while perpetuating a set of assumptions that I characterize as techno-orientalist. I borrow the 

term ‘techno-orientalism’ from a chapter of David Morley and Kevin Robins’ 1995 book Spaces of identity: 

Global media, electronic landscapes and cultural boundaries. The chapter, titled “Techno-orientalism: Japan 

panic” (Morley & Robins, 1995, pp. 147–173) illustrates the ways in which Japan, as a booming economy and 

emerging technological power, has been consistently objectified and aestheticized by Euro-American 

representations as a radical cultural Other seeking technological and commercial dominance over the West 

through imitation and unfair competition. Morley & Robins identify the roots of these techno-orientalist 

depictions in “an anxiety about exposure to, and penetration by, Japanese culture. The fear is that Japanese 

investors are ‘buying into America’s soul’” (p. 150). Techno-orientalism depicts Japan as “a culture of self-

censorship” (p. 150), and Japanese people as “strangers ‘stealing in’ on the American Dream” (p. 158) which 

could successfully destabilize the global economy thanks to their “robot-like dedication to achieving world 

hegemony and to undermining the principles of Western modernity” (p. 153). 

After describing this peculiar and problematic representation of Japan in Euro-American media, Morley & 

Robins observe, rather timely, how  

as Japan’s star is seen to fade, other stars rise in the West’s imaginative firmament of the East: 

now all the talk is of the threat posed to the West not so much by Japan itself, but by the 

startling economic growth-rates of its symbolic offspring – the ‘Four Tigers’ of South-East Asia – 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea and Singapore. (Morley & Robins, 1995, p. 173) 

The parallels between the “Japan panic” of the late 1980s and early 1990s and the depictions of China’s last 

twenty years of technological development are quite striking, and can be found echoing throughout many of 

the academic sources referenced in this chapter. This literature review of twenty years of Chinese Internet 

research started from the words of Cindy Zheng, an Asian-American system manager writing her report about 

the unsatisfactory state of local communications infrastructure. In the span of a few years, researchers would 

be probing China’s emerging economy as a fertile territory for business opportunities in the development of 

communication infrastructure, and successively seek to understand and penetrate the local e-commerce 

markets. Despite years of enthusiastically described booming growth, the local ICT industries remain often 
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humbled as mere manufacturers, assembling products designed elsewhere thanks to the availability of cheap 

labor and the loose enforcement of workers’ rights: “when China’s mobile industry creates, it's often churning 

out low-end handsets and that occasional shameless copycat app” (Lu Stout, 2014). Even when the creativity of 

China’s shanzhai [copycat] model of technological innovation is acknowledged, it is often in the terms of a 

coming-of-age into a global culture of innovation: “They have adopted things not only from their local market, 

but from the Internet culture of other countries […] so they have grown up with the global concept and global 

culture from day one” (Tina Tao, as quoted in Lu Stout, (2014). 

Similar overtones resonate in discussions of the potential of digital media as technologies of freedom: 

censorship and control versus the emancipatory potential of the Internet, the ‘cat and mouse game’ between 

authorities and netizens, the battle for Internet freedom – all these narratives conjoin Orientalized depictions 

of an authoritarian party-state engaging in mass-scale thought-control (Leibold, 2011, p. 1023) and of an 

emerging civil society (Arsène, 2011, p. 55) with the technological determinism of the “revolutionary change” 

discourse (Kluver & Yang, 2005, p. 306). The mythical construct of the Great Firewall is invoked as more than a 

simple informational filter, in fact emphasizing the complacency of the local users and national Internet 

industries: “What makes the Great Firewall of China so effective (and controversial) is not only its complex 

technology but also the culture that the system engenders – a culture of self-censorship” (pingp, 2011). Just as 

argued twenty years before for Japan, the culture of self-censorship of local users and companies is identified 

as a factor reinforcing the techno-nationalist protectionism embraced by the government and underpinning 

the economic growth of the country (Qiu, 2010). Ultimately, liberal markets are invoked as the only possible 

solution: “the argument is that the profit motive recognises no ideology and therefore the decentralised 

marketization of the Chinese economy makes control and censorship increasingly problematic” (Wilson, 2009). 

Summarizing these discursive trends, Evgeny Morozov argues that the correlation between the Internet and 

democratization reveals “the intense Western longing for a world where information technology is the 

liberator rather than the oppressor, a world where technology could be harvested to spread democracy around 

the globe rather than entrench existing autocracies” (2011, p. 5). 

Techno-orientalist presuppositions underpin the recurring bewilderment of mass media and academic research 

when confronted with new media events and online phenomena of different sorts happening on Chinese 

online platforms: 

Western media coverage of China also oscillates self-flatteringly between worried shock at the 

hot-headed nationalistic responses of young Chinese (implicitly in contrast to the 1989 

democracy demonstrators) […] and amused shock at the untraditional (and implicitly Western-

oriented) behaviour of other […] contradictory youth. (Wilson, 2009) 
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Along with the apparently surprising coexistence of nationalistic and cosmopolitan youth in China, “America's 

fascination with Asia as an exotic site of technological sophistication” (Golub & Lingley, 2008, p. 59) explains 

the surge of overblown reporting about, for example, Internet addiction-related suicides in China, presented as 

a symptom of the extreme forms taken by technology in the Far East. This technological Orient characterized 

by extreme contradictions “has been invented to define the images and models of information capitalism and 

the information society” (Ueno, 1999, p. 97), and it is “merely a western dream of Asian and Oriental cultures, 

a longing for the Rest by West” (p. 98) which “prevents us in the West from asking the same sort of difficult 

questions about the internet’s impact in China that we have long asked ourselves” (Leibold, 2011, p. 1036). 

Precisely like the Orientalism described by Edward Said, techno-orientalism has become “a mirror for Western 

societies” (Lozano-Méndez, 2010, p. 194), and China the most recent sociotechnical galaxy to glow in the 

West’s imaginative firmament of the East. 

 

Figure 12. “I already can’t leave the Internet / because going online is so cool / I already can’t leave the Internet / because 

going online from my company is so fast / Going online is really wild / Going online really makes people happy”, poem 

scribbled on wall. Author unknown. 

It is perhaps not surprising that the conclusion of a literature review guided by the Foucauldian idea of 

genealogy evidences a set of techno-orientalist assumptions being reproduced across citations and academic 
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lineages, a variety of what Mark Hobart terms epistemological colonialism (Hobart, 2010, p. 70). As Lozano-

Méndez (2010) has recently argued, techno-orientalism in itself “is a discourse in the foucaldian sense” (p. 184) 

conjoining technological utopias and orientalist depictions, and governed by rules of formation that “allow for 

novelty and the incorporation of new words to the lexicon inherited from those two preexisting discourses” (p. 

184). Techno-orientalism is thus an evolving set of statements conflating Orientalism and technological 

determinism, supporting the production of narratives ranging from the enthusiasm for the explosive 

development of digital media in China to the recent fascination for shanzhai innovation and hackerspaces, or 

from the peddling of ‘e-democracy’ and the peeks ‘behind the Great Firewall’ to the chronicles of celebrity 

activists and subversive online cultures. This is by no means a recent phenomenon: as early as 1999, Du 

Xueping already hinted at the most troubling problem of research about the Internet in China: “Although the 

Internet phenomenon in China has attracted much research interest, little is known about what users actually 

do on the Internet, their usage patterns, or any interaction between Internet policy, services, demographics 

and behaviours” (Du, 1999, p. 409). 

Rather than simply criticizing an entire field of research as hegemonic or ideological, this conclusion aims at 

identifying the causes leading to Chinese Internet research ‘going in circles’ around the same paradigmatic sets 

of assumptions repeatedly criticized by previous reviews of the relevant scholarship (Damm, 2007; Herold & de 

Seta, 2015; Kluver & Yang, 2005; Qiu & Bu, 2013; Tsui, 2005). My genealogy provides thematic overviews of the 

“uneven geographies of information” (Graham, 2014b) of the multidisciplinary field of Chinese Internet 

research, proposes a sketch of their rules of formation, and points at generative theoretical and 

methodological resources to re-engage the configurations of ‘the Internet’ and ‘China’ without perpetuating 

essentialist or orientalist understandings of media and culture. The following chapter illustrates the 

methodological toolbox I argue to be necessary to achieve a more processual, contextual and situated 

engagement with the Internet in China. 
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3. Elements for a postdigital praxiography 

3.1 Are you here? 

In the early days of the Internet in China, a journal article reportedly chronicled how the colloquial Mandarin 

greeting “ni chi fan le ma?” [“have you eaten?”] was being substituted by a much more modern “ni shang 

wang le ma?” [“have you been online?”] (Clark, 2012, p. 161). All the friends I asked about this peculiar 

linguistic phenomenon told me they had never heard of it in their life, and that this ethnographic morsel about 

how Chinese people ardently embraced the Internet to the point of including it in everyday salutations was 

probably a hyperbolic parable used in news writing. A more recent article in Huasheng Zaixian (Voice of China 

Online) rehashes this trope:  

I don’t know since when, the greeting “shang wang le ma?” has become as popular as the “chi 

fan le ma?” of the past century. Understanding the Web, going online, using the Internet, have 

all become essential parts of our lives: not using the Internet for a day sends people into a 

frenzied panic, the difference with the past being that one was a “food” panic, this is an 

“information” panic. (Xiangzhong Feizhou, 2009) 

Notwithstanding the factuality of this story, it is interesting to note how this purported greeting illustrates the 

narratives of excitement and novelty around the arrival of the Internet in China during the early 2000s, an 

innovation so groundbreaking that people supposedly deemed going online as more important for one’s well-

being than eating food. Conversely, throughout my fieldwork, the most common way of establishing contact on 

digital media platforms was by asking: 

“Zai ma?” [“Are you here?”] 

Be it a QQ instant chatroom blinking in the task bar of a laptop, a Sina Weibo private message popping up in 

the browser window, or a WeChat conversation scrolling on a smartphone screen, being there was what I 

asked others, and what others asked me, most often (Fig. 13). Was I in front of my computer while QQ was 

open? Was I looking at my browser after posting on Weibo? Did I have time to reply to a message on my 

smartphone? Could I answer a question, help with a translation, give a suggestion, confirm an appointment? 

Was I there, was I social, was I mediated, for them? 
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Figure 13. Making contact through digital media: “Are you here? Are you here?”, “Brother Beard are you here?”, “Are you 

here, “Do you have QQ?”, “Here or not?”, “Are you in Shanghai? Do you have WeChat? Tell me”, “Hey-hey are you here?”, 

“Areyouhereareyouhere?”, “Mr. Beard are you here or not?”. Collage of screenshots by the author.  

A large percentage of Chinese Internet users in the mid-2010s fits Grant Blank and William Dutton’s portrait of 

the ‘Next Generation User’ emerging in the UK: someone accessing the Internet “from multiple locations and 

devices” (G. Blank & Dutton, 2014, p. 40), less and less tied to the specific demographics of ‘digital natives’ or 

of a ‘born digital’ youth (G. Blank & Dutton, 2014, p. 44), and more and more reliant on mobile devices and 

access (p. 50). While more than half of the Chinese population doesn’t yet have access to the Internet (CNNIC, 

2014, p. 13), as of June 2014, 83.4% of the wired 632 million people are mobile Internet users (p. 17), and 

global comparative surveys highlight how Chinese users are the most likely, over a sample of twenty-four 

countries, to own a smartphone – over 86% do, compared to 35% of the ones in the United States (Bolsover, 

Dutton, Law, & Dutta, 2014, p. 126). As I traveled across China, I found these statistics to be quite 

representative of everyday life in urban areas: ‘having been online’ was not a groundbreaking experience for 

any of the people I met; most of my friends would think of themselves as being constantly online, or at least 

able to access a Wi-Fi or mobile data connection with a few taps on their multiple devices, when in need or 

when having nothing better to do. The point, rather, was ‘being there’, on different platforms and services, in 
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different conversations and groups, updated and in-the-loop regarding different topics and events: the spatial 

experience of the Internet was way more social than technological. 

I started this dissertation with an example of digital folklore – the repertoire of vernacular creativity around the 

locution dajiangyou – and I proposed the study of this kind of media practices as a necessary step in the 

current state of Chinese Internet research. As argued in the preceding literature review chapter, interpretive 

and methodological choices play a substantial part in the construction of the Chinese Internet as a ground of 

struggle or as a carnival of dissent and subversion. If one is to avoid the paradigm of revolutionary change and 

the related techno-orientalist trappings, what is needed are qualitative, situated, processual accounts of the 

everyday usage of digital media in China. The following step is answering questions of method: how to follow 

the media practices of a population not reducible to a generational cohort of technology adopters or a specific 

community of users? How to account for the vernacular creativity happening on and across different digital 

media platforms and mobile devices? How to study Chinese digital folklore? 

My answer to these questions is, in short, a positive answer to “zai ma?” the most common greeting on 

Chinese social media: being there is in fact the shortest possible summary of ethnographic methodology. To 

account for the media practices of vernacular creativity emerging from the everyday engagement of Chinese 

Internet users with their devices, platforms and content, I argue that it is necessary to tell something precisely 

about methodology, and about the ways in which specific methodological choices influence the constitution of 

an object of study. This chapter reconsiders qualitative methodologies applied to the study of the Internet and 

argues for an ethnographic approach to media practices capable of accounting for the networks they form 

between platforms, content, and devices pervasively embedded in the lives of large populations of users. 

This methodological toolbox, which I term postdigital praxiography, is a bundle of qualitative tools and 

epistemological choices illustrated in the different sections of this chapter: its ethnographic core abandons the 

divides between virtual and real spaces, online and offline activity, local and global media, focusing instead on 

the embedment of postdigital media in everyday lives; its field site is constructed as a network of users, 

devices, platforms and content; it reverses participant observation into observant participation, privileging 

dialogism over vision; postdigital praxiography collects data which is both messy and small, and repurposes it 

into instruments of inquiry and commentary; it elaborates its research ethics from the relationality of 

fieldwork, negotiating protection from harm with the need to credit authorship; finally, it considers the 

practice of writing about practice an integral part of the collaborative construction of the object of study. 

My choice of piecing together a methodological toolbox as a fundamental component of the construction of 

my object of study (media practices of vernacular creativity in postdigital China) is grounded in a pluralistic and 

compositionist understanding of methodology itself. Confronted with a “complex, diffuse and messy” context 
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(Law, 2004, p. 2), as large as an ensemble of transnational media ecologies, and as small as individual creative 

interactions with mobile devices and digital media platforms, I felt the need to assemble my methodology 

along the course of my investigation. As Paul Feyerabend observes in his Against Method, “a complex medium 

containing surprising and unforeseen developments demands complex procedures and defies analysis on the 

basis of rules which have been set up in advance and without regard to the ever-changing conditions of 

history” (Feyerabend, 2010, pp. 2–3). Feyerabend’s plea for an anarchist epistemology does not imply 

abandoning empiricism; in fact, constructing research methods around the “unforeseen developments” of the 

complex media under study instead of following epistemological prescriptions can augment empirical results: 

“The scientist who wishes to maximize the empirical content of the views he holds and who wants to 

understand them as clearly as he possibly can must therefore introduce other views; that is, he must adopt 

a pluralistic methodology” (Feyerabend, 2010, p. 13). 

As argued in the previous chapter, prevalent methodological choices in the multidisciplinary field of Chinese 

Internet research have contributed to the reproduction of several deterministic assumptions, so that certain 

aspects of the Internet in China have been “distorted into clarity” (Law, 2004, p. 2). As John Law argues, this 

happens because standard social science methodologies, although quite successful in collecting and producing 

specific kinds of data and results, are “badly adapted to the study of the ephemeral, the indefinite and the 

irregular” (Law, 2004, p. 4). This chapter explores ways of complicating the explanatory clarity of standard 

social science methods, and proposes a pluralized bundle of research methodologies selected for their capacity 

to capture the messy nature of media practices and vernacular creativity in postdigital times. Feyerabend’s 

anarchist pluralism isn’t invoked as a permission to make do with whatever one pleases; rather, it is the first 

step towards a compositionist understanding of methodology, better fit to follow the indefinite ecologies, 

ephemeral objects and irregular practices of everyday engagement with digital media. Law summarizes this 

outlook: 

Method is not […] a more or less successful set of procedures for reporting on a given reality. 

Rather it is performative. It helps to produce realities. It does not do so freely and at a will. 

There is a hinterland of realities, of manifest absences and Othernesses, resonances and 

patterns of one kind or another, already being enacted, and it cannot ignore these. At the same 

time, however, it is also creative. It re-works and re-bundles these and as it does so re-crafts 

realities and creates new versions of the world. (Law, 2004, p. 143) 

“Are you here?” 

Being there, as a general ethnographic principle, requires getting there, and knowing what one will be looking 

there for, and how. The construction of a methodological toolbox plays a fundamental role in the kinds of data 
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collected and the varieties of arguments made in a research account. Despite the seemingly confrontational 

and deconstructive tone of the two books inspiring my methodological outlook – Feyerabend’s Against Method 

and Law’s After Method – I feel that the terms “against” and “after” in their titles should be understood as 

epistemological guides: moving against the reliance on pre-packaged methodological procedures, and 

composing experimental ensembles of research tools to accompany both the researcher and the readers 

towards the research object. 

To highlight the compositional and experimental nature of these tools, the following sections are titled with 

hashtags, proposing a folksonomy of signposts familiar to digital media users, and encouraging non-linear 

reading and selective sampling of the useful bits. 

3.2 #ethnography #postdigital 

The central core around which I assemble the methodological toolbox for this investigation is the 

anthropological practice of ethnography. My first forays into Chinese digital media took place around 2006, 

when I started interacting with some Chinese experimental musicians on the American social networking 

platform MySpace. Many Chinese independent bands and musicians used MySpace as a way of promoting their 

music outside of China, and to expand their networks internationally (de Seta, 2011, p. 45). Following the 

gradual demise of MySpace, and upon suggestion of my Chinese friends, I registered an account on Douban (a 

local social networking platform) and continued my research into independent music on that site. Around the 

same time, I also registered a QQ number, through which I could exchange instant messages with other users 

as well as receive e-mails. Over several periods of residence in China I explored more platforms and services, 

using them according to the people I needed to talk to or wanted keep in touch with. Some of my accounts on 

these platforms, such as social networking services Kaixin001 or Renren, had short lives, as few of my friends 

used them. Other services, like the microblogging platform Sina Weibo, discussion board provider Baidu Tieba, 

and more recently the smartphone messaging application WeChat, became part of my everyday digital media 

use. 

 

Figure 14. My first post on Sina Weibo, sent at 2.08AM, February 2nd 2011, in which I lament that the Sina website is really 

slow when accessed from the Netherlands, where I was living at the time. 
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The choice of ethnography as the central methodological approach for this research project stems from this 

long-term engagement with the devices, platforms, services and content that compose what I call Chinese 

postdigital media ecologies. When I started my doctoral degree, the only notions I had of ethnography came 

from an ancient wooden boat conserved in a glass case full of liquid, some broken Neolithic pottery and other 

artifacts from Lake Bracciano conserved in the Museo Etnografico Pigorini in Rome, Italy, where my elementary 

and middle school teachers would bring our class every other year. Later, some of my high school classmates 

pursued anthropology degrees, and ethnography seemed to me a methodology strictly bound to their 

discussions of tribal rituals and lineage systems. My first contact with Claude Lévi-Strauss was through the 

imaginative reading of him by Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus, and even though I adopted an 

ethnographic approach for my MA research on independent music in contemporary China, I did not explicitly 

call it an ethnography. 

As the central qualitative methodology employed by social and cultural anthropologists, ethnography is 

commonly understood as an exploratory enterprise grounded in field research (Mauss, 2007, p. 8), carried on 

by an inquirer attuned as a sensing instrument (Goffman, 1989a, p. 125), and aimed at interpreting the lives of 

a group of people “by the light of local knowledge” (Geertz, 1983, p. 167). Ethnography is a method of inquiry 

but also, crucially, “a written representation of a culture (or selected aspects of a culture)” (Van Maanen, 2011, 

p. 1) and has for this reason been extensively criticized as a contested form of representation fraught with the 

politics of anthropological inquiry (Clifford & Marcus, 1986). Yet, in general, ethnography remains one of the 

most popular choices among qualitative researchers across different disciplines, providing grounded, situated 

and thick accounts of cultural and social practices. 

As Latour and Woolgar argue, the critical advantage of ethnographic investigation over other methodologies is 

that “the anthropologist does not know the nature of the society under study, nor where to draw the 

boundaries between the realms of technical, social, scientific, natural and so on” (1986, p. 278). Ethnography is 

a practice that requires disciplining to recognize different epistemologies and be in turn recognized by them, 

attaining brief moments of situated understanding (Hobart, 1996, p. 32) grounded in a long-term engagement 

with somebody else’s ways of living (Hobart, 2006, p. 497). This process of dialogic understanding provides a 

critical epistemological tool, since it requires 

appreciating how people judge and comment on their own practices, while simultaneously 

analyzing the circumstances under which such practices occur, employing current academic 

criteria. This understanding is critical in the strong sense that is not only critical of the object of 

study, but of the practices and categories of the knowing subject, the analyst’s own. (Hobart, 

2006, p. 497) 
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Anticipated by the interest for cybernetics of several anthropologists around the middle of the 20th century – 

among them, Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 37) – and by Dell Hymes’ pioneering 

proposals for ethnographies of communication (Hymes, 1964), ethnographic approaches to media have been 

theorized by a growing body of work (Bräuchler & Postill, 2010; Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod, & Larkin, 2002) 

commonly referred to as media anthropology (Hobart, 2010, p. 65). Ethnographies of media reorient the long-

term, immersive, dialogic and reflexive engagement of the anthropologist with a group of people towards the 

social and cultural usage of different media, situating media practices in specific contexts (Spitulnik, 2010, p. 

120). 

As anthropology moved towards media, media and communication studies have also moved towards 

anthropology, incorporating different formulations of ethnography in their methodological toolkits, and 

offering fresh objects of study for anthropologists – especially in the domain of digital media. Perhaps the 

earliest proposal for a study of new media from an ethnographic perspective is Arturo Escobar’s Welcome to 

Cyberia: Notes on the anthropology of cyberculture (1994): the anthropology of cyberculture he theorizes 

would track the “cultural constructions and reconstructions on which the new technologies are based and 

which they in turn help to shape” (1994, p. 211). In the early days of the medium, the Internet was depicted as 

an alternate cyberspace (Graham, 2013), a new field site to be accessed by anthropologists through a cyber-

ethnography conducted from the comfort of one’s own home (Kuntsman, 2004; Lysloff, 2003). 

Virtuality, another buzzword of the early development of the Internet, has been also adopted to define an 

ethnographic methodology. Christine Hine is a notable proponent of virtual ethnography, a methodological 

practice that “draws on current ethnographic thinking and applies it to the mediated and spatially dispersed 

interactions that the Internet facilitates” (Hine, 2000, p. 43). Whereas cyber-ethnography emphasizes the 

alterity of cyberspace as another world to be accessed through computers, virtual ethnography emphasizes the 

virtuality of interactions happening through the Internet, extending standard anthropological practices of 

inquiry “to technologically mediated interactions in virtual settings and virtual communities” (Jaccard & Jacoby, 

2010, p. 267). In its most recent formulations, virtual ethnography engages with emerging forms of virtuality 

other than the Internet in general, such as massively multiplayer online games (Nardi, 2010) and other virtual 

worlds (Boellstorff, 2008). Anthropologists of the virtual argue that virtual worlds can be studied in their own 

terms, without the need of triangulating the ethnographic engagement with what the users do in their 

everyday, ‘actual’ lives:  

To demand that ethnographic research always incorporate meeting residents in the actual 

world for “context” presumes that virtual worlds are not themselves contexts; it renders 
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ethnographically inaccessible the fact that most residents of virtual worlds do not meet their 

fellow residents offline. (2008, p. 61) 

A diametrically opposed approach is proposed by the celebrated work of Daniel Miller and Don Slater on the 

Internet in Trinidad (and Trinidad on the Internet). According to the authors, and in stark contrast to the 

proposals for ethnographies of virtual spaces and interactions, “the Internet is not a monolithic or placeless 

‘cyberspace’; rather, it is numerous new technologies, used by diverse people, in diverse real-world locations” 

(Miller & Slater, 2000, p. 1). Much in the tradition of media anthropology, Miller and Slater’s ethnographic 

approach to the Internet remains strongly rooted in everyday life contexts and specific geopolitical locations, 

and has been widely adopted throughout a range of ethnographic inquiry of digital media often called digital 

anthropology (Horst & Miller, 2012). Other approaches, christened with different combinations of words, 

maintain similar assumptions regarding the embedment of digital media into everyday life and local contexts; 

Kozinets’ netnography, “a form of ethnographic research adapted to include the Internet’s influence on 

contemporary social worlds” (2010, p. 1), is one example; the “hypermedia ethnography for the digital age” 

proposed by Dicks, Coffey, Mason, & Atkinson (2005), another. 

The wealth of methodological nuances available to the qualitative inquirer dealing with digital media testifies 

to the importance of these media in much of the contemporary world. As Christine Hine observes,  

for qualitative researchers wanting to understand the everyday, the Internet has therefore 

become almost unavoidable, but is also often troubling in the extent to which it seems to 

challenge our starting premises about who we study, where they are, and what they do there. 

(Hine, 2013, p. 2) 

Regardless of the orientation of research – privileging virtual spaces over local contexts, or highlighting situated 

usages over online cultures – “technology is now ubiquitous worldwide, and few, if any, future fieldwork 

projects could ever constitute ‘ethnography unplugged’” (Boellstorff, 2012, p. 39). If the possibility of ‘simply 

doing ethnography’, unplugged from the augmentations and connections made by media old and new, 

disappears, then choosing a variety of ethnographic approach over another entails significant consequences for 

the construction of the context, objects and subjects pulled together in a research project. 

For my research project, I assemble a toolkit of methodologies around a central practice that I call ‘postdigital 

ethnography’. Two field notes jotted down in a town near Shanghai in late May 2014 contain the buds of this 

methodological choice:  

I am watching a downloaded movie with Aimao87, and she starts telling me both about the popular 

egao [bad-taste humor] remixes made from a specific scene in that movie, and how those parodies 
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were linked to the pressure to study English, a very popular topic “back then”. Can you show me some 

of these parodies online?, I ask. “I don’t want to open the VPN now, it’s mafan [troublesome]”. Back 

then, she mulls, these egao were very accurate, well-thought and precise, and had to be posted on 

YouTube since the movie was censored officially: “Today this kind of humor is everywhere and most of it 

is just not fun.” (May 2014, Zhujiajiao) 

As I spit a bite of steamed bun on the sidewalk, Billi jokes that since I found a piece of wood in a bun I 

should fa Weibo [publish a microblog post]. I am puzzled, especially since he recently stated that he 

doesn’t use Weibo anymore because he finds it boring. He replies that I should post something about 

the wood-laced bun so that “Chinese people would retweet it like crazy and make a scandal until the 

company offers you a lifelong treatment of free pastries. Today people are so opinionated about the 

dynamics of these things...” (May 2014, Shanghai) 

In both of these cases, I was interacting in quite mundane contexts (watching a movie, eating a steamed bun 

on the street) with two good friends who kindly contributed to my research by spending time with me during 

my fieldwork around China. I had known both of them for a long time, and most of our interactions occurred 

seamlessly across different digital media and in the places we happened to be together at different times. Up 

until this point, my methodological orientation definitely follows the situated and contextual ethnographic 

approaches proposed by media anthropology and digital ethnography. Both of these fieldnotes depict 

conversations happening in actual time spent together, and purely online investigation in the tradition of 

virtual ethnography would not be able to account for these events – in fact, in these cases there wouldn’t even 

be a virtual world or online community to study in the first place. 

Where my methodological choices strive to move both beyond ethnographic studies of the virtual (Boellstorff, 

2012) and ethnographic approaches to the Internet (Miller & Slater, 2000) is in a adapting ethnography to 

media practices of vernacular creativity happening in ecologies of media platforms, services and devices that 

are embedded in the everyday lives of their users to the point of near-invisibility. Understanding the Internet, 

now ubiquitous and unavoidable, is no longer a matter of choosing between framing it as “a tool, a place or a 

way of being” (Markham, 2004, p. 360), or between approaching it as a technology in society or as a virtual 

world (W. F. Hsu, 2014). Digital media become tools, places and ways of being, material objects and virtual 

worlds, and do so primarily through practices of usage, interaction and commentary. As Jo Helle-Valle 

observes, 

we need to see media use as part of a wider array of interconnected practices, which again has 

important methodological consequences. Studying media practices entails gathering data from 

a wide fan of events and processes […]. Yet we should not hastily conclude that we can reveal a 
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seamless cultural totality that encompasses a group’s media practices. (Helle-Valle, 2010, p. 

202) 

An ethnography of egao could interpret the circulation of this genre of humor as a form of subversive 

resistance or cynical commentary, but would miss the situated interpretation of a user correlating a scene from 

a downloaded movie to the memory of past joke cycles linked to the study of foreign languages, and the 

diachronic hierarchies of distinction of these humorous remixes. A cyber-ethnography of the spread of a rumor 

about food safety on a microblogging platform would evidence the ways in which a generalized community of 

‘netizens’ appropriate virtual spaces to express their concerns, but would miss the sardonic commentary of a 

user suggesting the ethnographer himself to start one rumor of such kind. An ethnographic engagement with 

media practices follows the use of platforms and devices in everyday life, privileging the commentary emerging 

from the interaction between users, and follows how different media are constructed at different times and in 

different places. 

 

Figure 15. “At that time, these egao were very accurate, well-thought and precise” – still from an egao video transforming 

a section of Ang Lee movie Lust, Caution into a scene about cheating on the College English Test through humorous 

subtitling; originally uploaded on YouKu, now available on YouTube (ck feng, 2008). Screenshot by the author. 
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The methodological toolbox assembled in this chapter revolves around a central approach I call postdigital 

ethnography. Postdigital ethnography is better equipped to investigate social contexts in which digital media 

have become an integral part of their users’ everyday lives. The ethnography of media practices in a postdigital 

context isn’t concerned with the boundaries between virtual and actual, cyberspaces and local places, old and 

new media, but it rather seeks to follow how these boundaries are commented, discussed and negotiated in 

everyday life. More than being an ethnography of media, it is an ethnography of everyday life after digital 

media have become an integral part of it. This reconfiguration of ethnographic methodology is sorely needed, 

since  

few, if any, parts of society have remained untouched by CMC, and so, ethnography as a whole 

(not just cyber-ethnography) needs to respond, adapt, and reflect those shifts to more fully 

capture and understand the multiple spaces – both physical and digital – where people 

experience contemporary social life (Hallett & Barber, 2014, p. 311)  

This approach to ethnography doesn’t imply the disappearance of media and their materiality into a “new 

normality” of everyday life (Christensen & Røpke, 2010, p. 252), but allows reflexivity and interpretive authority 

to their users, who contribute to constantly reconfigure the ways digital media are enacted through practices 

they are also part of (Schönian, 2011, p. 149). For this reason, postdigital ethnography doesn’t prioritize the 

study of either online or offline interactions, but finds in the continuous movement between different ways of 

being there a way to reveal the messy complexity of the relationship between everyday life and digital media 

use (Orgad, 2005, p. 62). Rather than being an ethnography of everyday life in a medium, or of a medium in 

everyday life, it seeks to always add a term in a chain of media practices leading one into the other: talking to a 

WeChat friend, downloading a movie, sharing a laptop screen, remembering a parody, discussing a popular 

series of jokes, deciding not to access YouTube… 

3.3 #field #site #net #work 

In the United States throughout the twentieth century, the practice of the cultural 

anthropologist was called “fieldwork.” There is a significant literature on this topic that 

demonstrates the historical connections between the idea of culture as cultivation and the 

practice of going to the field as the place where one finds a culture. (Rabinow, 2003, p. 84) 

My ethnography of media practices of vernacular creativity in postdigital China started around the time I began 

drafting the proposal for my doctoral research, and will most likely continue after I will have submitted the final 

version of this dissertation. Throughout this period of research, I have been regularly using various digital 

media platforms, interacting with friends old and new, collecting data and observations, writing papers and 
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discussing theories, all while moving between Hong Kong, Mainland China and Europe, following the calendars 

of coursework, academic conferences, holidays and other activities. Yet, according to the official institutional 

and disciplinary terminology, I was ‘on fieldwork’ between the months of January and June 2014 – a period of 

leave from my university duties dedicated to conducting proper data collection in my field site. As the collage 

of train tickets, credit card statements and hotel receipts in Fig. 16 illustrates, this period of field research 

wasn’t immune from the constraints of budgeting and geopolitics: bound to a tourist visa for Mainland China, I 

couldn’t remain in the country for more than 30 days in a row. Moreover, the context I chose for my fieldwork 

wouldn’t stay still: friends participating in my research whom I was supposed to meet in their hometown would 

be busy with their own lives, or visit me somewhere else while traveling there for work or leisure; digital media 

platforms I was doing research on (and through) would introduce or remove new features, generating new 

phenomena or changing existing user practices; media events would develop at different scales, projecting 

small acts of vernacular creativity into nation-wide narratives and then back into various archives of online 

ephemera. 
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Figure 16. The most comprehensive depiction of my fieldwork in the PRC: A selection of tickets and receipts presented for 

reimbursement to my department. Photo by the author, July 2014. 

The principal assumption of the ethnographic approach to postdigital media I argued for in the preceding 

section is that the digitality of these media is not necessarily a central ontological or epistemological issue in 

the investigation: “as media may become ever more obtrusive in the worlds we inhabit, it is – perhaps 

paradoxically – all the more important not to be deceived by this obtrusiveness and to retain a wider picture” 

(Kjaerulff, 2010, p. 228). How to retain this wider picture of media practices while investigating digital media in 
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a national context, and under the constraints and requirements of traditionally understood social science 

fieldwork? Where was the field site I did my fieldwork in? As Jenna Burrell summarizes, 

the term field site refers to the spatial characteristics of a field-based research project, the 

stage on which the social processes under study take place. For ethnographers, defining this 

space is an important activity that traditionally takes place before and in the early stages of 

fieldwork. It involves identifying where the researcher should ideally be located as a participant 

observer. (2009, p. 182) 

This section of the chapter explains the discrepancy between the period of time I was officially ‘on fieldwork’ (a 

crucial period during which I collected a substantial amount of data, and conducted thorough observant 

participation of situated media usage), and the longer engagement with my ‘field site’ intended as a network of 

people, technologies, and practices that I keep pulling together as I construct this dissertation. Organized 

around the concepts of field, site, net and work, this discussion demonstrates how these can be shuffled 

around according to “alternate ways of conceptualising communication and flows of information and 

knowledge through the internet” (Graham, 2013, p. 179), in order to create new possibilities for ethnographic 

approaches to media practices. 

Fieldwork is the most cited defining feature of anthropology (Amit, 2000, p. 1) and in its classical figuration 

requires travel to a distant place and an extended period of immersive participation in the life of a group of 

people (p. 2). Ethnographers go somewhere to do their fieldwork. But at some point in time 

a conceptual shift, “tectonic” in its implications, has taken place. We ground things, now, on a 

moving earth. There is no longer any place of overview (mountaintop) from which to map 

human ways of life, no Archimedian [sic] point from which to represent the world. Mountains 

are in constant motion. So are islands: for one cannot occupy, unambiguously, a bounded 

cultural world from which to journey in and out and analyze other cultures. Human ways of life 

increasingly influence, dominate, parody, translate, and subvert one another. (Clifford, 1986, p. 

22) 

It can be argued that the conceptual shift dislodging the grounds of representation under the feet of 

anthropologists described by James Clifford wasn’t that sudden of a happening. Ever since Malinowski’s 

journeys along the routes of the Kula ring in the Trobriand Islands, bounded representations of cultures have 

been slipping away into networks of circulation and distribution:  

a very extensive and highly complex trading system, embracing with its ramifications, not only 

the islands near the East End, but also the Louisiades, Woodlark Island, the Trobriand 
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Archipelago, and the d’Entrecasteaux group; it penetrates into the mainland of New Guinea, 

and exerts an indirect influence over several outlying districts. (Malinowski, 1999, p. 2) 

The slippage is even more relevant in present times, when “contemporary conditions of globalization, 

migration, and technology make it seemingly self-evident that cultures are not now hermetically sealed 

entities” (Latour, 1993, p. 241). Methodologically, this insight has motivated a consistent move away from 

bounded field sites. Marcus’ proposal for multi-sited ethnographies breaking up the bounded field site into 

many, dispersed sites discovered by the ethnographer along the routes traced by people, things, metaphors, 

narratives, lives or conflicts (Marcus, 1995a) is a classic reference: “Ethnography moves from its conventional 

single-site location, contextualized by macro-constructions of a larger social order […] to multiple sites of 

observation and participation that cross-cut dichotomies such as the ‘local’ and the ‘global,’ the ‘lifeworld’ and 

the ‘system’” (Marcus, 1995a, p. 95). Undeniably, thinking of one or multiple fields is a convenient way of 

conceptualizing the situatedness of ethnographic work, yet can in many cases still be misleading since its 

“geographical metaphor (suggesting the solidity of a set and settled physical domain) underplays the less 

predictable and controllable aspects and events of ethnographic research” (E. Hsu, 2010, p. 155). 

 

Figure 17. Following postdigital folklore: the online vernacular acronym SB (for shabi, ‘idiot’) spray-painted all over the 

fence of a university campus in Wuhan. January 2014, photo by the author. 

Throughout the six months of my fieldwork in Mainland China, I resided in seven cities (Shenzhen, Wuhan, 

Shanghai, Beijing, Chongqing, Chengdu, Leshan) and in a town in the outskirts of Shanghai. Moving between 
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these places was principally motivated by the plan to meet the friends willing to help me with my research, but 

it also depended on contingent circumstances (i.e. entering China from Shenzhen, where I ended up staying for 

a few days on each trip back and forth). Residing in the same places where my friends were living resulted in 

unexpected insights into the situated uses of digital media, the superimposition of urban mobility and 

communication technologies, and the circulation of vernacular creativity in contemporary China (Fig. 17). Yet, 

this physical proximity didn’t necessarily result in closer observations or deeper understandings of the people I 

was with: in many cases, as I write in a fieldnote while sitting in a train from Shanghai back to Shenzhen,  

We have been sharing a motel room for the past view days, and we mostly chatted about music and 

videogames. Now, as soon as I’m on a train leaving the city, he’s sending me QQ messages telling me 

how much he is depressed about his current situation, about his wish to move to Shanghai, and asking 

me for advice about how to go on with his life… (Mar. 2014, Shanghai-Shenzhen train) 

Besides moving between different locations, my fieldwork also included returning to Hong Kong more or less 

every month, yet these movements were hardly disconnecting me from my field site – instead, I repeatedly 

realized how my movements and the ones of my friends were often the subject and the occasion to enact 

more proximity: “where are you?” “When will you be back?”, “I miss you”, “Will you be in Beijing for this 

event?”, “I’ll be in Shanghai next month, see you there”. Digital media platforms, supported by ubiquitous 

connectivity and mobile devices, provided the communicational glue keeping me and my friends together in a 

network of media practices. Mobility and media were fundamental in “constructing the field” (Amit, 2000), and 

a self-reflexive attention on the implications of moving between urban centers, across national borders, and 

through different media ecologies was an integral part of how I conducted my fieldwork (Gottschalk & 

Salvaggio, 2015, p. 10).  

If mobility disproves the classical anthropological demarcation prescribing that “the ‘field’ of ethnographic 

fieldwork must be a small-scale, ‘traditional’ community” (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 180), ubiquitous digital media 

use further requires a rethinking of the idea of field site (Kuntsman, 2004, p. 1). Inspired by the terminological 

parallelism between field site and website, “participant observation and explicitly ethnographic approaches 

have increasingly claimed online contexts as field sites in their own right” (Hine, 2005, p. 7). More broadly, and 

less tied to utopian imaginations of cyberspace, 

online worlds add yet another dimension to this critique, providing examples of social forms 

that stretch and often break the definition and boundaries of “communities” and “groups” [...] 

thereby forcing us to rethink our notions of what might constitute the “subjects” that we 

study. (Whitehead & Wesch, 2012, p. 1) 
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Bounded field sites have constantly slipped away from under the feet of anthropologists. Contemporary flows 

of people, things and information further challenge the ethnographic focus on bounded places and groups. The 

geographical insight that “the internet is not an abstract space or digital global village, but rather a network 

that enables selective connections between people and information” (Graham, 2013, p. 180), combined with 

the sociological intuition that “each person has become a communication and information switchboard 

connecting persons, networks, and institutions” (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 55) motivates my choice of 

defining my ethnographic field site as a network. 

The idea of conceptualizing the field as network results from the addition of one modality to Marcus’ multi-

sited ethnography: the possibility of following – rather than just people, things, metaphors, narratives, lives, or 

conflicts – the networks themselves. Marcus (1995a) already hinted at this possibility: “Strategies of quite 

literally following connections, associations, and putative relationships are thus at the very heart of designing 

multi-sited ethnographic research” (p. 97). Burrell (2009) outlines a clear proposal for a field site defined as an 

heterogeneous network (p. 182): “Fieldworkers' movements are no longer coextensive with the way the social 

phenomenon under study extends across space” (p. 186). To reconcile these spatial discrepancies, one can 

conceptualize the field site 

as a network composed of fixed and moving points including spaces, people, and objects. […] 

The network as a concept is quite compatible with the aim of ethnographic work to escape the 

concepts, categories, hierarchies, and presumed relations that structure quantitative research 

methods and formal surveys. (Burrell, 2009, p. 189) 

Burrell’s methodological choice of following networks – inspired by her ethnographic experience departing 

from an Internet café in the city of Accra, Ghana, and quickly expanded to “homes, churches, schools, foreign 

countries, into the future (if only imagined), and back to the Internet café” (p. 189) – isn’t limited to the 

material definition of the term commonly associated with the infrastructure of networks of communication 

(telecommunication cables, Wi-Fi routers, social networking platforms, and so on). Rather, she adopts a larger 

understanding of the term from the work of Marilyn Strathern and Ulf Hannerz: networks don’t imply 

hierarchical assumptions about what they connect (p. 189), they cut across units of analysis (p. 189), and they 

create a continuous space that is not predicated on physical proximity or homogeneity (p. 190). The field is not 

a network connecting commensurable objects; rather, it is a heterogeneous network, incorporating actors on 

different scales, as well as “social relations of research participants and their connections to material and 

digital objects and physical sites” (Burrell, 2009, p. 191). 

The network I follow for this research project is my field site. This network connects people, technological 

devices, digital objects, places, narratives, and many other actors through long-term friendships, chance 
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meetings, communication technologies, means of transportation, dialogues, affects, interests, and many other 

forms of connection. These connections become the skeleton of the ethnographic account itself. Having me – 

or rather this dissertation – at its center, my field site as network pulls together different collectives: the 

friends I spent time with along the course of six months in Mainland China; the respondents of a survey I 

distributed among my WeChat contact list; the examples of vernacular creativity I collected from my 

interactions with a larger group of people online; the myriad lives and places I crossed throughout the research 

process; and many other actors and relationships. The people belonging to these collectives didn’t necessarily 

all know or meet each other – some were complete strangers, some fell in love, some fought, some met 

through me or other friends, some devoted their free time to humor my questions about their own use of 

digital media (Table 1), and so on. 

Name Sex Age Place of residency Profession Connected through 

Aimao87 F 27 Shanghai Graphic designer QQ, Sina Weibo, WeChat 

AIR_JORDAN M 21 Wuhan University student WeChat 

Air-plane F 25 Chongqing Editorial assistant QQ, WeChat 

Billi M 23 Heze Game designer Douban, QQ, WeChat 

Carah F 31 Hong Kong Graduate student Facebook, QQ, WhatsApp 

Leonardo M 26 Shenzhen Graduate student Sina Weibo, WeChat  

LindaLin F 26 Shanghai Travel agent WeChat 

Sleepy_Pill M 37 Ningbo Dock worker Douban, QQ 

Ting Zhuzhu F 36 Shanghai University teacher WeChat 

Waiwai F 23 Beijing Freelance editor Douban, Sina Weibo, WeChat 

ZouYou M 33 Shanghai Factory manager QQ, Sina Weibo 

Table 1. Background information about the interviewees directly quoted in this dissertation. Personal names are 

substituted with pseudonymous nicknames, mostly of their own choice. 
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Indeed, the unwieldy size of a field site defined in this way presents obvious challenges to research: when, and 

how, to stop? As Burrell (2009) suggests, the key to answer these questions is realizing the extent to which the 

field site is “in certain ways constructed rather than discovered” (p. 182). A constructivist understanding of the 

definition of the field site as an integral part of an ethnographic account suggests that the writing process is in 

fact the best way to bound the network (Latour, 2005, p. 123). Moreover, as Spitulnik (2010, p. 116) argues, 

rather than being scared at the idea of getting lost in a ‘field without fences’, one should embrace the mobility 

and relationality offered by networks: “there are ways to wander (or better, move) not aimlessly or 

unboundedly but with rigor and accountability, and, in Marcus's terms, with innovative ways of bounding the 

potentially unbounded” (p. 116). These ways of bounding the potentially unbounded, Marcus suggests,  

might be understood as practices of construction through (preplanned or opportunistic) 

movement and of tracing within different settings of a complex cultural phenomenon given an 

initial, baseline conceptual identity that turns out to be contingent and malleable as one traces 

it. (Marcus, 1995a, p. 106) 

The field site is constructed by the tracing of networks, a practice which contributes to further evidencing the 

contingency and malleability of the ontological and epistemological categories of the ethnographer. Moreover, 

the construction of the field site “must become something that is done continually throughout the process of 

data gathering” (Burrell, 2009, p. 184). Consider the wavering of my construction during fieldwork itself, as I try 

to follow the networks pulled together by the media practices of different friends: 

after three days, the students we have been hanging out with have all asked me to add them on 

WeChat, which is evidently their primary platform of daily, one-to-one and small-group interaction […] 

A whole new branching network of people has entered my fieldwork interactions, mapping some new 

linkages, but indeed not all of them: each of my new WeChat contacts most likely has his/her own 

multiple circles of friends, colleagues, family members, which I cannot observe nor interact with. My 

field site accretes along the lines of my personal network, and sometimes sitting at home and discussing 

with people on WeChat is more interesting than asking them to fill a survey or be interviewed. (Jan. 

2014, Wuhan) 

After she completed the survey, she said she was curious to explore more Chinese Internet culture by 

herself, since she felt she was not familiar enough with it. She noted how “being here”, having a “local 

social network” were really important things in her life, and how she only started getting exposed to 

these terms and jokes after she started using WeChat to communicate with her friends. (Feb. 2014, 

Shenzhen) 
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He doesn’t use WeChat because his “diaosi” phone is not powerful enough to run the app. Much of his 

interactions and networking happen through QQ and Weibo: services and platforms are highly 

habitudinal, and crucial for social interactions since they cut you off, or plug you in, different feeds of 

content and information about your contacts. (Apr. 2014, Shanghai) 

“I’m eating with a friend" she speaks into WeChat, messaging her work colleagues: “I just wanted to 

chat a bit with you guys”. She scrolls down her WeChat feeds while we wait for her favorite snacks to be 

served. She recounts how she found partners to two of her friends through browsing WeChat pictures, 

and how one of the girls harassed the guy every day with WeChat messages until he agreed to date her. 

(May 2014, Beijing) 

These snippets from different fieldnotes chronicle my attempts at understanding the practices of interaction 

through digital media experienced by the people I met – in this case, mostly around WeChat, which emerged as 

the most popular platform at the time – in order to construct my field site along these sociotechnical networks. 

In various times and places, different people related to me through this mobile application in very personal 

ways: some adding me as a contact, others receiving my survey and feeling stimulated to develop their own 

networks; some reflected on their non-usage of the application, and its impact on their social relationships, 

while others articulated large parts of their everyday lives through it. Despite these attempts at practicing a 

relational ethnography moving beyond place-based or group-based field sites (Desmond, 2014), my fieldnotes 

reveal moments of wavering:  

Sometimes I feel the absence of a physical field to be, after all, a big lack of my research - I still think I 

am not saying anything relevant for a ‘real’, proper, classical anthropological study. Yet, I think that it 

makes sense, although it is often intimidating, to have such a dispersed network of people as my unit of 

analysis, because that's how they seem to experience digital media as well, for the most part. (Jan. 

2014, Shanghai) 

In being, I feel, the practice of representation most fitting to describe the media practices studied in this 

research project, I argue that defining the field as a network is a crucial component of the methodological 

toolbox of postdigital praxiography.  

3.4 #observation #participation #dialogism 

The main practical component of ethnography is participant observation. In a classical fieldwork, participant 

observation indicates the “ongoing interaction with the human targets of study on their home ground” (Van 

Maanen, 2011, p. 2) which is often “less a definition for a method than it is an amorphous representation of 

the researcher's situation during a study” (p. 3). What a researcher actually does during a study would require 
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a much more complicated – and likely less empirically convincing – description. The idea of participant 

observation has been thoroughly critiqued by anthropological writing, firstly for its reductionist tendency: 

it is now recognized that “participant observation” does not adequately describe what occurs 

in the field. Its oxymoronic implication has been belabored, but it does call attention to a 

particular demand in anthropological research: the need to be critically conscious of what one 

is doing as one does it. (Crapanzano, 2010, p. 56) 

and secondly for its over-reliance on oculocentric metaphors: 

Participant observation always was a rather arcane idea. It is not so much that observation 

belongs to naturalistic scientism. It is that the visual metaphor of knowing creates a world of 

relatively stable states. The image is also inadequate. When you see something in the field, you 

usually have to go and ask someone what it is that you have just seen. We ask questions. 

(Hobart, 1996, p. 9) 

In contemporary contexts where digital media are ubiquitous and their use embedded in everyday lives, this is 

further complicated: “digital mediation in and of the field site questions the methodological norm of 

participant observation” (W. F. Hsu, 2014). For these reasons, I argue for a reversal of priorities from the 

voyeuristic overtones of participant observation into a practice of observant participation guided by the 

principle of dialogism. 
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Figure 18. Observant participation of digital mediation: watching and discussing funny videos (in this case, a dubbed 

version of Hitler’s biographical movie The Fall) on local platform bilibili together with university students in Wuhan. “The 

Chinese subtitles sound just like German!”. Photo by the author. 

Up to this point, I proposed an ethnography of a postdigital media context which treats its field site as a 

network pulled together by media practices. The snippets included in the preceding sections present some 

examples of interactions with friends regarding the networks they traced between themselves, digital media, 

and vernacular creativity (either in the form of egao humor, food safety rumors, or usage of the WeChat app). 

These insights, condensed into fieldnotes and now scattered across this chapter, were part of larger discussions 

moving between different topics, often prompted by my own curiosity. By asking questions or eliciting 

reactions to statements or events that puzzled me, I was following the most basic tenet of dialogic 

anthropology: “ask the people you work with at various points where you have understood them as they 

understand it” (Hobart, 2000a, p. 41). This reliance on dialogic interactions with people and participatory 

engagement with the media they use – a form of observant participation rather than participant observation – 

strives to follow people and media in the networks they form without crystallizing them in stable states 

observed from a distance, and to remain accountable of its own role in the construction. Observant 

participation is guided by a Bakhtinian dialogism, in which no utterance is ever taken in itself, but always in its 

exchange with others: like in a “real-life dialogue” (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 75–81), dialogism is the condition that 

keeps open the unstable networks traced by media practices in a postdigital context. 

An example of the dialogism of observant participation is in my gradual choice to focus my attention on the 

mobile messaging application WeChat. Through the six months I spent in China, this application appeared to be 

extremely popular – not only based on its official usage statistics or the media narratives around it, but in light 

of its centrality in most of the interactions happening around me. Although not all of the people I talked to 

used it, each of them relating to it through specific media practices changing in time and space, dialogues 

about (and through) WeChat progressively pushed my ethnography towards this specific mobile application 

and the interactions happening through it. Similar processes guided many other choices about how to conduct 

observant participation: I bought myself a cheap mobile phone that could run minimal applications; I accessed 

the Internet through public Wi-Fi connections or Internet cafés; I didn’t buy a VPN, forcing myself to experience 

Internet access as most of the users I was talking to were; I tried to adopt social media platforms and mobile 

apps according to what people used and talked about. Indeed, it took time to adjust to these conditions, as I 

observe in an early fieldnote: 

Most often, Internet becomes a bore: Google times out while searching for hotels, local platforms are 

not entirely reliable, and the Wi-Fi in the motel works only on one device at a time. Doing this kind of 

ethnography involves being careful while syncing your fieldnotes online, bringing your international USB 
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charger along, secretly trying freeware Android VPNs hoping to find one that works (they never do). 

(Jan. 2014, Shanghai) 

The open-ended nature of dialogism also inspires the design of the more traditional forms of engagement I 

practiced, such as interviews and small-scale focus groups, which I structured around simple games of map-

making or elicitation with pre-printed materials (like mobile app icons or vernacular terms) or, even more 

openly, around browsing the Internet together with participants, discussing each other’s favorite smartphone 

apps or funny videos. These sort of elicitation methods and shared media practices are sometimes pitched 

against participant observation. The latter, not requiring “that aspects of culture be available for conscious 

reflection” (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 68), is presented as a more naturalistic form of inquiry, while purposively 

structured research activities directly engaging participants are seen as more biased by the ethnographer’s 

choices of intervention. In contrast to this separation, I believe that since ethnographers are by necessity 

“untidily implicated in the lives of the people” they work with, it is necessary to “start from the recognition of 

the inescapability of this implication” (Hobart, 2000b, p. 82) and integrate all forms of participation in the 

ongoing dialogue of ethnographic inquiry. My fieldwork consisted of a continuum ranging from the observant 

participation of chance happenings to more purposively structured shared media experiences, interviews or 

focus groups. By maintaining their dialogic openness and self-reflexivity, I employed this set of engagements to 

move back and forth along the networks traced by people between technologies, content and practices. 
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Figure 19. Eliciting participation: Printouts of popular wangluo liuxingyu [popular Internet terms] I used in interviews and 

focus groups to initiate discussions about vernacular creativity through simple pile-sorting activities. 

The occasion to explore the networks of platforms, content and devices traced by my friends’ media practices 

also led me to expand my field site and experiment with new forms of engagement. One final aspect that 

needs to be mentioned in this regard is how my participation in these dialogic engagements was inevitably 

shaped by my positioning as a researcher, and the reactions of different people – whom Taussig would call “the 

observer observed” (2011, p. 6) – to my identity. Traditionally, the goal of ethnographers has been to enter a 

social group and to become accepted by it, attaining the position of an insider able to gather the most accurate 

insights about a specific culture or community. This idea of a neat boundary to be crossed in the process of 

becoming insiders has been widely critiqued, along with the variety of self-representations of ethnographers as 

“marginal natives”, “professional strangers” or “self-denying emissaries” (Van Maanen, 2011, p. 2). On the one 

hand, ethnographers are untidily implicated with the lives of the people they work with (Hobart, 2000b, p. 82); 

on the other, the ideal status of insider is ultimately unattainable if only for the simple fact that “conducting 

research itself places the researcher in an outsider’s position” (Mose Brown & Casanova, 2014, p. 212).  

In the case of my research project, this was fairly evident: I was a foreigner able to speak and write a decent 

Mandarin Chinese, often semi-ironically praised as a Zhongguo tong (‘China expert’, the role that most 

Chinese-speaking foreigners have been given – and have given themselves – historically), and at the same time 

obviously a stranger, a male young person from the West (or perhaps, Middle-East), most often identified as a 

tourist or a local English teacher. This duality between inclusion and exclusion was pervasive; as I wrote in the 

very first days of my fieldwork: 

having a pretty solid Chinese makes socializing very easy, especially around food, alcohol and 

cigarettes, although it’s rather normal to be addressed as both ziji ren [family] and nimen laowai [you 

foreigners] in the same sentence. This also means that most of the initial interactions involve 

stereotypes and trivial curiosities: “nimen nali, yidali” [“in your country, in Italy”] how much is this or 

that, do you have this kind of alcohol, or, as taxi driver asks me rather directly: “how much money do 

you have? Ten thousand euros? You know that you are rich, since here one euro is ten yuan...” (Jan. 

2014, Wuhan) 

A dialogic approach integrates these dualities, stereotypes and enactments of difference into observant 

participation, finding useful insights by exploring the position that one’s own foreignness is given to in different 

contexts. As Jenna Burrell notes about her fieldwork in Ghana, foreigners are in fact often already profoundly 

marked even before their arrival in another country (Burrell, 2009, p. 195). In her case, 
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my arrival in Accra was met in short order with shouts of ‘obruni, obruni’ (meaning white 

person/foreigner), a term that was also imbued with many meanings. I discovered that much 

was presumed about me by virtue of being foreign, American in particular. This meant that I 

was not entirely a mystery, and to an extent, I had already been ‘figured out’ before I even 

spoke. (Burrell, 2009, p. 195) 

 

Figure 20. “Two girls and a laowai are in an elevator together. One of the girls notices that the laowai’s chest hair are 

quite long and tells the other: ‘look at the laowai’s chest hair, so sexy’. Who knew that that laowai suddenly replied: 

‘thank you’”. A popular laowai urban legend forwarded to me by a friend on QQ. Author unknown. 

Ever since my first stay in Mainland China in 2006, I have been routinely hailed, in various social contexts and 

spatial environments, by a more or less friendly appellation: laowai, laowai! [a foreigner, a foreigner!]. 

Regardless of the sometimes unpleasant sensation of being constantly addressed in public places, the role of a 

laowai in Mainland China can function as an anchor point for a dialogic ethnographic engagement with the 

triviality of identity and the mediation of foreignness (Fig. 20). I realized this most strikingly when one of my 

friends, the editor of an independent online magazine in his early forties, was preparing some questions to 

interview me for his publication; the first line of the draft he sent my way was a quite sincere confession: 

“This is the first time in my life I interact with a laowai…” 
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The attitudes towards foreigners in China are often related to nationalist sentiments and to the historical 

“exclusionary dichotomies” (embodied by the term laowai, literally ‘old outsider’) that have portrayed the 

foreigner (mostly a Westerner or a Japanese) as “the dominant Other against which the Chinese Self is 

constructed” (Leibold, 2010, p. 559). In contrast to these interpretations, a dialogic observant participation has 

to take stock of the different positions one is granted, or the presumptions one is ‘figured out’ through as a 

foreigner, and of the ways in which these are changed in time through interactions. Burrell (2009) makes a 

similar choice, realizing that “it was worthwhile to try to understand what it meant to be a foreigner moving 

about an urban setting in Ghana rather than to necessarily attempt community membership” (p. 195). The 

ethnographer moves across the networks traced by postdigital media practices through a dialogic and 

observant participation, conscious of his pre-figured foreignness, and creates a world of unstable states. As 

Bakhtin explains in a much clearer fashion: 

In the realm of culture, outsideness is a most powerful factor in understanding. It is only in the 

eyes of another culture that foreign culture reveals itself fully and profoundly […]. A meaning 

only reveals its depths once it has encountered and come into contact with another, foreign 

meaning: they engage in a kind of dialogue, which surmounts the closedness and one-

sidedness of these particular meanings, these cultures. We raise new questions for a foreign 

culture, one that it did not raise itself; we seek answers to our own questions in it; and the 

foreign culture responds to us by revealing to us its new aspects and semantic depths. Without 

one’s own questions one cannot creatively understand anything other or foreign (but, of 

course, the questions must be serious and sincere). (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 7) 

3.5 #small #trivial #data #mess 

In addition to dialogic observant participation, this study collected data through a variety of other means. This 

section presents three tools I employed to collect, store, curate and analyze the messy bundles of data 

resulting from following the networks traced by media practices of vernacular creativity. The design of these 

tools is inspired by Richard Rogers’ epistemological insight of designing instruments following the methods 

embedded in the medium under study: “Why follow the medium? A starting point is the recognition that 

Internet research is often faced with unstable objects of study” (Rogers, 2013, p. 24). Following the methods 

embedded in the medium becomes the way to explore this instability rather than reducing these objects to 

more stable representations.  

A necessary disclaimer regards my use of the term ‘data’: throughout this research project – and in contrast to 

the recent buzz around big data – I collected and analyzed what could be termed small and messy data (Rogers, 

2013, p. 204). The smallness, triviality and messiness of these data shouldn’t be decried in terms of 
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representativeness or relevance; as Latour argues, once the field is navigated as a network, the choice for 

smaller scales of data collection does not necessarily imply less valid or less rich insights:  

Every single interview, narrative, and commentary, no matter how trivial it may appear, will 

provide the analyst with a bewildering array of entities to account for the how and whys of any 

course of action. Social scientists will fall asleep long before actors stop deluging them with 

data. (Latour, 2005, p. 47) 

The three tools presented in this section – cloud-based multimedia note-taking, mobile-distributed exploratory 

surveying, and curatorial archiving of digital folklore – can be all broadly understood as digital methods 

designed to generate, capture, collect, analyze and repurpose small, trivial and messy data. Rogers’ suggestion 

of following the medium under study seeks to stimulate self-reflexivity in the design of research tools. As 

Wendy F. Hsu observes, adopting the methods of the media is a way for an ethnographer to traverse the 

networks on similar footings with other users: “we use computers, tablets, and smartphones to interact with 

communities, and to capture, transfer, and store field media. We use these tools because they are available to 

us and/or because they are vernacular to the communities that we study” (W. F. Hsu, 2014). 

The first tool I employed to collect data is a digital method in the larger sense of being based on an online 

service, it did not require much designing on my part, and it is strictly related to ethnographic work. Since the 

beginning of this project, I was aware that I would be collecting data in different, mostly digital formats: I would 

type field notes, transcribe interviews, save images from online platforms, attach audio recordings, and copy-

paste multimedia chat histories across different applications. In terms of devices, I knew I would be mostly 

using a laptop computer (when in Hong Kong), and a tablet and a smartphone (when in Mainland China). The 

most convenient way to bring all these formats of data and types of devices together into a cohesive and 

convenient system was choosing a multi-platform content-management software that could handle offline 

editing, cloud storage and syncing between devices. I opted for Evernote, a popular note-taking software with 

a solid and active history of development, capable of handling multimedia content, nested taxonomies, basic 

thematic coding and cross-document search queries – and most importantly, hosted on servers accessible from 

Mainland China. 
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Figure 21. “And every night you should type up your fieldnotes…” (Goffman, 1989b, p. 130). The author in a town near 

Shanghai, Photo by Li Huihui, May 2014. 
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Using a note-taking application on one’s own digital devices can address the most common critiques of 

ethnographic note-taking. Crapanzano relates how in his experience, “note taking influences the progress of 

the field encounter by slowing it down, making it awkward, objectifying it, rendering it episodic and worthy of 

preservation” (2010, p. 6). Being able to jot down notes on the same physical devices where (or around which) 

most the fieldwork interactions happen, can counter some aspects of this objectification of the ethnographic 

encounter. As I found out in the first days I spent in Mainland China doing research, jotting down notes on a 

smartphone is way less disruptive than using pen and paper, especially when most of the people you’re 

spending time with are similarly engaged in frequent interactions with personal digital devices. A similar 

critique is moved to audio and visual recordings: equipment is often intrusive, and recorded material requires 

long periods of processing (Crapanzano, 2010, p. 61). While this might be true of analog or specialized 

equipment like movie cameras or field recording devices, the cameras and microphones embedded in most 

recent smartphones and tablets allow the discrete recording of images and audio, and the possibility of 

instantly reviewing the material, categorizing it or commenting on it through note-taking software. Again, this 

practice is hardly intrusive, especially in the context of contemporary China, where personal imaging and public 

usage of digital devices is popular and pervasive. 

Based on similar devices, platforms and practices composing the media ecologies under study, cloud-based 

note-taking applications allow a form of data collection that integrates fruitfully with the multiple formats of 

data I set out to collect. Moreover, the open-ended, fluid and augmented form of data collection made 

possible by these sort of applications transcends the standard format of the fieldworker’s notebook and allows 

less linear and less textual kinds of note-taking, becoming closer to a scrapbook to be consulted and 

interrogated and browsed and manipulated, “finding unexpected meanings and pairings as well as blind alleys 

and dead ends” (Taussig, 2011, p. 5). If there is one thing that the augmentations provided by cloud syncing, 

multimedia support and digital embeddedness of this kind of note-taking cannot help with, is the necessity to 

sit down and write on a regular basis: for the more extensive writing and formatting required for the 

transcription of recordings or the drafting of essays, portable devices like smartphones or tablet might not be 

enough. As Fig. 22 illustrates, a portable keyboard might come in handy, as well as a universal USB charger for 

multiple devices.  
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Figure 22. Augmenting note-taking: my fieldwork setup on a motel room table in Shanghai, January 2014. Annotated 

photo by the author. 

The second tool I developed following the methods of the media under study is an exploratory survey hosted 

online and distributed through a mobile instant messaging application. Surveys are the core methodological 

technique used to gather large bodies of data and produce descriptive and statistical findings, but can also be 

employed in qualitative inquiry. Although hardly sufficient to gain ethnographic depth – “anthropology is not a 

set of questionnaires which are handed over, filled out, and handed back”, thunders Paul (Rabinow, 1977, p. 

154) – I found explorative surveying to be an important source of insights about the field as network I was 

traversing. As Cockain (2012) observes in his study of Chinese youth, an explorative survey “nevertheless gave 

me access to broad insights into the landscape of my study and has undoubtedly enhanced the total 

ethnographic picture” (p. 14). Moreover, by designing the survey while on fieldwork, and by involving some 

local friends in the design and spell-checking process, I realized that testing and fine-tuning the survey was in 

itself an occasion for discussion, and to audit the understandings of different respondents (Bernard, 2011, p. 

208). For example, one friend suggested me to include more questions about the practice of using a VPN: 

“You should also ask if people have fanqiang [getting across the wall] habits, what do they use 

to fanqiang, what do they look at when they fanqiang 

this is really characteristic of China 

fanqiang culture” (Mar. 2014, QQ conversation)  
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The survey covered a wide range of topics related to my research, from the general use of different ICTs in 

everyday life to the familiarity with specific online vernacular terms. I structured the survey around 

straightforward multiple-choice questions, with some open questions leaving space for the definition of 

particularly important concepts and personal information (Bernard, 2011, p. 200). The survey proceeded from 

very general yes/no questions (“Do you have a VPN?”) to more complex ones (“How frequently do you access 

these types of websites?”), and ended with personal and self-reflexive questions (“What was this survey 

about?”). I avoided loaded phrasings, and I allowed the possibility of not responding to any of the questions or 

selecting a personalized “Other” response. In terms of graphic design, I opted for a minimalist and uncluttered 

style, I included the logo of my university and my e-mail contact, and I introduced the survey through a short 

paragraph in which I presented my research project and informed the respondents regarding the ethical 

standards their data would be treated in accordance with; in this way, reading the introduction to the survey 

could function as an institutional presentation, an ethical disclaimer, and an entrée to my field site (Garcia, 

Standlee, Bechkoff, & Cui, 2009, p. 72). 
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Figure 23. First questions of the JotForm Survey I distributed to my WeChat contact list in April 2014. JotForm supports an 

adaptive mobile layout that makes it easy for respondents to fill the survey directly through WeChat’s proprietary web 

browser, just by clicking on the link. Screenshot by the author. 

I decided to host the survey on the online service JotForm, which provides a wide range of survey-building tools 

and layouts, allows the cloud-based storage of submissions, and was accessible in Mainland China at the time 

of my fieldwork. After a few weeks of designing and testing, I forwarded the public survey link to twelve of my 

friends from my WeChat contact list. I had already met and interviewed most of them during the first month of 

my fieldwork, and all of them filled the survey on their mobile phones, submitting results in a few hours after I 

sent them the link. To my surprise, some asked me if they could forward the survey to their friends:  

AIR_JORDAN: “Should I help you to send it to more Chinese people?” 
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Gabriele: “Sure, thanks, it would be really helpful” 

AIR_JORDAN: “Ok. This survey is really interesting!” 

For others, completing the survey was an occasion to chat and getting back in touch with me – a friend asked 

me when I would be back in his city, another told me to add her on Facebook where she had just registered an 

account; someone else related to my efforts (“I’m also designing a website…”), and a couple joked that they 

would fill the survey using each other’s phone in order to confuse the results.  

In the following days and weeks I kept receiving submissions, the last of which was sent in late October 2014. 

The web-based nature of the survey, the adaptability of the JotForm layout and the peculiar topics covered by 

the questions might be some of the reasons for the success of my survey among the respondents and its 

unpredictable dissemination snowballing away from my initial contacts. I had determined WeChat to be the 

most widely used social contact application at the time, and mobile phones to be the most pervasive and 

frequently used device to access the Internet throughout the day, and by following the methods of the medium 

I designed the survey to be immediately accessible and user-friendly on that platform (Fig. 23), taking 

advantage of the JotForm interface and the easiness of answering questions through a touchscreen to make 

the survey experience fun and pleasant (Conrad & Schober, 2008, p. 188). Thanks to the cloud storage of 

submissions I could access the survey results from different locations and devices, and even produce reports 

and visualizations online, ready to be exported or shared in different formats (Fig. 24). 
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Figure 24. A sample survey report, generated through the JotForm website. My 27 respondents were gender balanced, 

mostly used their laptops or smartphones to access the Internet, had two or three online nicknames, and all of them 

accessed the Internet everyday – except the one who didn’t want to admit it. Screenshot by the author. 

The third tool I designed – a curated archive of Chinese digital folklore – is the one that is closest to Richard 

Rogers’ suggestion of following the methods embedded in the medium to collect “unstable objects of study” 

(2013, p. 24). While fieldnotes and surveys can capture lived experiences and self-perceptions of media usage, 

the artefacts circulating in everyday interactions require different modes of capture, collection, display and 

analysis. Digital folklore, as the material production of vernacular creativity on digital media platforms, is an 

unstable object of study: it exists in different formats (images, videos, audio files, text), often overlapping or 

combined, it is shared in different versions, and it is often ephemeral to different degrees, according to the 

platform through which it is created, shared or disseminated. The solution Rogers proposes for the study of 

digital objects requires fixing them without losing their instability: “How to make them permanent so that they 
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can be studied with care? Web archiving is continually faced with the dilemma of capturing websites on the 

one hand, and maintaining their liveliness on the other” (2013, p. 24). 

Large scale archival projects in the digital humanities, data mining in digital archaeology (Nicholson, 2005) or 

big data-driven cultural analytics (Yamaoka, Manovich, Douglass, & Kuester, 2011) seek to collect a large 

amount of digital objects and to analyze it quantitatively to highlight trends and underlying cultural logics (Hall, 

2013; Schroeder, 2014). Diametrically opposed to the quantitative turn in media studies (Lovink, 2011, p. 89), 

my approach consists in developing a qualitative archival practice that is editorial and curatorial. Automated 

archives and web searches “can easily yield up a quantity of data that defies the ability of the qualitative 

researcher to attend to it in a meaningful way” (Hine, 2013, p. 12), and an automated collection of digital 

objects hardly reflects the everyday experience of digital media users, who instead routinely engage in highly 

personalized practices of curation of content (Gibson, 2001). For these reasons, I opted for an archival 

collection grounded on sampling rules inspired by the “singular, situated nature of heteromorphic virtual 

topographies” of media usage (Nunes, 2006, p. 48). 

In practical terms, in August 2012 I started collecting the visual artefacts that Chinese friends sent me, or linked 

me to, on several online platforms and through different devices. These artifacts, which I call digital folklore, 

blur the boundaries between the categories of found imagery and respondent-generated imagery (Spencer, 

2011, p. 42). In two and a half years, I collected almost six hundred unique pieces of digital folklore that 

different contacts shared with me on their personal pages, in QQ private conversations or group chats, on 

microblog feeds, WeChat profiles, and bulletin boards. The criteria for choosing which digital objects to 

preserve were highly idiosyncratic, and privileged situated understandings of the social context in which the 

image was shared, and the degree of vernacular creativity involved in either the object itself, or in the act of 

sharing it. The digital folklore collected in this way spans a wide range of genres and formats, from the original 

creations of individual users to creative ways of repurposing platform-native emoticons, and from copy-pasted 

images to screenshots of other platforms or websites. By privileging content that would be deemed egao [bad-

taste humor], gaoxiao [amusing], tucao [mocking], and by focusing on the material culture of online humor on 

Chinese digital media platforms, I did not include in the collection broader genres of vernacular creativity such 

as personal photography, blogging or self-presentation online. 
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Figure 25. The dajiangyou Tumblr archive as of April 2015. Screenshot by the author.  

In April 2014, I began uploading the collection in chronological order on Tumblr, an image blogging platform 

providing a high degree of customization and a minimal interface, still accessible from Mainland China at the 

time of writing. I chose a simple three-column theme with infinite scrolling, and called the blog dajiangyou in 

line with the provisional title of this dissertation (http://dajiangyou.tumblr.com, see Fig. 25). The blog also 

includes a page with a short explanation of my research project in both English and Chinese, a form for 

contacting me, and a drop box to submit materials to the archive. 

When uploading individual pieces of digital folklore archived on my computer, I reverse-engineer them by 

performing an image search through the Baidu image search (http://image.baidu.com) and, if results are not 

satisfactory, through Google Images (https://images.google.com). This sort of image-based query outputs a list 

of webpages including that specific image (or a similar one), helping me can get a rough idea of where the 

http://dajiangyou.tumblr.com/
http://image.baidu.com/
https://images.google.com/
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image originally comes from, or how other users comment on it on other platforms. I usually include one of 

these descriptions or comments under the archived image, and I tag the image according to its contents, genre, 

and format. For example, I collected the image in Fig. 26 from the Lightwave QQ group, where a user reposted 

it from Weibo (as evidenced by the watermark pointing to the account @nianshaohuachu); through a Baidu 

image reverse search, I found it posted in several discussion boards with the comment “just take the one you 

like from my body”, and I tagged the image as #iPhone, #meizi [babe], #cos, #cosplay, #body, and #gender, 

mixing general descriptors with categories drawn from the contexts of other postings of the same image. The 

list of ‘notes’ under the description tracks the other Tumblr users who liked or reposted the image.  

 

Figure 26. Cosplayer selling smartphones at a comic convention. Posted on Weibo by @nianshaohuachu, author unknown, 

archived in the dajiangyou Tumblr (http://dajiangyou.tumblr.com/post/110922704569). 

http://dajiangyou.tumblr.com/post/110922704569
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This form of archiving involves precise and contextual editorial choices, a constant attention to consolidating 

series of related images and avoiding duplicates, and the curation of each piece of content through reverse-

searching and thematic tagging. Although this data collection process might seem contrived and arbitrary, I 

argue that it conforms to the most common practices through which Chinese digital media users collect, 

interrogate, interpret and categorize similar content across different platforms. In this sense, this practice of 

curatorial archiving of messy, small and trivial data moves beyond the researcher’s interpretation of specific 

digital objects, and connects instances of interaction experienced in first person to other instances of the same 

image in different contexts as retraced through the methods embedded in the media themselves: sharing, 

reblogging, searching, tagging, commenting, and so on. 

In his proposal for digital methods, Rogers suggests that tools designed to follow the logics of digital media 

should also 

take stock of the availability and exploitability of digital objects so as to recombine them 

fruitfully […] the initial outputs may be the same or similar to those from online devices, but 

they are seen or rendered in new light, turning what was once familiar – a page of engine 

results, a list of tweets in reverse chronological order, a collection of comments, or a set of 

interests from a social networking profile – into indicators and findings. (2013, p. 3) 

The dajiangyou Tumblr archive offers different kinds of recombination, turning a corpus of images collected 

over two and a half years of usage of Chinese digital media platforms into a malleable body of data. Viewed in 

its standard configuration, the image blog presents a heterogeneous collection, ordered in reverse 

chronological order, of the digital folklore that circulated across my field site as network since the beginning of 

this research project. For the researcher, this visualization functions as another scrapbook to be consulted and 

manipulated, in dialogue with ethnographic field notes, for unexpected combinations and emerging patterns 

(Taussig, 2011, p. 47). As Spencer notes, archived data provides a backdrop for inquiry: “Often the significance 

of visual material collected emerges in the later stages of the research. As more in-depth analysis proceeds, the 

relationships within and between images, media and archive documents, fieldwork interviews and so on begin 

to become clearer” (Spencer, 2011, p. 133). The same standard visualization can also be used as a resource to 

elicit discussion: I showed the dajiangyou Tumblr archive to different friends at different times, letting them 

scroll through it and comment on images that they were familiar with or that interested them. In one of the 

earliest attempts, a couple I was interviewing immediately sensed the archival nature of the project: “this stuff 

is all from two years ago! You should update it”.  
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Figure 27. Search results for pieces of digital folklore tagged with “gender”. 

Other configurations of content allow more focused approaches: for example, tags can be searched and 

combined to explore specific themes. Fig. 27 shows a database query for the archived images tagged with 

“gender”, providing a snapshot of gender-related pieces of digital folklore across two years and a half of 

Chinese digital media usage. This sort of navigation through an archive of content stimulates what Frisch (2008) 

calls a “post-documentary sensibility” for which “active interrogation and exploration is a constant possibility” 

(p. 238). The dajiangyou Tumblr archive is not only a repository of user-generated content collected by a 

researcher, but also a site for participation: through the “Submit” button, anyone can anonymously submit, 

comment and tag a piece of content he or she deems relevant; this openness to contribution and 

interpretation is one of the possibilities offered by contemporary digital media platforms to enhance 

participation and interactivity (Florea, 2010, p. 118). 
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This section has described three tools I designed and used to generate, capture, collect, analyze and repurpose 

the small, trivial and messy data produced by media practices of vernacular creativity. Taking multimedia 

fieldnotes on multiple devices, distributing surveys through mobile media and curating an archive of digital 

folklore are all examples of how to integrate the principles of digital methods into the larger toolbox of 

postdigital praxiography. All these tools contribute to the relational construction of the object of study through 

different forms of data, and each of them provides a unique perspective on media practices of vernacular 

creativity. By opening up the “black box of ethnography” (W. F. Hsu, 2014), they complement observant 

participation in media ecologies with a curatorial approach exploiting and repurposing the potentialities of the 

media under study. 

3.6 #relational #ethics 

Broadly speaking, ethics are the branch of philosophy that investigates “what guides us in deciding what is right 

and what is wrong” (O’Leary, 2007, p. 80). In the social sciences, ethics include the methodological discussions 

and the resulting frameworks upon which researchers rely to define the parameters of a morally acceptable 

and publicly accountable research (Bernard, 2011, p. 21). Historically, the approach of social scientists to 

ethical issues has been based on the guidelines set by medical ethics boards to minimize harm on, and prevent 

abuse of, test subjects participating in medical experimentation (Rabinow, 2003, p. 27). Often mapped onto the 

research practices of disciplines other than medicine “with plenty of bureaucratic zeal and little comprehension 

of the situations of research in the social sciences, whose potential for harm is more often asserted than 

demonstrated” (Becker, 2007, p. 29), this human subject research approach has been widely questioned by 

social scientists in terms of its appropriateness to the contemporary quandaries of their field. 

Social science ethics, especially when confronted with methodological approaches that involve close 

relationships with research participants and practices of representation, complicate the already delicate 

evaluations of human subject research with different degrees of risk and potential harm, but also require more 

nuanced forms of informed consent and privacy protection. It is not surprising that different branches of the 

social sciences propose specialized codes of ethics to deal with discipline-specific complications while also 

upholding the fundamental tenets of the human subject research canon (such as the autonomy of participants, 

truth-telling and the beneficence of the research project) (Bruckman, 2002). Even in their general philosophical 

sense, ethics are intended as a guide to moral decision-making rather than as a series of prescriptions; 

similarly, in the social sciences, ethics are articulated in codes and guidelines rather than collections of rules, 

and form a body of work more similar to a casuistry to be interrogated for guidance about specific 

circumstances encountered during research (Rabinow, 2003, p. 131). 
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This section describes the ethical choices I made for my research project as they were submitted to, and 

approved by, the relevant IRB (institutional review board). My approach to ethics draws from the casuistry 

developed over the last two decades by Internet researchers, and answers practical questions related to my 

data collection and writing. Given the different forms of data collection employed in my research (ethnographic 

participation, interviews, surveys, curatorial archiving) and the different formats of the collected data 

(fieldnotes, photographs, audio recordings, interview transcripts, survey results, chat histories, screenshots, 

image and video files), applying a uniform set of decisions would have been taxing for me and research 

participants, and would have drastically limited the scope of the inquiry. By developing an ethnographic 

sensibility for the usage of digital media in China, I decided to leave ethical decisions open to circumstantial 

judgement, or to what Markham & Buchanan (2012), following Aristotle, call phronesis: “doing the right thing, 

for the right reason, in the right way, at the right time remains a matter of judgment” (p. 4). This ongoing 

testing of ethical guidelines against specific cases requiring circumstantial judgement is identified as one of the 

characteristics of relational ethnography in general: “Relational ethnography is ethics-led as opposed to 

method-led. This means the methodology emerges in response to and from within the relational activities 

under investigation as opposed to being pre-scribed by the researcher” (Simon, 2013). 

Anthropological research on digital media is clear example: studying the networks traced by media practices is 

very different from doing medical experimentation (Gatson, 2011), and long-standing ethical issues have to be 

re-evaluated in the context of the Internet (Kozinets, 2010, p. 137) along with the problematics brought by new 

configurations of individual privacy, confidentiality, authorial crediting, intellectual property rights, and so on 

(Ess & the AoIR ethics working committee, 2002, p. 15). Given the breadth of contexts, contents and usages of 

digital media that social scientists focus on, there is a general agreement that Internet research “does not 

require entirely new ethics, but more flexible and informed one” (Denscombe, 2010, p. 74). What follows is a 

summarized breakdown of the casuistry resulting from the ethical decisions I took throughout my project. The 

tension motivating each case is the one between the characterization of participants as research subjects 

(typical of the social sciences) or as authors in their own right (common in humanities) (Ess & the AoIR ethics 

working committee, 2002, p. 3). 

Generally speaking, throughout the two and a half years of my doctoral research, I kept openly introducing and 

explaining my research project to people I met, whether or not they would participate in it in any way. Most of 

my friends (in China and outside) know that I’m interested in digital media and vernacular creativity, or that I 

“research Chinese memes”, or that I’m am yanjiu wangluo wenhua [studying Chinese Internet culture]. Small 

talk about what I have been doing in Hong Kong and China during my postgraduate studies is often met with 

incredulity (“Really? You can get a degree with that?”), approval (“That’s so cool! I can send you some egao if 
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you need. Have you seen the latest one about…”) and curiosity (“Internet culture? That’s very broad, what do 

you mean precisely? Like these funny words popular among young people?”). In addition to this, I regularly 

share my research output (academic articles, conference presentations, the Tumblr archive and other online 

writing) through my social media accounts, exposing different circles of friends and acquaintances to the fact 

that I am doing research about Chinese digital media; along with the brief introductions to the research project 

included in my survey, Tumblr archive and interview consent forms, these practices of disclosure grant a form 

of openness and accountability to my research activities. 

With specific exceptions (such as discussing funny caricatures of Chinese ex-president Jiang Zemin or other 

potentially sensitive topics), my research project presents very few risks for the people involved in it, risks that 

can be evaluated as being roughly equivalent to those encountered in everyday life (Hudson & Bruckman, 

2004, p. 127). Yet, two considerations motivate my choice of providing a thorough anonymization to all the 

people represented in this research: the first is a general understanding of the expectations of users of online 

platforms, the second a caution motivated by the unavoidable distortions and documentary fixity imposed by 

writing about people’s practices. Ethnographies of online platforms have often grappled with the ambiguous 

issue of publicity (Eysenbach & Till, 2001, p. 1004): on the one hand, these platforms can be compared to 

public spaces where covert observation can be conducted without the need of consent (Denscombe, 2010, p. 

69); on the other, they can be understood as media allowing ephemeral interactions that participants don’t 

expect being recorded (Ess & the AoIR ethics working committee, 2002, p. 10). Given that the Terms of Consent 

(ToC) of platforms, services and software are almost routinely accepted by users without reading them (Berry, 

2012, p. 384), the social scientist is left with two alternatives: obtaining individual consent from each 

participant in each online interaction he observes and records, or guaranteeing a thorough protection of 

individual identities throughout the research output (Bruckman, 2002, p. 230). 
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Figure 28. “…I didn’t expect that there was an emoticon of @notsaved huzi jun [‘Mr. Beard’]” – a friend shares an 

animated .GIF image of myself with other members of the LightWave QQ group. April 2014, screenshot by the author. 

In the case of China, due to the common awareness of surveillance and the widely circulated news regarding 

the dangers of disclosing personal information online, digital media are used with a noticeable degree of 

mindfulness, leading to a widespread preference for a layered pseudonymity (Farrall & Herold, 2011, p. 166) 

similar to the one described by Boyd (2008). Just like other digital media users, Chinese ones care about their 

online identities and social media accounts, and engage in careful evaluations of exposure and disclosure (Hine, 

2013, p. 38): throughout my fieldwork, several friends pointed out to me that they preferred the small-group 

forms of sharing provided by messaging application WeChat to the public front that the microblogging platform 

Weibo forced them into, since it gave them more control over what was shared with whom. Most of the data I 

collected online happened in private or semi-private contexts of everyday personal communications (QQ, 

WeChat) and social networking (Weibo, QQ groups, Baidu Tieba); obtaining consent for every instance of 
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interaction would have been impractical (Hudson & Bruckman, 2004, p. 138), so I decided to obfuscate profile 

pictures and nicknames in screenshots and to assign pseudonyms to the identity of participants in transcribed 

conversations – with the exception of my own (Fig. 28). 

A similar reasoning guides the decision to assign pseudonyms to the people I interviewed. As I quickly 

discovered, the information sheet and consent form I painstakingly prepared before going to Mainland China 

ended up being quite useless: most people I approached for interviews were eager to help me, but had not 

much interest in reading the information sheet. Even more strikingly, the consent form, although extremely 

simplified and translated in Chinese, made people more uncomfortable than reassured: most interviewees 

asked me if they could sign it with their English name or with one of their online nicknames, and preferred not 

leaving any other personal detail in writing. In light of these reactions, I decided to provide an additional layer 

of identity protection by trying to audit all the direct quotes included in this dissertation with the respective 

interviewees, asking them to approve them and to select a new nickname for their contributions. The 

anonymization of research participants has been criticized for denying authorship of other people’s own words 

(Sturge, 1997, p. 28), yet I argue that my choice of pseudonyms allows the people I quote to recognize 

themselves in the text, while also de-emphasizing individual identities and allowing the readers to focus on the 

content of the interactions being discussed (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 83). 

Protecting human subjects and their mediated identities is a widely held principle in Internet research. At the 

same time, most of the examples of digital folklore I collected across digital media platforms and subsequently 

archived online are the result of the practices of vernacular creativity of individual users. Internet researchers 

have been proposing a move towards an approach to ethics closer to the humanities, able to grants authorship 

and visibility (Bassett & O’Riordan, 2002, p. 243) to the millions of users creating content through digital media 

(Bruckman, 2002, p. 224). Mediating between human subject research ethics and authorial crediting requires a 

constant negotiation of tradeoffs, but is a necessary move. Amy Bruckman makes the case for considering 

users as amateur artists:  

On the Internet, everyone can be an author, everyone can be an artist. I will try to make the 

case that viewing the Internet as a playground for amateur artists is useful in reasoning about 

one subset of ethical issues on human subjects research, issues concerning disguising people in 

published accounts […] Scholars in the field of folk art study amateur work by adults. Neither 

amateur art nor its ubiquity is new. However, what is new with the advent of the Internet is 

the wide distribution of that art. (2002, p. 226) 

If digital folklore is seen as the product of vernacular creativity on digital media, and users are seen as folk 

artists, it becomes necessary to find proper ways of crediting these creators. Existing studies of user-generated 
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content, like Brenda Danet’s Cyberpl@y, clearly credit the authors of ASCII graphics for their creative work 

(2001). Espenschied (2009) adopts similar standards in his discussion computer idioms, citing every visual 

element included in the essay as if it were an artwork, even though the fundamental anonymity of most digital 

folklore forces him to attribute it to unknown artists. In a similar way, I emphasize the authorial role of users in 

the creation of digital folklore by crediting them – when possible, according to their preferences – as authors of 

the visual materials included in this dissertation. 

3.7 #writing #media #practice 

This chapter presents a methodological toolbox. My argument is that in order to study media practices in 

contemporary China without yielding to interpretive readings or deterministic arguments, it is necessary to 

make epistemological choices informed by the role of digital media in the everyday lives of their users. I began 

this chapter by contrasting the techno-enthusiast greeting “shang wang le ma?” [“have you been online?”] 

with the more prosaic question routinely used to make contact through digital media: “zai ma?” [“are you 

here?”]. I argued that to study media practices in the postdigital context I traveled through during my 

fieldwork, it is necessary to find ways to be where these media are enacted through everyday practices of 

usage, interaction and commentary – in short, being there. Being there requires getting there in the first place, 

and as provocatively suggested by Latour, methodology is etymologically related to the idea of providing 

directions: 

If earnest scholars do not find it dignifying to compare an introduction of a science to a travel 

guide, be they kindly reminded that ‘where to travel’ and ‘what is worth seeing there’ is 

nothing but saying in plain English what is usually said under the pompous Greek name of 

‘method’ or, even worse, ‘methodology’. (2005, p. 17) 

This methodology chapter is structured as a travel guide to be browsed for directions towards the construction 

of my object of study (media practices of vernacular creativity in postdigital China). Taken as an ensemble, the 

sections of this chapter constitute a way of going about research that I call postdigital praxiography. Guided by 

pluralistic and compositionist approaches to methodology, postdigital praxiography is a toolbox of 

epistemological choices and research instruments assembled with the goal or reconsidering the role of 

qualitative research on digital media practices. 

The core of this ensemble is an ethnography designed to go beyond the divides between virtual and real, 

online and offline, local and global, and instead finding its object in the condition of postdigitality: the 

embedment of digital media in the everyday lives of their users. Postdigital ethnography isn’t limited to the 

study of a medium in everyday life or to the study of everyday life on a medium, but seeks to complicate the 
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“new normality” of everyday digital media use through the tracing of networks. The field site traced by 

postdigital ethnography is a heterogeneous network of people, technological devices, digital objects, places 

and narratives, brought together by media practices: multi-sited and relational, it follows both the connected 

and the connections. Its ideal form of ethnographic engagement is an observant participation grounded on the 

openness of dialogue and the generative role of outsideness. Postdigital praxiography complements 

ethnographic engagement and insight with other forms of capturing and repurposing the messy and trivial 

‘small data’ generated by media practices. Its ethics are casuistic and relational, negotiating the representation 

of participants with their crediting as creators and contributors. Lastly, in being a form of -graphy, postdigital 

praxiography considers writing to be an essential component of inquiry. 

Writing is a central activity in this research project. Besides this dissertation, in the span of three years I have 

produced several conference presentations, journal articles and book chapters, some essays published on 

popular media, more than 120 fieldnotes, a series of fieldwork reports written for a new media platform 

(http://www.newhive.com/notsaved) and some blog posts on my personal website (http://paranom.asia). As 

Bernard (2011) argues, “anthropologists have been big producers and collectors of texts, right from the 

beginning of the discipline” (p. 408); as expected of a discipline founded on the practice of ethnography the 

practice of anthropology “eventually passes through one or another form of figuration, especially writing” 

(Rabinow, 2003, p. 123) and the written word ultimately remains the knot tying together a field site (Van 

Maanen, 2011, p. 1). But is this all? 

In a radical reconsideration of the concept of media practices, Hobart (2010) warns that theorizing a workable 

account of practice is a demanding task, since “a theory of practice which fails to include the researcher and 

practices of theorising, research and writing as integral to it reiterates the presuppositions it claims to reject” 

(p. 57). Besides being constructed “from a range of ethnographic data, including interviews, observations, 

transcripts” (Baym, 1995, p. 33), writing an account of other people’s media practices has to integrate an 

account of the author’s own practice of writing. This exposes the strategies through which the text pulls 

together a network (Latour, 2005, p. 123) and in turn allows to reflect on the text’s role in the construction of 

practice as an object of study: 

Constructing a relational object […] entails breaking not only with common sense categories 

and unexamined assumptions about social reality but also with out-of-touch scholasticism that 

negates the complexity of social practice by interpreting it through theoretical categories 

considered to be superior to the “folk” categories of everyday life. (Desmond, 2014, p. 560) 

Writing and practice start to blur into each other, and it is not a coincidence that I’ve called my methodological 

toolbox presented in this chapter postdigital praxiography. As proposed by Annemarie Mol, the end-result of 

http://www.newhive.com/notsaved
http://paranom.asia/
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praxiography is “a story about practices” (Mol, 2002, p. 31), that also involves the practice of writing about 

practices (Bueger, 2014, p. 402). A research object doesn’t stand by itself, but “it depends on everything and 

everyone that is active while it is being practiced” (Mol, 2002, p. 32), it is enacted (p. 33), and the task of the 

praxiographer is following this enactment by keeping practices, including writing, open and unbracketed (p. 

119). Not surprisingly, Mol notes, the most relevant praxiographic insights are often found in the 

methodological sections of scientific articles, rather than in their analyses or conclusions (p. 158). 
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4. Weishidai: Contemporary China’s postdigital media ecologies 

4.1 A technomorphology of contemporary China 

This dissertation builds on work done in Chinese Internet research and situates it ethnographically through an 

engagement with digital media as they become increasingly pervasive and ubiquitous, and with media 

practices that bring together networks of devices, platforms and users. But where does this all happen? And in 

which configurations is this context brought together? This chapter answers these questions at different scales, 

moving from a critique of monolithic imaginations of cyberspace, through an analysis of the interplay between 

different components of communication technologies, towards a theorization of the current configurations of 

digital media in contemporary China. 

Ethnographies customarily begin with a description of place proceeding at concentric stages – from world 

system to nation, region and local context of the field site (Amit, 2000, pp. 4–5). Despite the disorientation and 

dejection experienced by Bronislaw Malinowski upon his arrival on the shores of the Trobriand Islands (“alone 

on a tropical beach close to a native village”, (1999, p. 3), the first chapter of his Argonauts of the Western 

Pacific is dedicated to a painstaking portrayal of the Kula district in the larger geographical context of New 

Guinea, complete with maps and vivid descriptions: “Let us imagine that we are sailing along the South coast of 

New Guinea towards its Eastern end…” (p. 26). As ethnographic inquiries move to sociotechnical contexts, this 

descriptive approach is often seen as a useful way of anchoring the slippery user experience of digital media, 

communication technologies or virtual worlds to more figurative, clear-cut and easily understandable spatial 

metaphors: Almost a century after Malinowski’s travels, Tom Boellstorff opens his anthropological account of a 

virtual world with a screenshot of his own “Arrival in Second Life” (2008, p. 3), immersing the reader in the 

visual contours of his (computer-mediated) field site. 
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Figure 29. A network topology map of China by CERNET, 1995: “It should be noted that in the rapidly changing commercial 

Internet, the backbone maps shown here may not necessarily match the current infrastructure” (Dodge, 2004). 

The map in Fig. 29, created by CERNET (China Education and Research Network) and collected by geographer 

Martin Dodge, is perhaps one of the earliest geographical representations of the Internet in China, visualized as 

national backbones and outbranching regional networks. Together with the other maps presented in this 

section, it provides the geographical impression of digital media in China closest to the ones found in classical 

ethnographies (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 7). Yet, as highlighted by Dodge (2004), representations of this kind 

are unavoidably made obsolete by rapidly changing infrastructural conditions and innovations in 

communication technologies. Moreover, besides evidencing the correlation between national borders, 

informatization and urban areas, this sort of map has very little use in representing the kind of the data and 

observations I collected throughout my fieldwork. The ethnographic research I conducted for this study, 

grounded on compositional and situated understandings of digital media practices, requires other means to 

attempt contextual representations – ways of mapping media that are capable of tracing different networks of 

devices and platforms, and their relation to everyday usage. The following sections, in keeping with the idea of 

a praxiography that follows user practices across media, provide resources to map and describe these contexts 

at different scales, from the physical spaces of Internet access to the personal configurations of usage. Before 

delving into China’s postdigital media ecologies, this section introduces the broader discussions about the 

Internet as a space and about the changes brought to spatial imaginations of digital media by the shift towards 

mobile communications. 
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Figure 30. The most recent Internet connection map of China (CNNIC, 2012) traces how the three national gateways 

(Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou) are connected to the backbone network operators (CERNET, China Telecom, China 

Mobile, etc.) and to other countries and regions. 

Following the early research on human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-mediated communication 

(CMC) that largely conceptualized ICTs as tools, and supported by developments in networked communication 

and virtual reality, the dominant metaphor for computing technologies in media and communication studies 

has shifted from an utilitarian one towards a spatial one. Sherry Turkle likens this movement to a step inside 

the mirror of the screen: 

At one level, the computer is a tool. It helps us write, keep track of our accounts, and 

communicate with others. […] Most recently, the computer has become even more than tool 

and mirror: We are able to step through the looking glass. We are learning to live in virtual 

worlds. (1995, p. 9) 

As the Internet substitutes computing as the overarching sociotechnical imagination of our times, the 

metaphorical shift from tool to space acquires momentum. Mark Poster brilliantly summarizes this spatial turn, 
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quipping that “the Internet is more like a social space than a thing, so that its effects are more like those of 

Germany than those of hammers” (2001, p. 176). The choices available to conceptualize networked 

communication (tool, space, or way of being), along with their consequences, are further expounded by 

Annette Markham as an answer to the question: “What do we mean by the term the Internet?” 

One can usefully conceptualize the Internet as a tool for retrieving or transmitting information 

and connecting with others. As a medium, the Internet can be seen as a research resource. In 

my own work, I view the Internet as an umbrella term for those social spaces constituted and 

mediated through computer-mediated interactions. As such, the Internet can be seen as a 

place or a research context. If one conceptualizes the Internet as a way of being, the focus 

shifts away from looking at the Internet as a tool or a cultural space and moves toward the 

ephemeral territory of exploring the ways individuals in a computer-mediated society construct 

and experience themselves and others because of or through Internet communication. (2004, 

p. 360) 

From the early science fiction-tinged narratives of cyberspace as “an ethereal alternate dimension which is 

simultaneously infinite and everywhere” inspired by McLuhan’s global village (Graham, 2013, p. 179), or a 

“universe filled with a multitude of places” (Lysloff, 2003, p. 244), and the idea of information networks 

engendering a “space of flows” (Castells, 2009, p. 34), spatial understandings of the Internet and digital media 

have moved towards more situated metaphors: cyberspaces of everyday life (Nunes, 2006), digital loci of 

mobility (Josgrilberg, 2008), third spaces of political communication and participation (Wright, 2012), or 

nationalized walled gardens tended by geopolitics and governance:  

local Chinese and Russian Internet companies may offer far better and more useful web 

services by the sheer virtue of knowing the demands of their respective Internet cultures. As 

such, they have proved successful at attracting local audiences and, more important, 

complying with the censorship requests of their own governments. (Morozov, 2011, p. 238) 

Yet, an underdetermined conception of cyberspace remains popular in Chinese Internet research. A simple 

search query for the term ‘cyberspace’ in the database compiled for a research project reviewing twenty years 

of Chinese Internet research literature (Herold & de Seta, 2015) yields 42 sources, over a corpus of 573, 

containing the term in their title or abstract. Across the same corpus, the term is almost as popular, in titles 

and abstracts, as other geo-technological descriptors such as ‘Internet in China’ (56 occurrences), and ‘Chinese 

Internet’ (77 occurrences). When performing a full-text search, 265 sources include both the terms 

‘cyberspace’ and ‘China’ (almost half of the total), and 93 make use of the combination ‘Chinese cyberspace’ 
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(almost one in six). The results of full-text searches are unfortunately biased by the inclusion of bibliographic 

sections, but the point can be made that while the term ‘cyberspace’ has been largely abandoned in 

discussions about the global Internet, it remains one of the most pervasive metaphors for the Internet in China, 

reinforcing the idea of an “ethereal alternate dimension” (Graham, 2013, p. 179) which is at the same time 

precisely mapped onto national borders and partially isolated by regulatory measures (Fig. 31). Ultimately, the 

question remains open: where is Chinese cyberspace? What do we mean by the term the Chinese Internet? 

 

Figure 31. “China unquestionably continues to be the world’s most advanced country in Internet filtering”, and its 

cyberspace is the largest geographical “black hole” of the Internet, according to an advertising campaign by Reporters 

Without Borders (2006).  

Ethnographic accounts of networked media in everyday life suggest the multiplication of cyberspace into 

multiscalar pockets of identity and belonging, not necessarily mapped on the “‘naturally’ discontinuous spaces” 

described by classical anthropology (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 6): “Although cyberspace is often imagined as 

a borderless deterritorialized frontier,” argues Adi Kuntsman, “many studies have shown that it often becomes 

a battlefield of national(ist) conflicts and violence” (2004, p. 7) that may transcend the precise correlation with 
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national boundaries and “reflect territorial and embodied identities, communities and conflicts” (p. 8). In the 

case of China, the layered politics and geographies of nationalism occasionally surfacing in the wake of online 

media events illustrate this point quite clearly (L. Yang & Zheng, 2012). Moreover, this fragmentation of online 

spaces isn’t necessarily limited to national or political questions (see Fig. 32): “Chinese cyberspace is home to 

many different users, groups, events, happenings, movements, artifacts, etc., and their goals and purposes are 

rarely ‘political’ in a narrow sense – even if they have an effect on politics” (Marolt, 2015, p. 3). 

At the same time, the fragmentation of online spaces doesn’t necessarily imply a complete disconnection 

between online platforms, local identities and national authorities, and the criteria to establish this unstable 

correlation are at the center of ongoing disputes. For example, Jens Damm proposes the common element of 

Chineseness as a criterion to map the cyberspaces of Greater China (Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and 

Taiwan): 

’Chinese cyberspace(s)’ will refer to cyberspaces which are either defined by language, that is 

Mandarin Chinese [...] or by content, that is, cyberspace dealing with cultural questions of 

Chineseness and history, or by the political dimension of Chinese international relations and 

cross-Strait relations. (Damm, 2010) 

Similarly, Han-Teng Liao (2009) focuses on the “technological polity” provided by the Chinese Wikipedia and 

the clashes occurring on it between the “one language, two orthographies, and four regions” (p. 50) of Greater 

China, asking if the Chinese version of the world’s largest crowdsourced encyclopedia could “turn the political 

differences among regions into a collective asset” (p. 55). By analyzing cultural preferences on a much larger 

scale, Taneja & Wu (2014) paint a more thought-provoking picture, evidencing how the most accessed Chinese 

websites are clustered together more by cultural and linguistic proximity to their users than by the 

infrastructural blockages emplaced by the authorities (p. 306). Ultimately, as Richard Rogers observes, “the 

term ‘national web’ is useful for capturing a historical shift in the study of the Internet, and especially how the 

web's location awareness repositions the Internet as object of study” (2013, p. 125), but it also risks reducing 

the analysis to splitting hairs over national boundaries and quantitative measurements of cultural spheres or 

linguistic spaces. 

Yet, this dissertation is about digital media in ‘China’, a shorthand term I use (along with ‘Mainland China’) to 

indicate the geopolitical context of the People’s Republic of China I had to enter and exit over the time of my 

fieldwork, and where great part of the friends I interacted with were residing. This sort of geographical choice 

in the framing an ethnographic account could be accused of perpetuating methodological nationalism (why not 

‘in Asia’, or ‘in Chinese cities’, ‘in Shanghai’, or ‘in Hongkou district’ or ‘in a Chinese family’?). In order to explain 
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my choice, I take a cue from Tom Boellstorff’s work on Indonesian queer cultures, which relies on Donna 

Haraway’s idea of “situated knowledge” (Haraway, 1988, p. 581) to justify its national framing: 

I emphasized that by saying gay men and lesbian women were found throughout Indonesia I 

was not saying they were found everywhere in Indonesia; I also emphasized that I was not 

claiming I knew how every gay and lesbian Indonesian thought, only some insight into cultural 

assumptions shared by many such Indonesians. (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 84) 

Similarly, I traveled around Mainland China trying to spend time with friends and acquaintances, missing some 

appointments and making new encounters in unforeseen circumstances. I resided only briefly in rural settings 

(always with a certain degree of comfort and privilege) and I mostly moved between urban areas in central and 

coastal China, staying and passing through a partial selection of places in no way representative of an entire 

country. I interviewed some friends, observed and participated in interactions on a selection of digital media 

platforms, distributed a survey, and collected online content. My study of digital media in China does not affirm 

that the sort of usages I present in this account were found everywhere in China or in an ethereal Chinese 

cyberspace, nor it advances a large-scale sociological argument about China and technology; rather, it presents 

situated accounts of the media practices of some Chinese Internet users, and of the sociotechnical networks 

these practices pull together. 
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Figure 32. A humorous “Situation map of Internet anti-encirclement and annihilation campaign” widely disseminated 

online (chrisyu, 2009) imagines how wangmin [‘users’, in the center] deploy resources like Twitter, Tor, online 

communities, SNS, VPNs, Japanese animation and comics, etc. (in blue) against the encroaching movements of various 

authorities and mass media (in red).  

In the preceding chapter I conceptualized my process of data collection as the act of traveling through a field as 

network, emphasizing the central role of mobility in my situated account. Geography and technology were 

deeply related throughout my fieldwork, and the predominance of mobile access evidenced the necessity to 

reconfigure spatial imaginations of the Internet without idealizing the empowering or liberating potential of 

mobility (Steingo, 2015; Wallis, 2013). The role of mobility in pulling together technologies and geographies 

struck me with particular force on the very last day of my fieldwork, as I rode a train from Shanghai to 

Shenzhen, preparing to cross the national and bureaucratic frontier of the Shenzhen-Hong Kong border 

checkpoint and be ‘back home’. It was, coincidentally, June 4th 2014, the 25th anniversary of the Tiananmen 

Square crackdown: 
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Going through the border one last time after one full day of travel on rails and cars and feet, I pay 

138HKD for a day of mobile roaming in order to be able to buy tickets and organize my movements, 

while also dealing with the sudden complete blockage of Google, reinforced at midnight by the 

disappearance of CNN, along with other foreign news websites: a sort of end-of-the fieldwork reflection 

on the interplay between technology, geopolitics and identity. […] A guy sitting next to me on the train 

to Shenzhen keeps struggling between his low smartphone battery and his attempts to use voice 

recognition to ask the Baidu app, without 3G connection, about the weather in Guangzhou. Everyone 

else is watching movies on tablets or laptops, or chatting on WeChat, borrowing USB cables or 

chongdianbao [‘charging treasure’ portable power banks] to get a fix of electricity: 

“Is it hard to go to Hong Kong?”, asks my seatmate. 

“Not really, you just need the tongxingzheng [travel permit], then you can stay for seven days 

maximum”, I reply. 

“It’s one week, not bad.” 

“I go there with my jiejie [elder sister] to buy stuff, clothes, cosmetics, iPhones”, chimes in one of her 

friends. 

“Why does this train have no Wi-Fi…”, grumbles the first guy in the background. 

Spatial mobility is nowadays accompanied by, and interwoven with, the constant presence of digital media, 

largely supported by ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991) and its constant notification buzz (Licoppe, 2010, p. 

292). Ubiquitous, locational and social platforms keep users connected on their devices while they move 

between places, and provide them with geographically-tailored information; at the same time, infrastructural 

protocols and national policies determine the conditions and limitations of access to the medium. The Internet 

in China, from its depiction as an ethereal alterity of cyberspace, and over national infrastructure and local 

platforms, ends up in the hands and pockets of hundreds of millions of users, under the form of WeChat 

conversations, downloaded movies, and expensive smartphones bought in shopping trips to Hong Kong that 

need electricity and a Wi-Fi connection in order to be asked about the weather in the next city where the train 

will stop… 

Similarly to other East Asian countries (Chae & Kim, 2003; Miyata, Boase, Wellman, & Ikeda, 2005), the 

adoption of portable devices and mobile connectivity in China has been faster and more pervasive than Europe 

or the US (Bolsover et al., 2014, p. 126). Mobile phones were widely popular in Chinese cities by the early 

2000s (Yan Xu, 2003), and as the Chinese mobile phone subscriber population became the largest in the world 

by 2010 (Wallis, 2011, p. 409), mobile operators quickly moved their marketing efforts to rural areas (Wallis, 
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2013, p. 58). In the last decade, the convergence of mobile telephony and online access has resulted in a user 

population distinctly mobile, with 83.4 percent of Internet users accessing the Internet through a mobile device 

as of June 2014 (CNNIC, 2014, p. 16). As the “mobile revolution” and the “Internet revolution” (Rainie & 

Wellman, 2012, p. 12) interact and reinforce each other, portable access to the Internet reconfigures the 

imagination of the medium and grounds it back onto the situated contexts of personal usage. Constraints move 

from the availability of access and the limitations of early computer-mediated communication to the design 

and affordances of massively used platforms: “Activities as simple as shopping or navigating through a city now 

often rely on search engines and the black-boxed algorithms and ephemeral data that power them” (Graham & 

Shelton, 2013, p. 258). At the same time, this reconfiguration challenges larger infrastructural and geographical 

determinants: “inside and outside China, flows of finance, people, media, and ideas […] facilitated by 

communication and transportation technologies, are often impervious to borders and inseparable from the 

transformation of individual and communal identities” (Wallis, 2013, p. 6). The relationship between China, the 

Internet, and its increasing mobilization, isn’t that clear-cut anymore. 

 

Figure 33. The green, bloated shape of China in this weighted map of the most visited website per country (Graham & De 

Sabbata, 2013) evidences how national user populations map onto their preferred platforms for information retrieval – in 

this case, the search engine Baidu, in stark opposition to the dominance of Google and Facebook in the rest of the world.  

This context requires new and situated spatial understandings of what “the Internet in China” means today. As 

Marolt argues, “a less dichotomous re-conceptualization of both online and offline China and their diverse 

practices and networks of relationships allows for a deeper understanding of the importance of the Internet in 
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today’s China (and beyond)” (2015, p. 4). A starting point for this re-conceptualization can be found in the 

repeated calls for grounding the study of networked media in everyday social life: 

the Internet is no longer just a third place where people go to escape and play with games and 

identities. (P. E. N. Howard, Rainie, & Jones, 2001, p. 385) 

the Internet has descended from an awesome part of the ethereal firmament to become 

immanent in everyday life. (Wellman & Hogan, 2004, p. 54) 

the Internet is not a system floating ethereally above societies. It is embedded in the concrete 

realities of people, practices, and power. (Miyata et al., 2005, p. 143) 

the Internet is not an amorphous, spaceless, and placeless cloud. It is characterized by distinct 

geographies. Internet users, servers, websites and even bits of information all exist 

somewhere. (Graham, 2014a, p. 99) 

Moving away from the imaginations of alternate or ethereal cyberspaces towards the concrete realities and 

geographies of user practices, infrastructure and information is a first step towards assembling a more detailed 

picture of digital media in China. Yet, as Graham argues, “representations of place are never neutral or 

objective and are always created in order to serve particular purposes” (2014a, p. 104). In the case of this 

chapter, the declared purpose of tracing alternative geographies of digital media in China is to unhinge the 

debate around them from the two big totalities of “the Internet” and “China”, and situate these geographies in 

the networks formed by users and technologies. The choice of framing the study as a nationally-bounded case 

isn’t an argument for the nationalization of Internet studies: rather, as Mizuko Ito explains regarding research 

projects about mobile phones in Japan, “our hope is, somewhat paradoxically, to move beyond national 

identity as the primary tag for social and cultural distinctiveness” (2005, p. 15). A praxiographic approach to 

situated practices, partial perspectives and their interconnections is precisely what allows the reconfiguration 

of representations of the Internet in China. In Haraway’s words, “we seek those ruled by partial sight and 

limited voice–not partiality for its own sake but, rather, for the sake of the connections and unexpected 

openings situated knowledges make possible” (1988, p. 590). 

This chapter provides an account of the configuration of digital media in China at the time of fieldwork. In his 

Manual of Ethnography, Marcel Mauss proposes a detailed outline for a multi-layered study of society, starting 

from the practice of social morphology: 

Every society is first of all composed of an aggregate. The study of the society as human 

aggregate and of its distribution across territory constitutes what is called social morphology, 
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which includes demography and human geography, the importance of which seems to 

be fundamental. Human geography is supplemented by Technomorphology. (2007, p. 16) 

Mauss defines technomorphology as the study of “all the relations between technology and environment, 

between environment and techniques” (p. 21). Without subscribing to the comprehensive plan for a 

functionalist sociology proposed by Mauss, this chapter traces different portrayals of the technomorphology of 

digital media in contemporary China, intended as the relations between situated practices and communication 

technologies. The spatial and temporal metaphors constructed in the following sections – postdigital media, 

media ecology, and their speculative conjunction in the weishidai (‘micro-era’) – are “technological 

imaginaries” in the sense suggested by George Marcus (1995b, p. 4) and expanded by Ito (2005): a 

technological imaginary is a “shared imaginative projection of technological futures as grounded in everyday 

practices and the cultural present” (2005, p. 16). The concepts of postdigital media, media ecologies and 

weishidai to which each of the sections of this chapter is dedicated are technological imaginaries, exploratory 

metaphors that attempt to situate the technomorphology of contemporary China through the partial 

perspectives of praxiographic engagement; at the same time, they function as arguments against the 

essentialization of technology proper of the determinist or even techno-orientalist portrayals outlined in my 

literature review. 
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Figure 34. Mapping partial perspectives: The places where I took my fieldnotes, geotagged through the locational 

functions of my mobile devices. 

Where is the Chinese Internet? The answers to this question advanced in this chapter do not seek to ascertain 

national or infrastructural boundaries, or to highlight cultural or social specificities, but they instead ground 

representations of digital media in China on the partial perspectives of situated practices. The Internet in China 

cannot be satisfactorily mapped as an ethereal cyberspace nor as a nation-shaped black hole of information. 

Given the multiplicity of online spaces and the mobility of devices, connections and platforms, “ubiquitous 

computing might be best conceptualized not as a constellation of technical features but as socio-technical 

practices of using and engaging with information technology in an ongoing, lightweight and pervasive way” 

(Ito, 2005, p. 13). The following sections will explore the implications of this pervasivity (postdigital media), 

ongoing engagement (media ecology) and miniaturization (weishidai). The first section will make use of photos 

and descriptions to illustrate the postdigital context of media and technology in China; the second one will 

focus on the opposite movement and illustrate how users map and articulate media ecologies; the third, 
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conclusive section will bring the two ideas together and present the technomorphology of digital media in 

contemporary China as a weishidai, a ‘micro-era’ in which the Internet, fragmented, ubiquitous and 

personalized, disappears in the fabric of everyday life. 

4.2 Postdigital media in China 

The first technological imaginary I propose is that of ‘postdigital media’. The idea of the postdigital, along with 

similar categories (post-media, post-Internet, etc.) has been proposed to describe changes in contemporary 

configurations of information technology. In this section I sketch the usefulness of this technological imaginary 

to understand digital media in everyday life, and then I apply it to the devices and platforms that I observed 

and used throughout my fieldwork. I traveled to different locations in Mainland China looking forward to 

collect the insights of media-savvy and enthusiastic Internet users, expecting to give voice to strong opinions 

on digital media and their culture. Instead, as time went on, I realized that most people I was talking to deemed 

my research topic to be extremely vague or not groundbreaking at all: some noticed the importance of an 

Internet connection only when it didn’t work, to then quickly realize they didn’t even know what they really 

wanted to use it for (Fig. 35); others were active content creators on different digital media platforms, yet 

didn’t have much to say about it: “Yes, feel free to use my photos. As for your questions, I would love to help 

you, but I really don't have any opinion, I don't want to disappoint you” (ZuoYou, May 2014, Shanghai). 

 

Figure 35. “The hopelessness of not being able to connect to the Internet” / “Have the network the but again don’t know 

what to do”, Waiwai writes on two different platforms, marking six hours of VPN outage with two short reflections on her 

emotional engagement with postdigital media (Mar. 2014). 

4.2.1 After digital media 
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“The space that we've understood as a new medium for the last ten years has turned into the 

most mass medium of them all. Nothing more than a mass medium, permeating our daily lives 

to the point of becoming invisible” (Lialina, 2009b, p. 59) 

Attempts at theorizing changes brought by information technologies often rely on the rhetoric cycle of novelty 

and revolutionary hype followed by a period of normalization. The general concept of ‘post-media’ has been 

introduced by Félix Guattari, in a short essay from 1990 titled Towards a post-media era, as a way to imagine 

the configuration that mass media would take after the digital revolution: “The digitisation of the television 

image will soon reach the point where the television screen is at the same time that of the computer and the 

telematic receiver. Practices that are separated today will find their articulation” (Guattari, 2013, p. 27). 

Theorizations of post-media have largely followed this seminal text and have been mostly concerned with the 

political potentialities of tactical and radical media (Berry Slater & Iles, 2013). In a similar way, the idea of ‘post-

Internet’ has recently become currency in the domain of media art and aesthetics, and has been explored by 

artists and critics alike to define the relationship between the massification of the Internet and contemporary 

art. Artie Vierkant explains that “culture Post-Internet is made up of reader-authors who by necessity must 

regard all cultural output as an idea or work in progress able to be taken up and continued by any of its 

viewers” (2010); as the Internet shifts into the background of creative production, post-Internet “emerges as a 

useful term for tracking artists’ shifting relationships with the rapidly-changing cultural objects we know as ‘the 

internet’” (Connor, 2013). 

Coincidentally, by the time I was in Beijing for my fieldwork, the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art in the 798 

art district was hosting an exhibition titled Art Post-Internet. In the accompanying booklet, the curators 

summarize the idea behind the exhibit by reflecting on the role of the Internet in everyday life: 

the most pressing condition underlying contemporary culture today – from artistic practice and 

social theory to our quotidian language – may well be the omnipresence of the Internet […] 

This understanding of the post-internet refers not to a time “after” the internet, but rather to 

an Internet state of mind – to think in the fashion of the network. (Archey & Peckam, 2014, p. 

1) 

Roughly one year later, during a panel hosted at Hong Kong’s international art show Art Basel, Beijing-based 

new media artist Ying Miao describes her work (Fig. 36) in similar terms, emphasizing the connection between 

widespread Internet access in China and her relationship with the medium: 

“what interests me recently is the so-called post-Internet art, because when we grew up we 

didn't get the chance to use a computer until we were in middle school; the Internet was 
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expensive at the time, and the massive population living in the countryside didn’t have access 

to it until very late. But today shanzhai phones provide people who don't live in urban areas 

access to the Internet, and they are eager to go online and use social media… to me what they 

do online is just like internet art” (17 Mar. 2015) 

 

Figure 36. The mixed-media installation #mememe by Ying Miao summarizes the materiality of China’s postdigital media: 

“touch screen device cases, iPhone 4s, 5, 5s, iPad (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) iPad mini (1, 2), iPhone lighter, Apple logo & Louis Vuitton 

lighter, iPhone models, iPad mini models, iPad models, mirrored touch screen covers, solar powered display holders, 

presentation tripod holding prints, ‘magic selfie stick’, tripods, UV printed towels” (V Art Centre, 2014, p. 24). 

While the terms post-media and post-Internet are most often used in relation to radical media practices and to 

new media art aesthetics, the concept of ‘postdigital’ is a more flexible candidate to describe the combination 

of increasingly pervasive digital media adoption and ubiquity of networked communications in everyday life. I 

introduced the concept of postdigital in the previous chapter, explaining how ethnographic methodologies 

should be retooled to deal with a context in which multiple media are embedded in the everyday lives of their 

users. Inspired by Nicholas Negroponte’s provocative claim “the digital revolution is over” (1998), the earliest 

mentions of the postdigital are to be found in the domains of aesthetics in contemporary music and new media 

art (Andrews, 2002; Cascone, 2000; Manovich, 2001a), where the term is used to indicate the changes brought 

to creative industries by the popularization of personal computing devices. More recently, the debate around 

the term has extended to other domains like photography (Shapley, 2011), digital humanities (Hall, 2013), and 

critical theory (Berry, 2014). 

In media theory at large, reviews of these discussions summarize the postdigital as an historical moment in 

which new ICT developments aren’t necessarily greeted by enthusiasm (Richards, 2008), and when pervasive 

technological innovation is perceived “more and more like a ubiquitous banal given” (Snodgrass, 2014). 
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Criticism against the term draws parallels to Jameson’s critique of postmodernity, Bell’s theorization of post-

industrial society and Fukuyama’s idea of post-history to dismiss the postdigital as yet another deterministic 

periodization of contemporary times unable to account for the underlying configurations of “more general 

economic and socio-technological processes” (Cox, 2014). In response to this line of critique, Florian Cramer 

argues that in the case of postdigital the ‘post-’ prefix shouldn’t be understood “in a purely Hegelian sense of 

an inevitable linear progression of cultural and intellectual history” (2014), but rather as a more subtle 

descriptor of ongoing shifts and mutations, “less obvious but no less pervasive, which have a profound and 

lasting impact on languages and cultures, and most significantly continue to govern geopolitics and global 

production chains” (2014). Despite its elusiveness, he concludes, the use of the term postdigital is a pragmatic 

way to describe “either a contemporary disenchantment with digital information systems and media gadgets, 

or a period in which our fascination with these systems and gadgets has become historical” (Cramer, 2014). 

What is the use that the technological imaginary of the postdigital can offer the social sciences, and more 

specifically media anthropology? First of all, I argue, the postdigital assumes the pervasivity of digital media as 

a given, rather than a developmental goal or a technological utopia, and provides a useful shorthand to 

describe the outcome of a bundle of technological trends identified by Rainie & Wellman (2012) as the Triple 

Revolution: “increasing computing capacity; miniaturization; density of graphical displays; digital storage 

capacity, file compression, and faster connections” (p. 276). As Geert Lovink phrases it, after its introductory 

academic phase, the dot.com hype of the 2000s and the massification of the Web 2.0, the Internet has found 

its place in everyday life (2011, p. 36): “We should start with the observation that the internet is now a 

mainstream technology. While its ever-changing qualities continue to fascinate us, there is nothing spectacular 

about it. We’ve gone post-spectacle” (2011, p. 68). Secondly, the term postdigital encourages a retooling of 

classical media theory, since “[the] traditional concept of medium does not work in relation to post-digital, 

post-net culture” (Manovich, 2001a, p. 5). The post-spectacular status of the Internet in everyday life doesn’t 

entail the scarcity of interesting aspects for social science research – on the contrary, as Clay Shirky observes, 

“communications tools don't get socially interesting until they get technologically boring” (2008, p. 105). 

Studying postdigital media implies moving past the revolutionary narratives of digital media and beyond their 

most spectacular effects, focusing instead on “a state in which the disruption brought upon by digital 

information technology has already occurred” (Cramer, 2014), and following their integration and uptake in the 

everyday lives of users. In contrast to the common applications of the concept to works of digital art, the 

following sections will portray postdigital media in contemporary China through a photographic essay about 

the geography of the Internet across the spaces of everyday life. 

4.2.2 Wangluo in everyday life: A photographic essay on screens and mobility 
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 “To grasp its secret, you should not, then, begin with the city and move inwards to the screen; 

you should begin with the screen and move outwards to the city” (Baudrillard, 1988, p. 55) 

The move suggested by Jean Baudrillard to grasp the networks of American metropolises can be put to work, 

nearly thirty years after, to map the pervasivity and ubiquity of digital media in Chinese everyday life: “Along 

with flux and mobility, the screen and its refraction are fundamental determinants of everyday events” 

(Baudrillard, 1988, p. 53). What follows is a short photographic essay following digital media across the places I 

visited during my fieldwork. By tracing the proliferation of screens on mobile devices and urban surfaces 

through photos I shot with my own smartphone, I provide an alternative, first-person geography of the 

dispersion of the Internet in everyday life in China, making a case for mapping these media as an “ubiquitous 

banal given” (Snodgrass, 2014) that has become “technologically boring” (Shirky, 2008, p. 105) and exists “post 

spectacle” (Lovink, 2011, p. 68). 

 

Figure 37. The screen in the city, in the screen, in the city, in an advertisement installed in a Shanghai subway station: 

urban surfaces in contemporary China are often the site of recursive representations of digital media and communication 

devices. Photo by the author. 

The correlation between digital media and infrastructural networks isn’t a novelty in China: Deng Xiaoping 

openly quoted Alvin Toffler’s The Third Wave while promoting the development of China’s information 

infrastructure (Damm, 2007, p. 279; Press et al., 2002), and the informatization of the country has being 

couched, since its beginnings, in terms of building a Chinese “information superhighway” (Tai, 2006, p. 125) of 
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fundamental importance for economic growth and geopolitics (Zhao, 2010). The editors of the Wangluo 

wenhua congshu [Internet Culture Series] published by Renmin University Press in the late 1990s exemplify the 

utopian enthusiasm of the time: 

The Internet now covers our lives, and the information superhighway is not far anymore. 

People that one or two years ago didn't know what kind of thing ‘the Internet’ was, today 

already start to complain that the speed of the Internet is too slow. (“Wangluo wenhua 

congshu” Bianweihui, 1997, p. 1) 

These claims are not that far from the ones cited in the preceding section: the Internet descends into everyday 

life, and is adopted by an increasingly wider percentage of the population, displacing the digital divides (Harwit, 

2004) and providing access to a wide variety of platforms and services across devices (Cockain, 2012, p. 114). 

At the same time, it is still the case that Chinese users complain about the speed and quality of Internet access 

– in fact, this was a recurring gripe throughout my fieldwork: as I was visiting a university campus in Wuhan, 

one student jolted out of the classroom during a break, grumbling that he couldn’t help a friend buying a train 

ticket because wangluo tai cha [the Internet connection is too lousy]. 

 

Figure 38. Playing single-player games with university students in a shared flat near the campus. Photo by the author. 

On the evening of the same day I joined him and his housemates to while away the night playing some 

videogames, and the complaint was shared by many: 
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“Nope, wangluo jintian bu hao e [the Internet today is really bad], it lags too much, we cannot play 

online. That’s why we usually go to the wangba [Internet café] after class, to play LoL [League of 

Legends, a popular multiplayer videogame] online. At home we can just play single-player games… we 

take turns, it’s ok. You play now.” (AIR_JORDAN, Jan. 2014) 

On multiple other occasions, friends I was chatting with were unable to open links I sent them to access 

webpages, listen to music or watch videos: “Now wangluo tai man [the Internet is too slow], I’ll check it out 

tomorrow from work, we have VPN there”; “I’m in the living room, here wangluo bijiao cha [the Internet is 

quite bad]”; “I can’t open it, wangluo wenti [the Internet has some problem]”. 

 

Figure 39. A videogame tournament session organized in a Beijing shopping mall. Photo by the author. 

For a large majority of Chinese digital media users, at least across the younger generations, Internet access is 

perceived as a given (albeit unstable) fixture of everyday life, and the quality of the connection often 

determines how tasks and activities are planned and conducted on different devices and in different spaces. 

After spending a day in Beijing with a friend, we stopped by a large screen installed in the main atrium of a 

shopping mall. An attentive audience was sitting in front of it, following a tournament of Dota 2 (another 

multiplayer videogame that was extremely popular during my fieldwork) as an announcer chronicled the 

confrontation between two teams through noisy loudspeakers. I was captivated by the jarring presence of a 

professional videogaming space in a shopping mall, but my friend was restless: her phone was low on battery, 
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and her tablet couldn’t access the free Wi-Fi connection provided by the mall. “I really need to go home, I’m 

sorry,” she explained, “I was planning to reply to this discussion on Weibo for the entire day, and now that I 

know exactly what I want to write, mei you wangluo [there is no Internet]. I really can’t wait” (Waiwai, May 

2014). 

 

Figure 40. As their clientele changes (G. Zhang, 2014), and in light of the growing stigma associated with these venues 

(McDonald, 2014, p. 2), wangba [literally ‘Internet bar’] rebrand themselves as wangka [Internet café]. Photos by the 

author. 

Wangluo, literally ‘network’, along with shang wang [accessing the Internet], are in China the most common 

ways of referring to the availability of an Internet connection, and they are rarely tied univocally to a household 

computer: whereas “computer use has become synonymous with internet use” (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 

93), the opposite is less and less certain. After China’s mobile revolution, Internet access is more often 

predicated on situated circumstances: the university campus has an unstable Wi-Fi coverage, smartphones and 
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tablets can access data connections and public wireless networks (if the battery lasts long enough), and 

Internet cafés provide a last resort – or the most convenient environment for playing multiplayer videogames. 

Being able to shang wang becomes a question of planning and mapping everyday life on the situated 

conditions of access and on the affordances of the devices at hand. As Mark Nunes argues in Cyberspaces of 

Everyday Life, “the ubiquity of the computer as a site of network interface foregrounds the degree to which 

‘the network’ now serves as an organizing concept for the spaces of everyday life” (2006, p. xiv). 

 

Figure 41. Chaiji Spicy Soup Noodles provides a free Wi-Fi connection to the clients eating outside the stall late at night.  

Access to the wangluo is scattered throughout public and private physical space. Given the increasingly 

restrictive regulations on the purchase of mobile data plans, I paradoxically spent my entire fieldwork in 

Mainland China without a data connection on my smartphone. In spite of this, I managed to shang wang pretty 

much every day, wherever I was, even if all I had with me was my phone or my tablet: in larger cities, Wi-Fi 

connections were available in most private businesses, while hotels and malls provided Wi-Fi coverage to their 

clients; even in less urbanized areas, finding Internet access was rarely a problem. 
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Figure 42. A tiny eatery in Shanghai provides free Wi-Fi access, and QR codes on table stickers allow customers to order 

takeaway food on their smartphones (left). A small shop in a Shenzhen urban village provides downloads of “Mp3, Mp4 

files, movies and pictures” (right). Photos by the author. 

The kinds of Internet access offered by urban spaces were often rather slow, sometimes unstable, and 

invariably subjected to the limitations enforced by moody nationwide policies, but these connections provided 

an important complement to fixed Internet and mobile data plans. All these kinds of connections came 

together in weaving a hybrid continuum of access for mobile users (de Souza e Silva, 2006). As I discovered in a 

small county town near Shanghai, the KFC fast food in the central square, with its open Wi-Fi, was the favorite 

spot for high-school students to gather after school and browse their smartphones together over a soft drink. 
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Figure 43. “Look, that guy has a Nokia shouji… what, you can you speak Chinese!? Waaaaa. Can I take a photo of you?” 

Four adolescents in Leshan take and share pictures with their smartphones during a weekend outing on a river cruise. 

Photo by the author. 

Following the massive uptake of mobile devices and the availability of wangluo across urban spaces, shang 

wang becomes a strikingly “personal, portable, and pedestrian” (Ito, 2005) activity embedded in everyday life 

to the point of becoming almost transparent: “Over time, as people get used to new communication media, we 

come to see them in more nuanced ways. Eventually they become so taken for granted they are all but 

invisible” (Baym, 2010, p. 10). The Mandarin Chinese term shouji, literally ‘hand machine’, indicates broadly 

any portable device capable of making phone calls, from the clunky mobile phones popular in the 2000s (Plant, 

2001, p. 23) to the latest and most expensive models of smartphone or phablet. The near-invisibility of 

postdigital media doesn't imply the disappearance of physical devices, but emerges as a consequence of users 

taking devices for granted and integrating mobile access in the fabric of their everyday lives. 
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Figure 44. Handheld mobility: Subway passengers in Shanghai focusing on their shouji. Photos by the author. 

Shouji appear as the central communication device in the majority of my fieldwork observations, as they 

plugged their users into different networks (mobile telephony, messaging, GPS, public and private Wi-Fi, 

mobile Internet), allowing a form of “being mobile with” different people and devices across physical space 

(Jensen, 2010, p. 342). A clear example was Aimao87, who at the time I started my fieldwork still used an 

outdated HTC shouji with a scratched surface and a malfunctioning microphone, which didn’t support many of 

the most popular apps, including WeChat: “this shouji is too diaosi [cheap]”, she often said to explain why her 

mobile interactions were limited to SMS, QQ conversations, and meticulous Weibo posting through a 

rudimentary browser. After a few months, she bought herself a new, branded shouji, protected it with 

decorated rubber case of her choice, and quickly transitioned to using WeChat for most of her personal 

communications, along with other apps and services. 
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Figure 45. A bronze statue representing “contemporary male fashion” in Chengdu features a shouji, complete with front-

facing camera, poking out of a hoodie pocket (left). Aimao87 browsing websites on her outdated “diaosi shouji” (right). 

Photos by the author. 

“This? This is my iPhone and ta de erzi [its child]”, explains to me ZuoYou, sitting at a large dinner table with a 

bunch of other friends. The massive rubber case protecting the device and the cable connecting it to a larger 

brick-like object make me mistake it for an external hard-drive or an exotic piece of hardware:  

“When I come to the city center, it takes me two hours, sometimes three, by bus and then subway, so I 

always stay for the whole day, sometimes I even sleep here at some friends’ place to avoid going back 

late at night. So I need the battery to last for a long time. This one is the chongdianbao, it can charge 

my shouji four or five times no problem.” (ZuoYou, Mar. 2014) 
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The augmentation of mobile devices through protective cases, chongdianbao and other accessories is 

inextricably linked to the needs of access to communication networks along the routines of the users’ everyday 

routines: “How come your shouji is always low on battery so early in the day, why the hell did you buy a 

chongdianbao if you never carry it with you!?”, Aimao87 pokes me after I purchase a fancy power bank which I 

routinely forget to bring with me. Postdigital media are evident only when they have no power to function, or 

Internet connection to access.  

 

Figure 46. My seatmate is watching a movie on his laptop. One guy sitting in front of us keeps watching a military TV 

series, for almost ten hours, with the audio blaring across the train car […] nobody seems particularly disturbed by it, and 

the people sitting close to him do actually enjoy watching it for a while. His seven-inch tablet is powered by a 

chongdianbao, which his seatmate borrows to charge his own phone. Another guy lies down on three seats while charging 

his phone from a power outlet on the train (Feb. 2014, Shenzhen to Shanghai train). 

The central role of shouji in providing mobile Internet access to Chinese users is not only evident in their 

everyday practices, but also in how these devices are portrayed in advertisement, media discourses, and word-

of-mouth. A few months after having left Wuhan, AIR_JORDAN contacts me on WeChat:  

AIR_JORDAN: How are you doing? 

Gabriele: Good, you? What’s up in Wuhan?  
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AIR_JORDAN: You’re in China too, right? You should know… the iPhone 6 is very huo [popular] now, did 

you buy one? They should be cheaper in Hong Kong, you should daigou [buying on behalf of someone 

else] and make some profit… 

 

Figure 47. A small China Mobile shop in Chongqing promotes a sale of iPhone 6 tuhaojin [nouveau-riche gold] that Apple 

designed especially for the Chinese market, for 5,288 RMB, along with “mobile phones for student and elders” for 99 RMB, 

next to a shop selling cheap shoes. Photo by the author. 

In advertisement, inside shop windows, and in the hands of people bustling about, shouji are a common fixture 

of urban areas in Mainland China. As the prices of branded shouji become more affordable for large segments 

of consumers, the shanzhaiji [copycat phones] popular a few years earlier (Wallis, 2011, p. 410) become less 

and less sought after. Advertisement for new branded devices plasters urban surfaces and their market launch 

often reverberates across popular media, trickling down discussions between friends and triggering shopping 

crazes. In a similar way, innovative mobile applications are discussed extensively across traditional media and 

screenshots of webpages, microblog posts and social media accounts are routinely featured in TV news stories. 

As a consequence, the mobile and pervasive experience of wangluo seeps back into television, supplementing 

live footage and closing the feedback loop between mass and new media typical of a postdigital condition. 
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Figure 48. A newly launched taxi-hailing smartphone app widely promoted across China at the time of my fieldwork is 

featured in an extended segment on CCTV 13 news: the host discusses its innovative features, the potential dangers for 

customers and the social tendencies it could encourage, to then present some interviews to users, who define it hen 

fangbian [very convenient]. Photo by the author. 

The same urban screens from which this short photographic journey has begun also lend themselves to 

disseminate different kinds of discourses about networked media. At the time of my fieldwork, China’s 

postdigital media were going through various tumultuous developments: authorities were preparing to launch 

the Sao Huang Da Fei – Jing Wang 2014 [‘Eliminating Pornography and Suppressing Illegality – Clean Internet 

Campaign 2014’], ethnic violence in Xinjiang and terrorist attacks in other regions were discussed in relation to 

the need for more regulation and control of online spaces (B. Cao, 2014), and recurrent crackdowns on 

different social media platforms contributed to a generalized caution among celebrities, activists, and popular 

opinion-leaders (Bishop, 2014). 
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Figure 49. A TV screen installed in a Beijing subway car streams the Xinwen Lianbo [News Simulcast], which in May 2014 

featured extensive coverage of the nationwide launch of the Sao Huang Da Fei – Jing Wang 2014 campaign, providing 

contact numbers and URLs for citizens to report about pornographic or illegal online content (Mertha, 2005, p. 142). Photo 

by the author. 

In this climate, skepticism and resignation characterize the lay theories of media and technology that were 

routinely brought forward in casual discussions and small talk. The following tirade by a taxi driver rushing me 

to Chengdu’s train station is worth reporting in its entirety, as it pulls together the biases of local mass media, 

the circulation of information from non-local sources, and the disillusionment towards China’s urban and 

technological development:  

“Here they don’t tell you anything. If something happens, they don’t release any information. But I 

know, I heard that in Hong Kong for example, some time ago, you had quite a lot of disorders, kangyi 

[protest], right? Here they didn’t say anything about it, of course. Hong Kong media are good, they will 

say things how they really are, they will say how biased Mainland news are, but here you can’t watch 

them. I know because I have some friends, they shang wang, they fan… they fanqiang [get across the 

wall], and they can read Hong Kong media. Here in China, I think that gudai ren [people of ancient 

times] were much better than today, much smarter. They managed to build the giant Buddha in 

Leshan, and they didn't have the technology back then, just a couple of hands, and yet they could make 

those kinds of things, it’s really incredible. Today, yes, you can make money, construct buildings, but 

the city is so big now, so commercialized, there are too many people.” (Apr. 2014) 
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Internet access, mobile devices and software become increasingly pervasive and ubiquitous in the everyday 

lives of large populations of users to the point of near-invisibility. Accompanying users through personalized 

arrangements of mobility, and embedded in multiple layers of discourses and practices, these media can be 

defined postdigital: they have become “a ubiquitous banal given” (Snodgrass, 2014) that is as pervasive as it is 

discussed in terms of technological boredom (Shirky, 2008, p. 105) and historical disenchantment (Cramer, 

2014). The distinction between traditional mass media and new digital media blurs, as postdigital media 

disappear into the near-invisibility of everyday life while devices and platforms reverberate in the continuous 

buzz of intermedia commentary, advertisement, word-of-mouth and propaganda. 

 

Figure 50. The large majority of survey respondents viewed the practice of shang wang as resembling more a part of 

everyday life than a separate virtual life. 

As hinted in the survey results presented in the previous chapter, a large part of the people I interviewed 

during my fieldwork habitually shang wang from a portable device (more than 70%), while only 15,5% did so 

through desktop computers. Nearly all respondents used the Internet on a daily basis, and more than half 

regularly used a chongdianbao to power their devices while outside. Two thirds of survey respondents claimed 

to “never go” to Internet cafés, and one third admitted to go there occasionally, mostly to “play videogames”. 

As for platforms and apps, SNSs and microblogging platforms (weibo in general) were accessed daily by more 

than half of respondents, while blogs, discussion boards and portals were used occasionally or rarely. Most 

importantly, the large majority of respondents (88.9%) viewed shang wang as resembling more shenghuo de yi 

bufen [a part of life] rather than xuni de shenghuo [a virtual life] (Fig. 21). 

Despite the small quantity of respondents, the tendencies highlighted by these few survey questions replicate 

what larger surveys say about digital media in contemporary China, and confirm fieldwork observations 

regarding the pervasivity of postdigital media, the importance of mobile Internet access, and the embedment 
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of wangluo in everyday life. This imbrication of networked communication and spaces of everyday life, Mark 

Nunes argues, requires an expanded conceptual toolkit to map how Internet use includes  

the screen, keyboard, and mouse of the computer itself; the presence of these interface 

devices at home, in public institutions, and out on the street. Cyberspace also involves 

processes of representation such as its image in the media as marketplace, agora, frontier, and 

public sphere; the use of spatial language (locatives, place-names, “sites,” etc.) on the Web; its 

function as a networked, signifying system for a “global society” [...] We cannot treat 

cyberspace merely as a metaphor, nor can we reduce it to a material production that, in 

Lefebvre's words “propounds and presupposes” its spatial practice. (Nunes, 2006, p. 13) 

To put forward the metaphor of a postdigital China doesn’t imply a radical historical break between stages of 

technological development, nor it seeks to hint at yet another moment of change or transition typical of many 

portrayals of the country (Cockain, 2012, p. 1). As Florian Cramer remarks, “the ‘digital’ in ‘post-digital’ should 

not be understood in any technical-scientific or media-theoretical sense, but rather in the way the term is 

broadly used in popular culture” (2014). Inspired by Cramer’s suggestion, this short photographic essay has 

portrayed how digital media are interwoven in the urban spaces of contemporary China, providing an 

alternative geography of wangluo in everyday life that moves beyond simplified narratives of an alternate 

cyberspace or a secluded national Internet. In postdigital China, user experience wangluo as shenghuo de yi 

bufen, “a part of everyday life”, approach it as a patchy continuum of possibilities rather than a uniform 

technological entity, and describe it as a resource often taken for granted yet subject to unpredictable 

developments. 

4.3 Chinese media ecologies 

This section puts forward a second technological imaginary. Here, the exploratory metaphor I use to 

conceptualize the technomorphology of contemporary China is that of “media ecologies”. After portraying how 

the Internet is fragmented across public and personal screens into a geography of ubiquitous postdigital media 

interwoven in the everyday lives of their users across spaces of access, I shift the focus of my praxiographic 

account on the other side of personal screens. This section introduces the concept of media ecologies, situates 

it in the interdisciplinary debates around metaphors of media articulation, and argues for its suitability to 

understand how Chinese Internet users articulate postdigital media through their practices. In contrast to the 

dualism of mass media versus new media, the utopian depiction of the Internet as a global medium, and the 

structuralist theorization of polymedia, this section proposes the concept of media ecologies as more fitting 

metaphor to emphasize and encompass the overlap, interoperability, multiscalarity, and negotiated agencies of 

postdigital media in contemporary China. 
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Figure 51. Mapping postdigital media ecologies: Printouts of popular mobile apps I used to discuss the personal 

articulation of online platforms during interviews and focus groups. Photo by the author. 

In the preceding sections, I presented an alternative geography of wangluo, ‘the Internet’, dispersed across 

public and private spaces, mobile devices, and more or less reliable access points. As I’ve shown by following 

the practice of shang wang, ‘accessing the Internet’, postdigital media are not simply spaces of escapism or 

alterity, but ubiquitous components of everyday life for increasingly large populations of users: “these 

technologies not only work as pass-time devices or artifacts that we may ‘hide’ behind, but they are networked 

and linked into the many other layers of communication and interaction that make up the contemporary 

network city” (Jensen, 2010, p. 347). Yet, devices and artifacts are just one component of these layers of 

communication and interaction: 

if we add to the analysis the so-called ‘social software’ like MySpace, Facebook, Plaxo, LinkedIn, 

Twitter, and all sorts of blogs and interactive Internet sites we see an emerging number of 

electronic forays in which ‘social software’ works as intermediate to a number of practices 

decoupled from time and place in a networked field of interaction. (Jensen, 2010, p. 347) 

Social software – mobile apps, social networking platforms, locational services, and so on – is the algorithmic 

glue that keeps together the users interacting through postdigital media. As envisioned by Félix Guattari, media 

practices that were once separated have found their articulation (2013, p. 26), and software is as important as 

technological artifacts in mediating these articulations: “software is now, unevenly, a part of mass and popular 
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culture. It forms a component, if not the largest part, of more and more kinds of work” (Fuller, 2008, p. 10). 

This is the case in China as well, as evidenced by ethnographic accounts of the rapid informatization of the 

country: “Practices such as checking emails, downloading films and music, online chatting, watching video clips 

from sites such as Youku and Tudou or shopping on sites such as Taobao have assimilated themselves into the 

rhythm of everyday life” (Cockain, 2012, p. 131). How to map the technomorphology of this social software? 

How to follow these articulations of practices so embedded in the everyday lives of users? After a discussion of 

media ecologies and other metaphors of media articulation, I relate these discussions to the results of mapping 

activities that I conducted as part of interviews and focus groups (Fig. 51), illustrating how Chinese Internet 

users articulate their personal media ecologies of social software. 

4.3.1 Media ecologies, and other metaphors of media articulation 

Whereas the concept of postdigital media emphasizes the ubiquity and pervasivity of a wide range of 

convergent communication technologies in the context of everyday life, the idea of ‘media ecologies’, as 

formulated by Matthew Fuller (2005), provides the depth to follow how these media are articulated and 

configured by the interaction between their affordances and the practices of users. The degree to which 

metaphors of media contribute to the theoretical framings through which these media are studied is most 

evident in the proliferation of descriptors – traditional media, new media, mass media, participatory media, 

digital media, mobile media, polymedia, and so on – for different kinds of media articulation (van den Boomen, 

2014). This proliferation of metaphors of media articulation leads Lev Manovich to propose ditching the 

concept of media altogether, in favor of “a new conceptual system which would replace the old discourse of 

mediums and which would be able to describe post-digital, post-net culture more adequately” (2001, p. 6). In 

this section, I trace the contours of one possible new conceptual system – that of media ecologies – which I 

then apply to the personal geographies of social software mapped by Chinese Internet users. 

Media ecology is a slippery term (Slayton, 2005, p. x), made even more slippery by the overtones it acquires in 

its use by different authors, and by the radical overhaul that Fuller proposes by inflecting the term into its 

plural form – media ecologies. In its earliest uses, ‘media ecology’ is a metaphor employed in studies of human-

computer interaction in organizational and collaborative settings to describe a bounded environment of users, 

tasks, and technologies. This technical term has been developed into a more comprehensive theory of media 

by, most famously, Marshall McLuhan (1962) and Neil Postman (1986). Postman’s concern was understanding 

how media – mostly mass, televised communication – influenced American culture once they became taken for 

granted:  

we rarely talk about television, only about what is on television – that is, about its content. Its 

ecology, which includes not only its physical characteristics and symbolic code but the 
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conditions in which we normally attend to it, is taken for granted, accepted as natural. (1986, 

p. 79) 

This approach to media ecology has been systematized and applied to different contexts across physical and 

digital spaces (Crabtree & Rodden, 2008), articulating media in terms of hybrid combinations of affordances 

(Lindtner et al., 2008), adapting the ecological metaphor to different historical moments of media (Björkin, 

2015), and actively geared towards “the creation of healthy, transparent, and sustainable environments for 

information distribution and creative expression in the present and near and further future” (Jurriëns, 2011, p. 

216). 

According to Fuller, this understanding of media ecology remains caught up in a naive environmentalism which 

implies a stable notion of human culture: “such environmentalism also often suggests that there has passed, or 

that there will be reached, a state of equilibrium: that there is a resilient and harmonic balance to be achieved 

with some ingenious and beneficent mix of media” (Fuller, 2005, pp. 3–4). Fuller’s adoption of the plural form 

‘ecologies’ is closer to the poststructuralist concerns of media theorists such as N. Katherine Hayles or Friedrich 

Kittler, and to the ethico-aesthetic readings of ecology developed by Guattari through Bateson; his choice of 

maintaining the term ‘ecology’ is motivated by its efficiency in expressing “the massive and dynamic 

interrelation of processes and objects, beings and things, patterns and matter” (Fuller, 2005, p. 2). According to 

Fuller, media ecology is a useful metaphor of media articulation, but “in its emphasis on the imposition of form, 

the model does not provide for a full account of potential media practices” (2005, p. 22); on the other hand, 

once the notion is pluralized into media ecologies, “where media elements possess ontogenic capacities as well 

as being constitutively embedded in particular contexts” (2005, p. 23), the concept begins to allow for a more 

open and processual account of media practices. 

Recent theorizations in anthropological and sociological studies have largely subscribed to the ultimately 

structuralist and at times determinist version of media ecology. Horst, Herr-Stephenson, & Robinson (2010), for 

example, describe children use of media in the United States in environmental terms: 

we use the metaphor of ecology to emphasize the characteristics of an overall technical, social, 

cultural, and place-based system, in which the components are not decomposable or 

separable. The everyday practices of youth, existing structural conditions, infrastructures of 

place, and technologies are all dynamically interrelated; the meanings, uses, functions, flows, 

and interconnections in young people's daily lives located in particular settings are also 

situated within young people's wider media ecologies. (2010, p. 31) 
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Although “dynamically interrelated” and situated in “wider media ecologies”, this metaphor of articulation still 

relies on a mere extension of the arguments by McLuhan and Postman (p. 31): media are primarily components 

of a socio-cultural system, bounded by structural and infrastructural conditions. Similarly, Madianou & Miller 

(2013) propose the concept of polymedia, intended to emphasize the articulation of new media “as a 

communicative environment of affordances rather than as a catalogue of ever proliferating but discrete 

technologies” (p. 169). Their theorization is declaredly close to the environmentalist strand of media ecology 

(p. 171), and the pluralization of media through the prefix poly- doesn’t quite succeed in pushing media 

articulation beyond structuralist models: 

polymedia is an emerging environment of communicative opportunities that functions as an 

‘integrated structure’ within which each individual medium is defined in relational terms in the 

context of all other media. In conditions of polymedia the emphasis shifts from a focus on the 

qualities of each particular medium as a discrete technology, to an understanding of new 

media as an environment of affordances. (Madianou & Miller, 2013, p. 170) 

The authors couch their argument in an environmental metaphor of communication that conceptualizes media 

as an “integrated structure” inspired by the work of Lévi-Strauss (Madianou & Miller, 2013, p. 175). As a 

consequence, their analyses of media practices remain limited to the exclusionary choices made by users 

according to their communicative needs: “Users switch between these to achieve their purposes: what cannot 

be achieved by email, can be accomplished by webcam, or instant messaging or a phone call” (p. 175). By 

pluralizing media as a linear series of parallel channels for communication acts, polymedia provides a functional 

articulation of communicative choices (Madianou, 2014, p. 671), but fails at capturing the depth of the 

potential interrelations between devices, software and practices, and suggests determinist conclusions with 

direct bearings on society as a whole: “this extension in the internal relationship between media constitutes 

also a shift in the relationship between communicative media and society. In effect, it amounts to a re-

socialization of communicative media” (Madianou & Miller, 2013, p. 175). 

My argument is that the potential of Fuller’s experimental accounts of media ecologies has not been explored 

and developed enough by sociological and anthropological accounts of communication technologies. The main 

reason for the persistence of environmentalist understandings of media ecology in the social sciences is their 

promise of all-encompassing metaphor of media articulation under the aegis of an integrated structure or a 

systematic whole. Fuller’s media ecologies challenge precisely this assumption, by constantly introducing new 

scales, connections, slippages and interactions between discrete technologies, and by allowing the productive 

interplay of proliferating media to produce unexpected interactions and possibilities. Fuller’s media ecologies 

are still relatively unknown in social sciences and mainstream media studies (Goddard, 2011, p. 6), yet his 
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constant injections of materiality and his pluralization of articulation are worth exploring as theoretical 

frameworks. As Goddard summarizes, “today's miniaturised media are highly unstable ecologies where there is 

a clash of imcompossible forces and unpredictable vectors, ranging from the reformulation of capitalism as 

cognitive to the experimentation with new mediatised modes of subjectivation” (2011, p. 9). What follows is a 

foray into how Chinese users map their own articulation of these unstable ecologies of media. 

4.3.2 Mapping media ecologies: Personal geographies of social software 

This chapter has advanced the idea that the Internet isn’t a simple medium, not even in an authoritarian state 

enforcing protectionist measures and tight media control. As the Internet becomes fragmented into mobile 

access, portable devices, locational services and cloud-based apps, the idea of postdigital media becomes a 

better candidate to describe the ubiquity and triviality of digital media in everyday life. But how are these 

postdigital media articulated? Besides the portable and public screens, shouji and spaces of access described in 

the previous section, social software is a fundamental component of postdigital media, and plays an important 

role in their articulation. In traditional understandings of media ecology, infrastructure and hardware are often 

given a structural primacy over software: users acquire devices, through which they can access applications, 

through which they can in turn retrieve information or engage in communicational acts. It is in this sense that 

Mirca Madianou interprets the smartphone as a media ecology: “Effectively the launchpad for scores of 

popular web applications a smartphone resembles a miniature media ecology in its own right” (Madianou, 

2014, p. 667). Fuller’s metaphor of media ecologies proposes a different kind of articulation, in which the shouji 

is merely a component, along with other devices, social software and media practices, of unstable media 

ecologies irreducible to an overarching structure of system, and observable only from the partial perspectives 

of experiential engagement. 
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Figure 52. Facebook is for fun, QQ is for business, WeChat is on the shouji; some social platforms are for having fun and 

interacting with strangers, others are now deserted – Leonardo’s personal articulation of apps and devices, February 2014. 

Photo by the author. 

This section presents a selection of insights gathered from the mapping activities I conducted with digital media 

users I interviewed during my fieldwork in Mainland China. Interviews usually lasted one to two hours, and 

included non-structured discussion as well as more structured hands-on tasks such as the map-making 

activities presented here. For this activity, I prepared cut-out icons of twenty mobile apps popular at the time 

of fieldwork, along with a few silhouettes of computers and portable devices (Fig. 52). During interviews, I 

would ask the interviewee to arrange the icons on blank sheets of paper according to a few general requests, 

such as mapping a personal timeline of social software, the relationship between devices and platforms, the 

functions they are most used for, or the social circles they support. The chosen icons represented a sample of 

the social media platforms most popular in China as of February 2014 (including video-streaming services, e-

commerce websites, etc.), as well as a selection of popular international apps (such as Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, etc.); interviewees could identify their personal devices by writing down the brand or model, and 

draw the icon of missing apps if they didn't find something they used, as well as add any writing or drawing 

they thought necessary. This hands-on way of letting users represent their own articulation of postdigital 

media in different configurations of hardware, software and practices was an important addition to interviews, 

and often prompted detailed discussions of specific aspects of one device or platform. Most importantly, once 
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collected and organized, these maps could be compared in series, capturing the variety of the personal 

articulations and experiential memories of postdigital media (Spencer, 2011, p. 75). 

 

Figure 53. Four personal timelines of online platform uptake: QQ is invariably the earliest memory Chinese Internet users 

have of their shang wang, and WeChat often the most recent, with an in-between decade quite evenly distributed 

between Chinese and American platforms. Collage by the author. 

Personal timelines of social software were the most coherent variety of mapping across interviewees (Fig. 53): 

all of them placed the instant messaging application Tencent QQ at the beginning of their engagement with 

digital media platforms, sometimes on a par with Tencent QZone, QQ’s companion social networking and 

content-sharing service. Originally released in 1999 by Tencent as a copycat of the globally popular instant 

messaging software ICQ, QQ was for many Chinese the entrance door to the social Internet outside of 

discussion boards (Wallis, 2011, p. 414). Most interviewees still used the QQ number they registered a decade 

or more before (a unique identifier to access the platform and connect to other users), and many spoke of QQ 

as an affective presence in their media memories: 

“QQ was the first one, I was in high school when I got my QQ number… wow, it’s almost ten years ago” 

(Leonardo)  

“I got QQ on my first year of undergrad, along with QZone… oh no, that will reveal you my age! I’ll tell 

you precisely after the interview so it’s not on record” (LindaLin) 

“It was in 2002, I was in elementary school when I started using QQ, then QZone when we started 

adding each other among classmates, as well as among family members” (Billi) 
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“I had a QQ account since the first year of university, I think? Yes, it’s still the same number… but I use 

two numbers now, one is personal, the other is for my job, because I have so many contacts and 

groups, it’s easier to differentiate. Did I tell you how my QQ was hacked... no? I was so stupid, I literally 

went out of my mind when it happened. Fortunately I could recover it after a few hours” (Carah) 

After the quite homogeneous adoption of QQ, often leading to the use of its linked services (QQ e-mail, QZone, 

and so on), the popularization of Web 2.0 social media platforms and blogs around the mid-2000s resulted in a 

diversification of preferences, often seeing local services (Taobao, Douban, Renren, Youku, Tudou, Sina Weibo) 

used in parallel to similarly successful American ones (boyd, 2008, p. 119): 

“WeChat is really new... I used Skype first, then… Facebook, I also used Facebook a lot when you could 

still access it in China. Douban… I got an account there a couple of years ago, while I used Taobao very 

early on. Tudou is the earliest platform I used to watch videos, then Youku and YouTube, depending on 

what I’m looking for” (LindaLin) 

These articulations of social media platforms, as remembered and mapped by individual users, evidence the 

dynamic histories of social media: “we must avoid the temptation to look at new media only as a whole. Each 

of these media, as well as the mobile phone, offers unique affordances, or packages of potentials and 

constraints, for communication” (Baym, 2010, p. 17). In China, as users were taking up online platforms, 

creating profiles, adding friends, and experimenting with content retrieval and creation, the personal 

articulations of media ecologies document a highly unstable condition constantly slipping away from platform 

affordances: 

“After QQ and QZone, I started using Douban, but also Facebook and YouTube, when they weren’t 

blocked yet, I think it was after the incidents in Xinjiang in 2008 or 2009. Then for a period I used MSN 

messenger, and Youku for videos, and I was blogging on Blogspot, but that got blocked too, I don’t 

know why. Now I mostly watch stuff on bilibili, blog on Tumblr, and use WeChat and Weibo to talk to 

friends. Facebook was interesting when I joined it back then, I followed some musicians I like, but now I 

access it just when I really need it. Same for YouTube, in the beginning Youku was a very small website, 

it wasn’t as big as it is now, now I can find most of what I want to watch there or on bilibili, so there is 

no need to fanqiang” (Billi)  

The patterned uptake of social networking platforms, sharing similar architectures of personal profiles, 

comment sections, content sharing and personal messaging (boyd, 2008, p. 123), have definitely shaped 

communities of interests or language, yet the degree to which this has resulted in the construction of “a 

transnational imagined Chinese community” (Wallis, 2011, p. 414) remains debatable. Local platforms like 
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Douban might cater to a largely local userbase (Ho, 2007), but they are also elements of larger media ecologies 

articulated in very unstable personal configurations that might change in the span of a few years or even 

months. 

Most of these personal timelines ended on a similar note: WeChat had become the dominating platform for 

personal communication – as Waiwai puts it, after returning to Beijing from a year in Europe: 

“Fuck, I was used to QQ, now that I came back everyone wants to add me on WeChat, nobody gives his 

phone or QQ number anymore… I don’t like it, it seems more private but in fact you’re always showing 

everything you do to all your friends” 

In contrast with most social networking websites which are predicated on a certain degree of publicity of 

personal profiles – “friends are publicly articulated, profiles are publicly viewed, and comments are publicly 

visible” (boyd, 2008, p. 124) – WeChat allows to share content on one’s own profile to a selected circle of 

contacts, and to send messages right on the person’s phone. The sudden popularity of WeChat, combined with 

its integration on mobile devices, was a common topic of discussion at the time of my fieldwork, as people 

came up with their interpretations of how the app reconfigured social norms: 

“We all use WeChat now, you know right? QQ, yes, I still have it, and of course we don’t send SMS 

anymore, WeChat is free, it’s the most fangbian [convenient]. Do Italians just use WhatsApp, or 

WeChat too? Because I have some Italian friends who also use it, but only for work. I think the situation 

here is like this: maybe someone who is working at a foreign company would use WhatsApp to talk to 

people outside of China... I think it's about who you interact with. But these software are also different, 

WeChat has a lot of functions: images, posts, voice messages, groups, everything. Chinese people really 

like hudong [interaction], if I send you something I would like you to reply immediately, we are like this, 

we hope that others would reply quickly.” 

“Why do you think that is?”, I asked LindaLin. 

“Why? It’s like this, look, if I send you a message it proves that at this specific time, now, I have thought 

about you, I want to hear your opinion, I want to contact you... so I want you to reply as quick as 

possible, otherwise I get anxious. I have discussed this with other people as well, they said that when 

they send a message on WeChat they often wait with their shouji in their hands until they get a reply. 

People want a quick answer” 

The articulation of social norms and expectations in the use of WeChat that LindaLin explained to me were not 

necessarily shared by other people I talked to, but her understanding was clearly negotiated with her personal 

contacts, from close friends to colleagues inside and outside China. While media replace and subsume one 
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another or overlap in changing ways, norms and expectations require a constant articulation work to 

compensate for their shifting affordances. Cara Wallis observed a similar process accompanying the adoption 

of mobile phones among Chinese migrant women: “all of the young women I met agreed that text messages 

must be responded to relatively immediately lest the receiver be thought of as rude” (2013, p. 80). Over time, 

users articulate media ecologies in personal configurations as they engage with different components, and 

their media practices are in turn articulated by the availability and affordances of new forms of access (Rainie & 

Wellman, 2012, p. 95). Like keitai in Japan, the shouji has “created new disciplines and power geometries, the 

need to be continuously available to friends and lovers, and the need to always carry a functioning mobile 

device. These disciplines are accompanied by new sets of social expectations and manners” (Ito & Okabe, 2005, 

p. 265). 

 

Figure 54. Four personal maps of the interrelationship between devices and social software: some interviewees neatly 

divided their geographies of access between devices (desktop computers, laptops, smartphones and tablets) and contexts 
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(at home, at work, outside); others depicted a more fluid articulation of platforms, closer or farther from devices in terms 

of frequency of use. Collage by the author. 

The way interviewees mapped the configurations of devices and platforms they used is characterized by highly 

differentiated personal articulations (Fig. 54). Some accessed a few services across multiple devices – the 

mobile ones being usually more personal, and the fixed ones being used either at home or in the workplace. 

Others clearly differentiated what they accessed through different devices, tying the usage of a social media 

platform to specific contexts: 

“I’ll put Sina Weibo here, but actually I use Tencent Weibo the most since it’s connected to my QQ 

account, and I usually fa weibo from my laptop. Skype is only on my iPad, it’s the most fangbian for 

video calls and has a good battery. Sometimes I feel that in the past everything was on the Internet, 

integrated in one website, while now you have to choose between different apps here or there…” (Air-

plane)  

For some, the choice of combinations of platforms and devices was more fluid, and depended more on 

emotional attachments or trust: 

“Yes I have an account on YouTube, actually I even uploaded a video that a friend took of me with my 

iPhone, but it’s private… I hope it’s still private. For the rest I’m quite a passive user. As for Taobao, I 

don’t trust it, I don't even know why exactly, but if I have to buy something I prefer Amazon. Actually I 

don’t really know how Taobao works, but if I need something from it I usually ask a friend to buy it for 

me” (Carah) 

The interaction between platforms and devices was also an important factor in how users made decisions 

regarding their ongoing articulation: 

“I use QQ on computer because I don’t like how it looks on the shouji. I mostly use it for work-related 

stuff, and I feel it’s not as reliable as WeChat, your status is always online or away or invisible, but if 

you don’t have a 3G connection notifications are not reliable. QQ is not so wending [stable]. Skype is ok 

everywhere, but I only use it because I have to talk to clients. On my phone I use a lot of Xiami… here, 

look at my phone: the apps in this tab are all the ones I really use: Skype, WhatsApp, my e-mail inbox, 

WeChat. I put them here because I continuously open them. These other apps are for wan [have fun]. 

Baidu Shipin, you know this? You should add it to your icons. Then Baofeng Yingyin, this one you might 

not know, it’s great for free movies and TV series. And this one, Dianping, is for food. If I have to go to 

eat with you, but I don't know where and what, I can read scores and reviews, actually I also use it on 

my computer... Momo? Mhhh... I don't use it. (LindaLin) 
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In cases like this, my interview props were clearly not enough to capture the depth of engagement of users 

with technologies, and a simple and streamlined map of platforms and devices would become a cluttered 

sketch of specialized services I never heard of, and differentiated usages moving across devices. Other times, 

the choice of devices was motivated by considerations of use in specific everyday contexts: 

“This shouji is a Samsung Galaxy Note 2, it’s always with me, I use it all the time. Then comes my laptop 

for sure, and then the company computer, it’s a desktop one. But the last time I was in Hong Kong for 

work I saw how everyone had an iPad in their hands, they could all use Wi-Fi around the city. So 

instead of buying the Galaxy Note 3 that just came out I might get an iPad, I still don’t have one. My 

laptop is heavy, so I mostly use it at home, it’s not so fangbian, especially for a girl when you have to 

wear high-heels. That’s why now so many people just buy an iPad to carry around, it’s just very light 

and fangbian” (LindaLin) 

“I want to buy a tablet, help me choose. It looks cool, I can carry it around and show my works, just to 

scroll through some pictures. Then I can give it to my mom when I don’t need it so she can play some 

games” (Aimao87) 

 

Figure 55. Five maps of the social circles supported by different social media platforms. Here the difficulty of tracing the 

intersections of multiple social networks with pen and paper often results in partial overlaps and clear separation between 

Chinese and American platforms, or between proper SNSs and other content-based services. Collage by the author. 
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Asking interviewees to depict the social circles they interacted with through different platforms often resulted 

in confused and messy attempts at visualizing multiple overlaps and intersections (Fig. 55), but the discussions 

it generated provide interesting insights into how users experience the social component of social networking:  

“We usually talk about what happens on Sina Weibo… who @s who, who blocks who, who is active and 

who is not, for example yesterday we were discussing if a guy and girl from Shenzhen were together 

because they constantly @ each other. Douban was a bit like that before, now I just use it to find music 

or movies. By the way, did someone add you on Douban recently? It’s a friend of mine from Chicago, I 

gave her your contact” (Billi) 

“On Douban I have the most friends, but they are not close. On QQ I contact very few people. On 

WeChat, actually even less. And Instagram isn’t really about interaction, I just follow some friends and 

they follow me back” (Air-plane) 

“Today I blocked a guy on QQ and quxiao guanzhu [unfollowed] his Weibo. He said that he would leave 

the platform again, he keeps saying it, but today he kept zhuangbi [pretending] he would delete his 

account, so I thought well what’s the point in following you? He’s always complaining that he’s 

addicted, that he wants to stop using social media, because now he feels like he can’t spend one day 

without checking them without feeling uncomfortable. Anyway, Weibo will disappear in a couple of 

years so who cares, since when they introduced the zan [like] function it’s all been going down, 

everybody now is just zan zan zan, nobody zhuanfa [repost] or pinglun [comment] anymore, it has 

become boring” (Aimao87) 

In contrast to the argument that Chinese youth embrace social networking platforms to experiment with a 

wider range of sociality with strangers (T. Wang, 2013), many of my interviewees maintained relatively small 

social circles on few platforms, and were rarely enthusiastic about the possibility of new, semi-anonymous 

encounters. In line with other research on mobile communication (Ito & Okabe, 2005, p. 264), large social 

circles on social networking websites didn’t imply closeness and intimate interaction, which was instead usually 

reserved to a smaller social circle on different apps: 

“I have a Weibo account but I don't use it that much, I prefer WeChat. I have twenty contacts or less, 

but I started only recently, maybe 6 months ago. I’ve only added people I know in real life, of course, 

there is no point in adding strangers, people you might not want to meet. I feel that I don’t want to 

share my pictures of what I do with anyone and I don’t want allow everyone to comment on what I 

post. This is why WeChat is slightly better” (Waiwai) 
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While some users mapped and described platforms as all partially overlapping with each other, others 

evidenced clear-cut divides based either on geography and accessibility, or on the kind of sociality allowed by 

different platforms: 

“After I left the US I’m not active on those QQ groups, there is no point if I’m not living there, and 

actually I really value privacy, and I mostly use QQ to keep connected when I need it. But I have 

Facebook which is like my international front and my friends in China cannot access it, and in the same 

way my friends on Facebook do not use QQ, so there is a clear separation, that’s why I drew this line 

here...” (Carah) 

“Skype it's all about work, colleagues, co-workers, Weibo is about getting new information, WeChat is 

friends and family. Wait, actually it’s not so simple, some people are in common, others are not... I 

have never met most of my Weibo contacts, but there are some who are my friends or colleagues or 

clients. And on WeChat I have mostly close friends and family, but sometimes people I don’t know 

really well would add me, and I usually hesitate, maybe I wait a bit before adding them. If you think 

about it, WeChat is quite private but once you add someone, he can see everything you post” 

(LindaLin) 

 

Figure 56. “Actually it’s not that simple,” explains LindaLin as she tries to represent her articulation of media ecologies by 

showing me how she organizes apps on her shouji. Photo by the author. 
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What do these playful map-making activities say about media ecologies? What do these personal articulations 

of postdigital media have to do with larger theorizations of technology? I proposed the concept of media 

ecologies as a second technological imaginary, useful to understand how users articulate postdigital media 

without recurring to a structuralist or environmentalist metaphor. Fuller follows the practices of pirate radio, 

photography and new media art to demonstrate how media overlap, interact, and feedback into each other 

across different scales and with different agencies. As he suggests, 

the only way to find things out about what happens when complex objects such as media 

systems interact is to carry out such interactions – it has to be done live, with no control 

sample. Objects here should also be understood to mean processes embodied as objects, as 

elements in a composition. Every element is an explosion, a passion or capacity settled 

temporarily into what passes for a stable state. (2005, p. 1) 

Through a simple hands-on task, I asked Internet users to experiment with a similar approach to their own 

experiences of postdigital media (Fig. 56). What resulted is a collection of unstable geographies of social 

software and computing devices: historical timelines evidence the personal and affective character of 

technologies in the wider context of Internet development; maps of relationships between devices and 

platforms testify to the unstable and idiosyncratic agencies involved in their ongoing articulation; diagrams of 

personal social networks highlight how the affordances of technologies are deployed in accordance to 

subjective preferences regarding one’s own privacy and visibility. From unwieldy company laptops to the latest 

shouji or tablet models, from the nostalgic memories of one’s QQ number to the latest function integrated in 

WeChat, and from the etiquette of instant messaging to microblog gossip, users experience and articulate 

postdigital media ecologies in terms of affect, agency, availability, boredom, convenience, fashion, gossip, 

privacy, taste, trust, and much more. In these plural and multiscalar ecologies, each component is a process 

encountered in composition with others: as Kittler would have it, “a medium is a medium is a medium” (1990, 

p. 229). 

4.4 Weishidai: Media in the time of micro-practices 

…the shift is visible and perceivable. I arrive in Shenzhen from Hong Kong, through the Lok Ma Chau border 

checkpoint. Ads in the MTR train include a Facebook link (on the left side) and a Weibo link (on the right). 

The phone loses the signal of my Hong Kong provider, and I am cut off my Internet access as soon as I cross 

the Sham Chun River – the silhouette of a Mainland city on one side, and green fields, forest and fences on 

the other. I imagine this shift to be different for the people who habitually experience it: double SIM cards, 

cross-border contracts and specialized apps make it more seamless; it will take me some time to adjust to a 

new configuration of media. I sit in a McDonald in Shenzhen, I connect to a free Wi-Fi, and I check my 
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WeChat and QQ accounts, while undeniably feeling cut off from my Facebook and Twitter feeds. Will it 

pass? Everybody else seems to be doing fine on their smartphones: one guy sings to a pop tune blaring from 

his mobile device, someone else chats with different people online, two girls take selfies in front of a 

window and modify them on the fly, a tired businessman plays a videogame about collecting coins in 

endless runs, while a couple watches a TV show on a tablet… (Jan. 2014)  

This fieldnote, written right at the beginning of my fieldwork in Mainland China, should by now sound familiar 

as the objects, processes and practices described in it resonate with the main arguments presented in this 

chapter: situated and partial perspectives, geographies of access, personalized combinations of platforms and 

devices. Similarly to the notes I’ve taken on my last day of fieldwork, as I moved in the opposite direction from 

Shanghai to Shenzhen and back to Hong Kong, the experience of crossing national and infrastructural borders 

evidences some of the implications that space, mobility and technology have for the media practices of 

Internet users. 

In this chapter, I attempted to understand the temporary disorientation I experienced while moving in and out 

of the field: whereas Malinowski could draw maps of the Trobriand Islands and hop on a canoe to follow the 

networks of the Kula ceremonial exchange, I had to figure out ways to map the context of Internet use in 

contemporary China that didn’t reduce media practices to an infrastructural diagram, a network topology or a 

quantitative representation. In order to do this, I relied on two technological imaginaries: postdigital media, 

and media ecologies. These two imaginative projections allowed me to portray the pervasivity of 

communication technologies in the spaces of everyday life (postdigital media), and the ongoing processes 

through which users articulate these technologies (media ecologies). These imaginaries are undeniably 

unwieldy, and if used as explanatory devices can easily overshadow the multiplicity of user experiences they 

seek to encompass. In this short chapter conclusion, I suggest a third technological imaginary which brings 

together the previous two and gives them back their lightness, the third characteristic that Mizuko Ito identifies 

in the socio-technical practices of information technology (2005, p. 13). This imaginary is the weishidai, literally 

‘micro-era’. 

While other technological imaginaries depict China as developing the Internet into a new, powerful driver of 

economic development (the ‘Internet+’ buzzword recently promoted by the current premier Li Keqiang), or as 

accentuating the balkanization of the Web through a techno-nationalist stance (Zhao, 2010), the idea of 

weishidai is much less prescriptive. Colloquially used to refer to the recent successes of locally designed mobile 

devices and homegrown digital media platforms, weishidai literally describes a ‘micro-era’ of ubiquitous, 

pervasive and lightweight ICTs. Inspired by the popularity of the prefix wei [micro], and entering common 

parlance through popular culture, weishidai has been used a shorthand to describe the contemporary 
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configuration of digital media in China, along with the resulting articulations of micro-sociality and new forms 

of engagement with content and leisure. 

When the microblogging platform Sina Weibo (Xinlang Weibo, literally ‘Sina Microblog’) was launched by the 

SINA Corporation in 2009, the character wei was just a direct translation of the English-language prefix ‘micro’. 

A side effect of Chinese digital media users’ enthusiastic uptake of weibo platforms has been the increasing 

buzz around the prefix wei – when in 2011 Tencent, another prominent Chinese Internet company, released 

the instant messaging mobile application WeChat (in Chinese Weixin), the app quickly topped the charts in 

terms of its number of monthly users. In the wake of these successes, the wei prefix has been incorporated in 

the branding of an increasing number of platforms, services, and cultural products. After weibo and weixin, 

everything in China that is more or less Internet-related seems to require miniaturization: 

As of today, we have entered a veritable weishidai: weibo [microblogging], weixin [micro-

letter], weihuo [micro-goods], weidianying [micro-movies], weixiaoshuo [micro-fiction], 

weimeiti [micro-media], weiguanggao [micro-advertisement], weizhifu [micro-payments], 

weiguanli [micro-management], weitouzi [micro-investment]… all of these are emerging 

cultural patterns that take decentralization, fragmentation, dispersion, immediacy, and 

cyberization as their main features. (Tao, 2014, p. 21) 

While software development in Euro-American contexts is couched in buzzwords emphasizing the acts of 

sharing, networking, and personalization (‘social’, ‘smart’, ‘personal’), the wei prefix of the Chinese micro-era 

summarizes a series of cultural patterns emerging from the local developments of digital media: 

decentralization, fragmentation, dispersion, and immediacy. Recurring descriptions of the weishidai portray it 

as a time in which “dissemination is faster, content is more shocking and more impactful, and people can 

communicate information and exchange emotions with just a hundred and something characters” (Cheng & 

Yang, 2013, p. 67, translation by the author). In more utopian theorizations, the weishidai is even envisioned as 

a technological revolution ushering in a new weiwenhua [micro-culture] of “gexing [individuality], ziyou 

[freedom], caogen [grassroots], and qingchun [youth]” (Tao, 2014, p. 21, translation by the author). Regardless 

of the degree of enthusiasm with which its theorists embrace it, depictions of the weishidai agree in 

considering it more than a trivial development of local digital media, and rather a shift in forms of engagement 

and participation with wide societal implications, some positive (such as spontaneous social actions and 

grassroots campaigns), others negative (such as rumors, personal attacks, and online crime). For these reasons, 

it is commonly argued, digital media in the weishidai should be monitored and regulated through ad hoc 

measures (Y. Chen & Liu, 2012). 
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Quite tellingly, the term weishidai is also used in the title of a Chinese online drama series released in 2014 on 

the Tencent Video platform. Weishidai zhi lian, literally “Love in the Micro-Era”, is centered on the stories of six 

90hou [born in the 1990s] characters negotiating romance through social networking platforms. The linkage 

between miniaturized digital media, younger generations and romantic experiences emphasizes the 

pervasiveness of communication technologies in Chinese everyday life, and the correlated shift toward micro-

social media practices. Most people I interviewed or talked to during my fieldwork, ranging from 70hou young 

adults dealing with family life and stressful day jobs to 90hou youth finding their way after high school or 

college, predominantly described their engagement with communication technologies in terms of micro-

practices integrated in the rhythms of everyday life: sending short messages and emoticons to personal 

contacts throughout the day, publishing weibo updates on personal pages, sending weizhifu [micro-payments] 

through online wallets, sharing weishipin [micro-videos] through WeChat, or watching weidianying [micro-

movies] on video streaming platforms. 

The miniaturization of digital media has been evaluated in different terms, from questions of transparent user 

experience and disappearing creative affordances (Lialina, 2012) to the role of “thinly distributed media 

contents and their ‘micro-histories’” (Postill, 2014, p. 61), and from the dispersion of multimedia content 

across personal screens (Wagner, Yu, & Vulpiani, 2014, p. 5) to the relationship between lightness and leisure 

(Voci, 2014, p. 58). Broader sociological evaluations of miniaturization in communication take stock of the 

multiple implications of the trend, but argue that the diminutive size and speed of messages don’t necessarily 

imply a turn towards interpersonal detachment or social distance; rather, micro-practices of sociality maintain 

emotional connections across daily routines and facilitate the organization of everyday activities with intimate 

others (Miyata et al., 2005, p. 158). Following the arguments advanced in this chapter, I propose to summarize 

the technomorphology of contemporary China under the heading of weishidai: a micro-era in which ubiquity, 

pervasivity and miniaturization are a fundamental feature of postdigital media ecologies. The following chapter 

is dedicated to the practices of vernacular creativity that take place in this sociotechnical context. 
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5. Vernacular creativity: Making language and culture on Chinese digital media platforms 

5.1 Thirty minutes in a QQ group 

Pew Internet surveys find that more than two-thirds of adults and three-quarters of teenagers 

have created content online. The act of creating with new media is often a social —and 

networking—activity, where people work together or engage in short- and long-term 

dialogues. (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 14) 

A friend invited me to join the Lightwave QQ group back in 2009. Six years later, I have managed to meet only a 

few of its one hundred and more group members, yet their activities have been a constant presence in my daily 

experience of logging on QQ: the small icon representing the group would blink on my laptop or mobile phone 

with each new message, prompting me to check regularly what was going on in the collective chatroom (Fig. 

57). As many other members, I took part in only a few of the more articulated discussions happening in the 

group, but some users would sometime mention me with a “@” symbol before my nickname, asking for my 

specific opinion on some matters, or pointing out to me information that might be of my interest. 
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Figure 57. “Goodnight” greetings on the Lightwave QQ group through emoticons, intimate appellations and animated 

GIFs, June 2015. Screenshot by the author. 

Lightwave is a relatively large QQ group (even though much larger ones exist) and it functions as a social hub 

for a loosely knit community of QQ users who know each other through social media platforms like Douban or 

Weibo, and who have come together and invited their friends to join the group in order to share information 

about electronic music and related matters. Despite this broad thematic orientation, in fact most of the 

interactions happening daily in the Lightwave group chatroom are rarely related to music, and most often 

consist of exchanges of short textual messages about a wide range of topics, augmented with links to 

webpages and audio-visual content such as images, screenshots, video or audio clips. What follows is a short 

excerpt of a conversation taking place on the Lightwave group as I was browsing the chatroom out of boredom 

in June 2014: 

A: (picture of a WeChat dialogue about a winning football match bet) 

B: It’s fake  

C: Pen pen pen [spurting sound] 

D: (smartphone screenshot of a Weibo post about a yuehui shenqi [magical tool for dating]) 

E: (screengrab of a Weibo post about how two male Filipino videogame players developed a 

homosexual relationship after fighting during an online match) 

C: (screengrab of a hotel name: Xingqitian Qinglü Jiudian [Sunday Lovers’ Hotel]) 

A: Did you book that hotel? 

D: Did you stay in this hotel?! 

C: Ni ma [your mom], it’s in North-West China, of course not 

F: (link to a Douban photo of an inflated toad) 

G: Such a keai [cute] toad-ball 

looks like it’s almost exploding 

can a toad explode by itself? 

H: (TV screenshot of Chinese President Xi Jinping with caption reading “Xi Jinping wishes the German 

national football team good luck for the FIFA World Cup”) 
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A: (animated GIF of a football match) 

I have official information that tomorrow Instagram and Line will begin to be jinzhi [forbidden], if you 

use both of them, say MLGB [profanity acronym] 

B: (screengrab of a Weibo post about two semen collectors simulating sex with a pig, with the caption 

“Young people, take a look at animal semen collectors, will you still complain that your own job isn’t 

good?”) 

D:  

B: (image of a Japanese animation character interacting with the protagonist of a Chinese TV series) 

A: The girl I was in love secretly for long time just got married 

  

F: The girl I was in love secretly already married and has kids  

H:  

F: I even went to her marriage and gave them a hongbao [red envelope] 

it’s really true that shuangxilinmen [happy events never come alone]  

H: Are you happy then?  

in fact I am not familiar with the husband, and because of this I always had good feelings towards him 

F: Bubeibukang [neither servile nor overbearing] 

H: Do we have any expert on finding Japanese movies to download here? 

F: Which kind of Japanese movies?  

H: I really want to watch this: (Douban link) 

all the download links listed in the Douban page don’t work  

I: @D, are you good at this kind of Japanese movies?  

I: Can you find seeds?  
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H: Where do you all download movies? 

E: Originally I used Torrent, now I use Xunlei 

H: I’m not good at that… 

E: Only 57 people have “seen it” on Douban, it must be a very underground movie, surely hard to find  

B: Ask @G, he is the Douban movie expert, we have him right in this group  

H: I pray for @G to appear!! 

E: This movie is too old, I searched and I can’t find it  

H: I just found out Taobao has the DVD... fuck 

I don’t even have 12 RMB to buy it 

I’ll go to the DVD shop and check first 

Taobao shipping is 22 RMB, it’s more than the movie itself 

J: So what is this “ins” you are all talking about? 

K: Instagram  

C: Instagram will be blocked? 

D: Xi baozi [‘steamed bun’, funny nickname for Xi Jinping] wants to bring China back to the Mao Zedong 

era  

C: I want to die  

J: I still don’t know what Instagram is  

K: At the moment it seems that you can’t download it in the local Apple Store, but if you have it 

installed it still works... 

F: Cao [Fuck]! MLGB I even followed Xi baozi’s official Instagram account 

J: Is it similar to Weibo? 

J:  Could it be that people have left comments cursing him and so they stepped the game up one 

level... 

D: It's also an international social networking website, mostly to post photos 

I heard that even Flickr has been blocked 

H: Not far from total blockage 
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G: It’s true, this really forces people to emigrate 

H: In the future we will contact each other with letters 

or use flying pigeons to send books  

how will we listen to music though...  

D: Not even that is guaranteed 

and about your letters, I’m not sure they will not be checked 

haha, it seems like history is going in reverse, there’s still a lot of shabi [idiots] that cheer Xi baozi 

on Weibo there's a pile of shabi worshipping Xi baozi 

L: It’s the Zhongguo Juyuwang [China’s Local Area Network] 

H: I think he [Xi Jinping] does the anti-corruption right, especially against the middle-age cliques 

L: Just wait and you will all have fun in China’s Local Area Network 

D: Xi baozi fighting against corruption is just like Mao Zedong against Liu Shaoqi 

H: How much money do you need today to emigrate? Is one million RMB enough?  

E: China’s Local Area Network probably makes public opinion easier to manage...  

D: It depends on the country you want to go… 

G: Maybe a bit cheaper 

D: You can go to Africa with that...  

F: In Africa you would still need to learn French...  

H: I will emigrate to Vietnam, that’s it  

I'll buy an organized tour to Nha Trang 

H: Dali in Yunnan is ok as well 

M: Then you might as well just escape to Taiwan...  

H: Idiot, Taiwan people already have a hard time safeguarding themselves  

D: Then it's better going to Thailand, even if it's luan [chaotic] it’s at least a democratic country 

H: Thailand is expensive  

D: Did you think about Singapore?  
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H: More expensive  

I can’t afford to emigrate there  

D. Whatever, Africa's Mauritius or Madagascar, that's it  

M: In Madagascar there are endless internal wars 

H: Isn’t shang wang just as difficult in those diaosi [loser] places? Then why the hell would I emigrate 

there?  

D: Well… shaozhuang bu nuli, laoda liu neidi [if you aren’t hard-working when you’re young, you’ll be 

stuck in the Mainland when you’re old] 

B: With one million you can emigrate to Singapore if you do a business investment 

G: It doesn’t seem enough, I remember something like two million 

I will emigrate as a skilled worker, no need to spend money 

M: Business investment is ok, but it doesn’t get you a green card. It seems you need to invest for some 

years and then apply and see if you get it or not  

D: @H don't come back, if the Australian green card doesn’t go through then think about going to New 

Zealand  

E: @G which skill do you have?  

M: Raise birds 

G: Plant trees  

E: Are you skilled in selling your ass? 

H: Speaking seriously, is one million enough to get out of here?  

D: You search on Baidu first 

see which country is a bit more reliable 
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Figure 58. All the visual content (screenshots, screengrabs, photos, funny montages, GIF animations) shared during half an 

hour of chatting activity on the Lightwave QQ group. Authors unknown. Collage by the author. 

Over the thirty minutes of group interaction transcribed above, thirteen group members (identified with the 

letters A to M for the sake of clarity) dropped in and out of different conversations at different moments, from 

exchanging funny images about football and dating apps to discussing a rumor about the upcoming ban of 

Instagram and Line, from sharing matters of heart and relationships to crowdsourcing ways of downloading 

obscure Japanese movies, and from debating the political stance of Chinese president Xi Jinping to comparing 

the costs and possibilities of moving to another country. This sort of multimodal and multimedia discussion 

(Crystal, 2011, p. 139), made possible by the affordances of social media and augmented by links to online 

resources and visual elements (Fig. 58), is well-documented in academic research on computer-mediated 

communication (Boellstorff, 2008, p. 152), and represents the typical flow of exchanges happening in the 

Lightwave QQ group on a daily basis. Most of the Lightwave members engage with this specific group in 
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parallel to many other private QQ conversations and other QQ groups, besides presumably using other digital 

media platforms across different devices. When I asked Sleepy_Pill, one of my closest friends in the group, 

about the Xi Jinping image he contributed to the discussion, he explained: 

Sleepy_Pill (SP): “That image? I just reposted it there, laizi wangluo [it comes from the Internet]” 

Gabriele (G): “Do you participate in other groups besides Lightwave?” 

SP: “Of course I join others, but they are all places to dapi [fart], they are totally not about discussing 

serious things...” 

G: “What do you mean with dapi in this context?” 

SP: “It just means kai wanxiao [joking], not talking about zhengshi [serious] stuff 

if you only discuss serious questions, the mood is probably not going to be so enthusiastic” 

G: “But sometimes they do discuss serious questions, like the Xi Jinping debate just now…” 

SP: “Yes, but it’s just sometimes 

most of the times it’s all about gaoji [making homosexual love]” 

G: “I see… how do you explain gaoji?” 

SP: “It doesn’t strictly mean homosexual, it’s also something between friends, it’s kai mei dixian de 

wanxiao [making jokes that have no lowest limit] 

for example hao jiyou yibeizi [good bros for life] means having a deep feeling 

while mianji, it means when two people that have a good relationship meet face to face 

so gaoji… it just indicates when people with good ganqing [feelings] are in a group and chat 

enthusiastically 

but maybe my use of these words is not very accurate” 

G: “I got it, everyone uses words differently I guess, I’m just curious about these terms” 

SP: “Now wangluo yuyan [Internet language] is just like this 

not that strict 

but there is a requirement: if the other person understands you, then it works 

otherwise it would just become two people each speaking their own language” 

G: “Do you think these words already had changes over time?” 

SP: “Yes they have 

I would say that 70hou, 80hou, 90hou and even today's 00hou, each of these generations has given the 
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wangluo new words 

each has a shidai tedian [generational characteristic] 

our 70hou would probably use numbers to express qingxu [mood], like 233 for example, it’s just the 

code for an emoticon from a very famous BBS, it meant having no expression or being sarcastic... 

oh wait, actually I told you the wrong meaning of 233 

it comes from the MOP website, where it was the code for a big smile emoticon, and you can add as 

many 3 as you want to make it a longer laughter, like 2333333333 

I just helped you looking this up online right now” 

G: “Thank you! So you are 70hou? I thought you were 80hou like me...” 

SP: “Yes, I’m among the oldest people in the group, but I’m younger than M, he’s born in 1976.” 

G: “Do you know him? I mean did you meet offline?” 

SP: “I know him online 

no, I didn’t mianji with him yet 

but I believe that if we ever meet, we would have a very good time chatting” 

As clearly explained by Sleepy_Pill, one of the main functions of the Lightwave QQ group is to provide a 

communal space for its members to dapi or kai wanxiao, joking without bottom lines and sharing content 

amongst jiyou – a sort of friendship described in terms of good feelings between chat mates discussing 

everyday topics with lightness and enthusiasm. In the previous chapter, I argued that everyday practices of 

networked communication in contemporary China have to be understood as being articulated in postdigital 

media ecologies bringing together devices, platforms, and social configurations. In this sociotechnical context, 

the ubiquity and affordability of computing devices allow complex and media-rich forms of interaction, and 

many of the different platforms where online activities take place encourage the production and sharing of 

user-generated content. As a result, images, videos, buzzwords, gossip and jokes are shared on different digital 

media platforms and circulate across personal networks through linking and reblogging, a clear examples of the 

social, networked and dialogic practices of creativity described by Rainie and Wellman (2012, p. 14). Using the 

Internet for everyday communication entails a wide range of creative practices and forms of literacy, and the 

interactions between users and technologies result in “new linguistic and cultural forms, new ways of forming 

and maintaining contacts, networks and groups, and new opportunities for identity-making” (Varis & Wang, 

2011, p. 71) which are the central topics of chapter. 

The two QQ extracts presented above already offer a rich assortment of these linguistic and cultural forms 

(yuehui shenqi, Zhongguo Juyuwang, Xi baozi, etc.), configurations of sociality (gaoji, mianji, etc.) and identity-
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making (diaosi, jiyou, 70hou, etc.) that are articulated by users (of a QQ group, in this case) through everyday 

interactions and ongoing semiotic negotiations. As Sleepy_Pill observes, the wangluo yuyan [Internet language] 

used to describe most of these concepts is quite flexible and open to individual interpretation, but it also 

requires pragmatic conventions in order for its users to understand each other. This chapter delves into the 

practices of vernacular creativity through which Chinese digital media users engage with linguistic and cultural 

resources. Commonly referred to as wangluo yuyan [Internet language] and wangluo wenhua [Internet 

culture], these vernacular repertoires of semiotic resources are often interpreted as coherent linguistic or 

symbolic systems deployed in reaction to Chinese society or authorities. In the following sections, I challenge 

structuralist and interpretive analyses of wangluo yuyan and wangluo wenhua, and propose the more 

generative concept of vernacular creativity to better understand how Chinese digital media users interpret, 

articulate and circulate semiotic resources through their everyday media practices. The first part examines 

wangluo yuyan, and advances a sociolinguistic approach that criticizes systematic understandings of Internet 

language in favor of the broader idea of vernacular repertoires of linguistic resources. The second part adopts a 

similar approach for the analysis of wangluo wenhua, describing how the creation and circulation of user-

generated content on online platforms is better understood as a form of digital folklore than as a culture in the 

strict anthropological sense. In the conclusion, I theorize the larger concept of vernacular creativity on digital 

media and summarize its relationship with wangluo yuyan and wangluo wenhua in Chinese everyday life. 

5.2 Wangluo yuyan: Languaging networks 

As I was browsing online pages, the words “Cybergrrl”, “Webgrrl”, “Netgrrl” or “Modemgrrl” 

kept appearing. I was extremely curious, and I immediately searched them on the English-

Chinese dictionary, but nothing came up. Could this be a special language of the Internet? (Bu, 

1997, p. 161) 

Neologisms, slang terms, acronyms, puns, buzzwords and other semantic categories are the most evident 

features characterizing interaction on digital media (Crystal, 2011, p. 61), and wangluo yuyan – literally 

meaning ‘Internet language’ – is often the aspect that Chinese digital media users most readily associate with 

networked communications. “The Chinese language has a lot of new words added to the dictionary every 

year,” tells me AIR_JORDAN while we are discussing the subtle meaning of the adjective meng [cute], and, he 

continues, “they are all wangluo lai de [they all come from the Internet]”. In academic analyses, wangluo yuyan 

is often described as a specifically Chinese phenomenon, a coherent language popular among Internet users 

and deployed as a form of symbolic power against official culture, or as cultural capital defining social or 

generational rifts. Tracking the popularity of the term ku [cool] in the 1990s, Moore (2005) already identifies 

the term as “verbal icon of a youth rebellion that promises to transform some of the older generation's most 
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enduring cultural values” (p. 357); similarly, Liu (2013) argues that Chinese liuxing cihui [popular terms] “all 

possess a characteristic of youthfulness and novelty, and most of them have no apparent direct relationship 

with traditional Chinese language” (p. 168, translation by the author). Yuan (2011) discusses linguistic practices 

on Chinese online platforms, identifying three main functions of Internet language: “establish and maintain 

community identities, organize and sustain online interactions, and avoid and defy censorship” (p. 267), while 

Chen (2014) identifies similar functions in the creation of Pinyin acronyms: “enhance efficiency, softening the 

effect of taboo language, and defying the keyword-filtering mechanism of Chinese Internet censorship”. 

Pushing the argument further, Benney (2015) contends that Chinese Internet users’ humorous emphasis on the 

passive bei construction 

is used to express resentment both at individuals’ lack of personal agency and of the 

overwhelming power of the state. This, then, is a form of protest against authoritarianism, but 

it is also a protest against emotional superficiality and the idea of passivity. (2015, p. 43) 

Often portrayed in opposition to a “standard” Mandarin Chinese, wangluo yuyan is commonly linked to 

generational rebellion, subversive protest and defiance of authoritarian control, expressing “an unambiguous 

rejection both of the rules on online speech and the structure of the state that created them” (Zuckerman, 

forthcoming) which can potentially support the formation of networks of resistance (Benney, 2015, p. 34). Even 

if Benney’s analysis ends on a cautionary note, with the warning that “it is a mistake to regard online 

phenomena […] as being fundamentally teleological” (2015, p. 45), it is still the case that wangluo yuyan and 

similar linguistic constructions are often presented as cohesive systems of cultural capital or repositories of 

subversive symbolic power whose primary function is delimiting generational and subcultural communities, or 

resisting authoritarian surveillance and censorship: 

In ‘grass mud horse’ and ‘diaosi’, we see the power dynamics among Internet users and 

government censorship in the political field, and of the Chinese youth against the established 

order in the social field. As codes of the symbolic system that articulate mental structures to 

the larger social and power structure, Internet buzzwords demonstrate the social origins of 

symbolic systems. (Yuan, 2015) 

The recurring measures promoted by Chinese authorities to regulate and standardize language across mass 

media partially justify the portrayal of wangluo yuyan as an unofficial jargon subverting the ideological purity of 

Standard Mandarin: one among the many regulations issued during my fieldwork targeted TV programs and 

advertisement, decrying “the reckless use of wangluo yuyan or foreign languages in set phrases or idioms” 

(SARFT, 2014). Both sides of the discourse around wangluo yuyan – academic analyses and governmental 
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regulations – seem to support the framing of these linguistic practices as a Bakhtinian opposition between an 

unofficial jargon and a standard language, of dialogic creativity opposed to the authoritarian word, or of 

carnival opposed to official culture (Pomorska, 1984, p. xi). This oppositional framing of linguistic practices is 

only reinforced by the numerous popular lexicons and “novelty glossaries” (Fuller, 2005, p. 51) of wangluo 

yuyan, which claim to collect the “netspeak and wordplay used by over 700 million Chinese Internet users” 

(Michel, 2014) and to “reveal today’s Chinese mind” (p. 99) through encyclopedic compilation. Their 

conclusions often support generational interpretations conflating youth and resistance: 

Sheltered from the eyes of adults (and any other unwelcome visitors), young people employ 

these stylized languages to communicate among themselves. Their jargon is a source of conflict 

between them and anxious parents, who can make neither head nor tail of it and sound the 

alarm. (Michel, 2014, p. 37) 

Lexicons of Internet-related slang terms are a popular form of vernacular creativity: one of the earliest 

examples was the Jargon File compiled by hackers and computer geeks during the 1990s, “a comprehensive 

compendium of hacker slang illuminating many aspects of hackish tradition, folklore, and humor” 

(Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, 1996, p. 41) which was even periodically published in print. Glossaries and lexicons of 

Internet vernaculars are an important resource for users to consult and update their grasp of the latest 

linguistic innovations, but do also inevitably reflect purposeful compilatory choices. While the wiki pages 

crowdsourced by local Internet users present constantly updated lists of terms grouped according to unclear 

folksonomies (Baidu Baike contributors, 2015c; Wikipedia contributors, 2015), lexicons curated by individual 

websites or editorial projects privilege specific linguistic domains of wangluo yuyan. For example, the 

chinaSMACK Glossary, containing almost 200 entries of “popular Chinese Internet memes, slang, expressions, 

acronyms” (chinaSMACK, 2015), focuses on the terms recurring in the articles translated on the same website; 

in contrast, the Grass-Mud Horse Lexicon compiled by China Digital Times, including more than 300 entries 

divided in sections such as “censorship and propaganda”, “sex scandals”, “dissidents and resistance” and 

“nationalism”, seeks to represent the “resistance discourse” created by “Chinese netizens” which according to 

the editor “steadily undermines the values and ideology that reproduce compliance with the Chinese 

Communist Party’s authoritarian regime, and, as such, force an opening for free expression and civil society in 

China” (Xiao, 2015). 
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Figure 59. “I want to become a tuhao!” anonymous post-it pinned on a participatory installation at the 2014 Shenzhen Bi-

City Biennale of Urbanism\Architecture. Photo by the author. 

Interpretive accounts of wangluo yuyan as a cohesive linguistic system, and the attempts at compiling 

comprehensive lexicons, seem to emphasize the oppositional and subversive conception of this ‘Chinese 

Internet language’. Conversely, the individual linguistic experiences of Chinese digital media users suggest the 

need for a different framework of analysis. As my friend Waiwai comments on her own encounters with 

wangluo yuyan: 

“I didn’t pay close attention to this stuff on the Internet until recently, so I feel that I still don’t get the 

meanings of some terms and references, sometimes I don’t really know what people are talking 

about... for example diaosi, this word is very popular now, but to me all it means is something like 

caogen [grassroots], right? And gaofushuai means something like rich and handsome. And yeah, tuhao, 

that’s very recent, it’s a kind of wealthy but rude person. I read some friends using it on WeChat so I 

searched for it on Baidu. Sometimes the new chengyu [set phrases] don’t make sense, they just 

transform long sentences into three or four characters to the point that if you don’t know the sentence 

that every character is referring to, you don’t get the real meaning…” (February 2014) 

David Crystal, one of the most well-known theorists of Internet language, urges scholars to look at digital 

media from the point of view of the pragmatics involved in linguistic innovation, with the first and foremost 

task of “demythologizing” Internet language and dispel the moral panics around it (2011, p. 6). Language on 
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the Internet isn’t a cohesive whole, and its stylistic change is considerably quicker than on other media, 

requiring users to keep up with near-instant linguistic shifts (p. 57) that are most evident in the domain of 

lexicon (p. 58), even though only a very small part of a language is affected by these changes, and “for the most 

part, what we see online looks and sounds very similar to what we see offline” (p. 75). 

Crystal’s conception of Internet language, despite allowing a certain flexibility and pragmatic negotiation, has 

recently been criticized by sociolinguistic research for perpetuating, rather than extirpating, the myth of 

Internet language (Androutsopoulos, 2006, p. 420). More radical theoretical proposals favor the idea that all 

languages are “sociocultural abstractions which match real-life use of language poorly” (Jørgensen et al., 2011, 

p. 23), and that the concepts of “languaging” and “polylanguaging” – defined as “the use of resources 

associated with different ‘languages’ even when the speaker knows very little of these” (p. 27) – are better 

suited to understand how people communicate in contemporary mediated contexts. It is the Bakhtin of 

heteroglossia and speech acts (1986), rather than the Rabelaisian theorist of carnival (1984), who provides the 

general direction for this branch of sociolinguistics: 

sociolinguistic research focuses on non-standard mixed language practices that appear to draw 

on styles and languages that aren’t normally regarded as belonging to the speaker, especially in 

recreational, artistic and/or oppositional contexts (and often among youth). These 

appropriative practices are strikingly different from dominant institutional notions of 

multilingualism as the ordered deployment of different language, and they involve much more 

than just the alternation between the home vernacular and the national standard language. 

(Blommaert & Rampton, 2011, p. 7) 

Sociolinguistic analyses of communication focusing on non-standard communicative practices privilege 

“genres, activities and relationships that are enacted in ways which both official and commonsense accounts 

often miss” (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011, p. 4). Narrowing down on language practices, these ethnographies 

of communication (Hymes, 1964) overlap with linguistic anthropology, recognize the metapragmatic reflexivity 

of semiotic practices (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011, p. 8), and value the mediated contexts in which 

communication takes place: 

Meaning takes shape within specific places, activities, social relations, interactional histories, 

textual trajectories, institutional regimes and cultural ideologies, produced and constructed by 

embodied agents with expectations and repertoires that have to be grasped ethnographically. 

(p. 10) 
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The Internet, mobile phones, digital or postdigital media are just additional contexts to be accounted for along 

with the practices and repertoires that they support. Rather than focusing on the exotic structural features of 

Internet language – “emoticons and acronyms, the hybrid combination of written and spoken features, and 

principal differences between synchronous and asynchronous modes” (Androutsopoulos, 2006, p. 420), 

sociolinguistic research on mediated communication privileges the processual nature of languaging, and the 

diversity and individuality of digital language practices (Androutsopoulos & Juffermans, 2014, p. 1). The 

following section discusses one example of linguistic resource – the vernacular Chinese term diaosi – and the 

practices of languaging involved in its creation, dissemination and semiotic negotiation. 

5.2.1 Diaosi: A brief ethnographic portrait of a linguistic resource 

I came across the term diaosi for the first time in 2012, as I met my friend Billi in Shanghai. We hadn’t seen 

each other for more than a year, and as we walked out of a subway station he was impatient to share with me 

the latest wangluo xinci [Internet neologism]: 

Billi (B): “Do you know there is a new word on the Internet, it's just like... it's too haowan [funny], I 

don't know how to explain it” 

Gabriele (G): “What is it?” 

B: “It’s… hahaha, it makes me laugh even when I think about it… diaosi, you understand?” 

G: “What? Why are you whispering? Is it that bad?” 

B: “Diaosi, do you know what it means? You understand?”  

G: “No, not really, which diao and which si?” 

B: “Hahaha, how to explain… diao is just… the niao [penis], and si is the one in fensi, it means mao, 

[hair] right?” 

G: “I see. So diaosi means ‘pubic hair’, I get it. That’s it? Why is it so haowan?” 

B: “No, it’s not that, it doesn’t mean that literally, it’s not haowan because of that. It’s a long story… 

and don’t shout it so loud here! I’ll explain it to you when we get to a restaurant” 

My initial puzzlement, reinforced by my non-native grasp of Chinese characters and lack of contextual 

understanding, was somewhat dispelled after some discussion in front of Billi’s laptop, as he browsed back and 

forth between online forums and wiki articles:  

“This is the Li Yi ba [discussion board] on Baidu Tieba… you know Baidu Tieba right? This is one of the 

most famous boards, there are so many users, and it’s all about egao [bad taste humor]. So, the Li Yi ba 
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is also called di ba, or D ba, and its members are sometimes called D si, like ‘fans of D’. So I don’t know 

how it started, but some users of another big discussion board begun to make fun of the Li Yi ba users 

calling them diao si, because D can also mean diao when you type the Pinyin, and si also means ‘hair’ 

so the term became an offense, but the users of Li Yi ba started to use it as well to call themselves 

diaosi, and now you can say that someone is a diaosi, it’s like this… just haowan [fun]” 

What I understood from Billi’s explanation was that the term emerged as an offensive play on words resulting 

from the tensions between two of the most popular Baidu Tieba discussion boards. One of these discussion 

boards, dedicated to the Chinese football player Li Yi (Fig. 60), was the target of offenses by users of another 

discussion board, and its members adopted the pun as a self-deprecating appellation. I asked my friend Billi if 

diaosi was a slang term specific to Baidu Tieba, or if it was already popular outside of these discussion boards. 

“Of course, now it’s everywhere,” he replied. “People started using it in online videos, it’s discussed on 

magazines and on TV, now you can just say I am diaosi, this thing is diaosi, that girl is so diaosi, and so on.”  

 

Figure 60. The Li Yi discussion board as of July 2015, counting more than 17 million subscriptions and 700 million posts. 

Screenshot by the author. 

Excited by my acquisition of a new vernacular linguistic resource (Blommaert & Backus, 2011, p. 2), I quickly 

tried to put it into practice: when Aimao87 contacted me on QQ a few hours after my meeting with Billi, I told 
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her I was tired like a real diaosi. “What are you talking about?! I don’t like this term, it’s so rude, I would never 

use it. Please don’t say this kind of things when we talk, ok?” Taken aback by a sudden awareness of how the 

word might be perceived as extremely vulgar, I didn’t really know what to reply, so I just agreed to be more 

careful, opened another QQ chat window and asked Sleepy_Pill for some linguistic counseling: 

Gabriele (G): “Hey, can I ask you something? I don’t really understand what diaosi means” 

Sleepy_Pill (SP): “I think that a lot of good brands, as soon as they arrive in China, immediately become 

diaosi” 

G: “So you don’t like these brands anymore?” 

SP: “I really like them actually, I hope you’re also a real diaosi” 

G: “But I don’t know what it means!” 

SP: “You’re a diaosi, that’s it, you don’t understand?” 

G: “I get the idea I guess… but the concept is really blurry, I just want to know what it means to you in 

the end” 

SP: “It is blurry, but it has fenjie [boundaries]” 

G: “Which boundaries?” 

SP: “I think real diaosi can drink cheap beer 

or eat shaokao [barbecue] on the street 

and be very happy with that 

this is my understanding” 

G: “So what would be the opposite of diaosi?” 

SP: “The opposite of diaosi… it would be zhuangbi [pretending] to drink cheap beer, etc. 

Actually the questions I discuss most with my friends are what is, and what isn’t, diaosi 

let’s take an example: if there is a gaofushuai [rich, tall and handsome guy], he probably has a good 

laptop, and expensive shouji, he likes taking photos 

but what about a diaosi? What will he use to take pictures?  

Maybe he’d just use an app like Meitu Xiuxiu, but that doesn’t sound quite right…” 

For Billi, diaosi was an exciting novelty coming from a specific mediated context, and as a user of the Li Yi 

discussion board he enjoyed his insider knowledge in a time when the neologism was starting to become 

popular outside of the platform. For Aimao87, the term was nothing besides its literal meaning of ‘pubic hair’, 
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and thus my use of it appeared vulgar and inappropriate. For Sleepy_Pill, diaosi was a blurry term that he and 

his friends enjoyed defining the boundaries of by relating it to consumption and lifestyles, assigning to it a 

veneer of authenticity and frugality. Billi’s understanding of the very fluid and flexible semiotics of diaosi (“now 

you can just say I am diaosi, this thing is diaosi, that girl is so diaosi, and so on”) echoes the student describing 

the term ku [cool] to Moore (2005): “[ku] has a very large range of meanings in Chinese. Everything could 

be ku” (p. 367). The initial semiotic fluidity of a linguistic resource is challenged as the term leaks out of its 

originary context and is evaluated by users with different competences like Aimao87: “Speakers ascribe 

different values to features, some features are ‘vulgar’ or ‘ugly’, whereas other are ‘posh’ or ‘poetic’. Some 

features are ‘primitive’, others ‘sophisticated’” (Jørgensen et al., 2011, p. 31). Finally, by becoming the topic of 

metareflexive commentary, an ‘Internet neologism’ like diaosi is negotiated into the more stable 

understandings of different speech communities such as Sleepy_Pill and his friends: “This creative 

repetition/repetitive creation (re)shapes language in a never-ending process and sediments or cultivates 

complexes of normed form-function arrangements that are at all times experienced as ‘language’” (Juffermans, 

Blommaert, Kroon, & Li, 2014, p. 50).  

 

Figure 61. Examples of diaosi-related content from the dajiangyou archive, including: the differences between male and 

female diaosi, a poster for the ‘diaosi festival’ on November 14, a Top 10 of the most diaosi online platforms, a diaosi 

billboard advertisement on Times Square, and a screenshot of the first time diaosi was mentioned by a People’s Daily 

article. Authors unknown. Collage by the author. 

As digital media users were negotiating the word diaosi through creative repetition and repetitive creation (Fig. 

61), expanding it with gender differences, imaginary festivals and hierarchies of consumption (Marquis & Yang, 
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2013), the term became extremely popular across China (Renaud, 2014, p. 151), being discussed on popular 

media, included in lexicons of wangluo yuyan, and variously interpreted in opinion pieces and academic 

research. Locally, the earliest reports on the term were quite positive, describing a buzzword kicking off “a 

mass-scale self-mocking movement giving people the right to interpret their own lives from a new perspective” 

(Cui, 2012). With the word gaining traction over media, celebrities and opinion leaders jumped in the debate 

regarding decency and defeatism (Geng, 2013), and eventually the People’s Daily pushed out editorials calling 

for an end to the diaosi wave of self-deprecation (Y. Li, 2014). Most English-language writing about the term 

went further into speculation, claiming that diaosi could represent an identity emerging in opposition to 

privilege in Chinese society (Cohen, 2013), or a subcultural identification for China’s “Generation X” (Kan, 2013) 

composed of “young people from modest working class families, or young migrants” (Michel, 2014, p. 62). In 

line with the structural and subversive characterizations of wangluo yuyan, the appearance of the term diaosi 

is interpreted as a signal of “young netizens’ increasing disillusionment with regard to the possibilities for 

upward socio-economic mobility in contemporary China” (Szablewicz, 2014, p. 260) and broadly linked to 

“deeper socio-psychological structures in contemporary Chinese society” (Yuan, 2015). 

 

Figure 62. One of the protagonists of the 2014 blockbuster movie Beijing Love Story reminds himself that he’s a pure 

diaosi (S. Chen, 2014). Screenshot by the author. 

Throughout my fieldwork in 2014, I could get a long-term perspective on the development of diaosi over four 

years after its creation and two years after its boom in popularity (Fig. 62). When discussing the term with my 

interviewees, only one of them claimed not to have a clear understanding of the word: 

“I’m 70hou, you know, our generation doesn't understand this kind of things… I only use 

WeChat to talk to my colleagues, and Weibo to check the news, maybe it’s some kind of young 
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people’s joke? You know, youngsters today are way smarter than we were” (Ting Zhuzhu, Mar. 

2014) 

All the other interviewees had quite personal interpretations of diaosi: “having a day job”, “being 

unemployed”, “having a cheap shouji”, “being like us, our generation”, “being a failure but being proud of it”, 

“an offense like lowlife, nerd”, “not having a car, nor a girlfriend, nor money”. One interviewee explicitly 

correlated the term to the socioeconomic predicament of her generation: 

“most of my friends have pressure, the pressure to make money, to buy a house, and now the price of 

houses is so high, everyone is working so hard... I think lots of people are quite happy to be called 

a diaosi, I think diaosi is caogen [grassroots], all the way opposite to zhuangbi [pretending]... but as I 

said I didn’t pay close attention to wangluo wenhua until recently” (Waiwai, Feb. 2014) 

AIR_JORDAN offered me a refined semiotic mapping of diaosi and the related lexicon of neologisms: 

“tuhao [nouveau riche] and gaofushuai [tall, rich and handsome] are not exactly the same, gaofushuai 

is literally a cool guy that also has money, while tuhao is just rich, but without refinement, almost the 

same of baofahu [nouveau riche]. The opposite of gaofushuai is aiqiongchou [short, poor and ugly], so 

diaosi is the opposite of tuhao, I think” (Jan. 2014) 

Except for Billi, nobody else would refer to the term’s originary speech community (the Li Yi ba discussion 

board), but most interviewees would recognize that its origin was linked to digital media in some way. Even 

more interestingly, the explanations interviewees offered differed sometimes radically from how they would 

variably use the term in our everyday interactions and on their activity on digital media. Sometime a bowl of 

paomian [instant noodles] would be defined diaosi food, other times the word was used as an offense for 

something or poor quality; sometimes diaosi was invoked as an inclusive form of humorous solidarity with 

colleagues or friends, other times to justify purchases and lifestyle choices. Aimao87, who two years before 

had chastised me for my vulgar use of the term, would now use it almost in each other sentence, driving me to 

ask her about her changing relationship with diaosi: “I understood what it means!” she replied, “It's actually 

quite haowan [fun] to use, just a way of kai wanxiao [joking].” 
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Figure 63. Four years of search trends retrieved through the Baidu Index service show the massive spike in popularity of 

the query diaosi at the end of 2011 (in blue), concomitant with a subtle increase for its opposite term gaofushuai (in 

green). Another related neologism, tuhao (in red), had a smaller spike in popularity in early 2013 but was discussed in the 

media twice as much (lower graph). Screenshot by the author. 

A comprehensive discussion of diaosi and its countless variations across chatrooms, microblogs, images, 

videos, popular media and everyday life could easily fill up an entire dissertation. The aim of this section was 

not to provide a complete picture of diaosi folklore, but rather to present a short ethnographic account of how 

the term has been adopted, interpreted and circulated by some Chinese digital media users over the span of 

four years. Many accounts of wangluo yuyan tend to assume the oppositional or subversive character of 

Internet language or of specific wangluo xinci [Internet neologisms], and link these linguistic resources to 

questions of generational or subcultural identity: 

the spreading and sharing of the diaosi meme constitutes a kind of online youth participation. 

What is more, it is a kind of participation that at times seems pregnant with political possibility, 

one that thrives off ‘indecorousness’ in the face of a government and society relentlessly 

concerned with image and ideal citizenship. (Szablewicz, 2014, p. 270) 

In contrast to these structuralist and interpretive speculations on the oppositional potential of a neologism, I 

adopted a sociolinguistic approach and discussed diaosi as a linguistic resource going through continuous 

processes of repetitive creation and creative repetition as its meaning is negotiated among different speech 

communities and contexts. Linguistic resources are not fixed parts of a ‘language’ (Mandarin Chinese, wangluo 

yuyan, or Chinese Netspeak) but are deployed in individual and innovative ways by users who engage in social 
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practices of languaging. From the relatively closed communicative environment of a Baidu discussion board, 

diaosi leaked to diversified settings where users experimented with its semiotics; it was then variably 

appropriated across different speech communities, and was eventually picked up by popular media, where it 

became the target of moral panics and interpretive efforts by opinion leaders, local intellectuals, authorities, 

market analysts, academics, China observers, and so on. In this network of histories, trajectories, regimes and 

ideologies, diaosi was just one of the many linguistic resources negotiated through the digital media users’ 

practices of languaging. A sociolinguistic toolbox allows to describe these practices from an ethnographic point 

of view without reducing them an unofficial jargon opposed to a standard language, or championing them as 

examples of grassroots creativity resisting official power. The following section expands these arguments and 

presents a broader picture of how users articulate linguistic resources through their everyday media practices. 

5.2.2 Vernacular repertoires: Mapping wangluo yuyan in practice  

On a chilly February morning in Shanghai, while waiting for a friend to be done with his university lecture, I 

wandered into a convenience store and bought an issue of Du Tianxia [Reading the World], a monthly 

magazine about popular culture and lifestyle distributed all over China. As I was reading through it, I couldn’t 

help but noticing how many wangluo xinci and other digital media-related semiotic resources were regularly 

used in the featured articles and editorials. Authors and editors were often quoted with their “@” Weibo 

handles, comments of digital media users were reported as sources, QR codes were used to link readers to 

WeChat accounts, and a sidebar reported on the latest online fad: using the Baidu Translate service to 

transform wangluo yuyan in wenyan wen [literary Chinese]. One article explained the Tor network and the 

concept of “Deep Web”; an opinion piece detailed how the daily CCTV news program Xinwen Lianbo had finally 

started to mai meng [act cute]; a special feature presented a Chinese app developer as a “powerful 90hou 

meizi [girl]”. In general, the whole publication was peppered with neologisms and slang terms like diaosi, 

90hou, shangbuqi [‘cannot afford to be hurt’], naocan [mentally challenged], and so on (Fig. 64). 
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Figure 64. Title blurb of an article about the news broadcast Xinwen Lianbo on popular culture magazine Du Tianxia, 

featuring wangluo xinci such as tucao [mocking] and mai meng [to act cute] (L. Fang & Huang, 2014). Photo by the author. 

One of the heuristic activities I included in interviews and focus groups with Chinese digital media users was a 

session of free-form pile-sorting with a selection of popular wangluo xinci [Internet neologisms]. At the 

beginning of my fieldwork, I prepared laminated printouts of eighteen linguistic resources that had been 

popularized on different Chinese online platforms, including terms already discussed in this dissertation such as 

meng [cute], egao [bad-taste humor], tuhao [nouveau riche], zhuangbi [pretending], jiyou [bro] and diaosi. 

After a segment of unstructured discussion, I asked the interviewees to take a look at the printouts and tell me 

their first impressions while organizing them in any sort of spatial arrangement they felt was more relevant. 

The rationale behind the design of this activity was simply to elicit discussion about wangluo yuyan and gather 

insights regarding Chinese Internet language from the perspective of a non-native speaker. I planned to use the 

terms from my tiny lexical selection as “vantage points” (Hua Yu, 2012, p. x) from which to chronicle my own 

experience of learning Chinese Internet language through discussions with local users (Mose Brown & 

Casanova, 2014). Despite my expectations, what I quickly realized from the first interviews and focus groups 

what that rather than a coherent Chinese Internet language, what interviewees mapped for me were their own 

encounters with the sociocultural abstraction of wangluo yuyan, their personal interpretations of linguistic 

resources, and their ongoing construction of individual vernacular repertoires. 
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Figure 65. LindaLin’s relationship with some wangluo xinci: half familiar (top), half unclear (bottom). Photo by the author. 

To some, wangluo yuyan was a sociocultural abstraction operating in a clear context and proper of a well-

demarcated speech community: people born after the year 1990. As LindaLin warned me,  

“I don’t think I can help you much with these terms because you know, I don’t belong to those 90hou, 

and all my friends are older, so I don’t normally use wangluo yuyan. I’m born in 1989, so I still belong to 

the 80hou generation, you see? The 90hou, for example my cousins, they all know this stuff, they are 

younger” 

Despite LindaLin’s clear-cut description of her generational identity, this imagined belonging didn’t actually 

imply her complete unfamiliarity with the examples of wangluo yuyan I asked her to talk about. In fact, she 

carefully organized them in two piles (Fig. 65) while vocally explaining the ones she was familiar with, and even 

providing accurate chronologies of their rise to popularity: 

“Zhai... yeah, is it someone who likes staying at home? Makes me think of a very quiet guy who enjoys 

staying at home. Meng, it’s just keai, but keai de you dian sha [cute to the degree of being a bit stupid] 

– this one, us 80hou we also use it, so I know it. Egao, I know, it means that someone likes to do bad 

things on purpose. Weiguan, I know. Xuanfu I also know, showing off one’s money or wealth... but it 

does also have another meaning, for example you say you have a lot of money, but it’s not true, it’s a 

kind of cheating. This word has been around for five or six years, a long time. Tuhao I know as well, it 
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became popular in the last couple of years, it’s similar to baofahu [nouveau riche], someone who has 

money but not culture... and hahaha, you also have niubi, this word is so funny, we used it for so many 

years, it means that someone or something is very lihai [awesome]” 

When asked to describe her ideas regarding the other pile, which included unfamiliar or unclear terms, 

LindaLin still came up with hypotheses and tentative interpretations that were in fact quite close to the terms’ 

meanings: 

“This character looks like jiong... is it jiong? But what does it mean? Is it like jiongpo [embarrassed]? Oh, 

is it just because it looks like a sad biaoqing [emoticon]? Diaoyu… is this also wangluo yuyan? I just 

know it means ‘fishing’. As for tucao... I don’t know, I think I heard it, but I don’t know what it means. 

Does it mean luosuo [rambling]? And what about tianchao? I’m really old... I think it means something 

like kexiao [laughable]” 

At the end of our discussion, LindaLin kept staring at the two piles of wangluo xinci and came up with a 

personal explanation of why she was more familiar with some terms and not others, articulating her initial 

assumptions of a rigid daigou [generation gap]:  

“I think that it is because 90hou don’t like Western things as much as us 80hou, probably they like 

things from Japan, Korea, and other parts of Asia more; and maybe it is because they don’t just use QQ, 

but also newer social networks like Renren or Kaixin001, so perhaps that’s where wangluo yuyan comes 

from” 

Even though she understood and used more wangluo xinci than she claimed to be able to, LindaLin retained 

her idea of a close relationship between people born in different decades and wangluo yuyan: a few months 

after our interview, I told her she shouldn’t tucao [mock] her boss too much, a humorous suggestion to which 

she replied “haha, you learned know how to use all these 90hou words really well!” 

Sociolinguistic research about Chinese digital media has focused on the different kinds of linguistic resources 

created by users through processes of stylization of Standard Mandarin, dialectal inflections, other languages 

like English or Japanese, Pinyin initials and even numbers (C. Yang, 2007, pp. 7–10), suggesting that one of the 

main purposes of these stylization processes is the distinction of group identities and belonging (p. 15). Specific 

analyses of individual terms trace how these resources are negotiated semiotically across different speech 

communities, often tied to generational or socioeconomic stratification. Moore (2005), for example, examines 

the individualist imaginations projected on the term ku [cool], while Dong (2012) explains how the term 

mensao is constructed by a specific group of elite Chinese migrants as “a particular kind of ‘coolness’ […] 

modeled on the coolness they saw in Saab cars” (p. 45). Similar analyses link the term meng [cute] to fandom 
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communities of Japanese animation and videogames (de Seta, 2014), or the locution wenyi qingnian [cultured 

youth] to young people defined as crucially different “from both the normal styles used by ‘ordinary’ youth, 

and the evidently awkward ones by their ‘dumb-ass’ counterparts” (S. Huang, 2014, p. 47). Fewer accounts 

have portrayed how these stylized linguistic resources are mapped by language users, related to each other, 

and arranged in personal repertoires. 

 

Figure 66. Associations between Carah’s known wangluo xinci, mapped by novelty (in three clusters) and frequency (top 

to bottom). Photo by the author. 

When I interviewed Carah, the relational understanding of stylized linguistic resources started to become more 

evident. Just like in any of the other interviews and focus groups I had done, I asked her to arrange the 

printouts on the table as she liked, and to explain her rationale: 

“I am categorizing them. These are the things I understand. I don’t understand the others, so I’ll put 

them away. These few ones, I vaguely understand… I think it depends on the kind of news I read. I just 

like to categorize things… maybe I'll put them like this: all the frequent ones on top. This one is very 

frequent, this one too, very frequent... very frequent... these three are less frequent. These two 

actually have been around for a long time, but are not so frequent. These three are frequent but only 

recently because of some social events: for example, tuhao is so popular that people now call the 
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golden iPhone tuhaojin [nouveau riche gold]; or diaosi, which is so common recently that even foreign 

media have reported about it” 

After discarding five unclear or unfamiliar wangluo xinci and recognizing the correlation between her news 

reading habits and her repertoire, Carah tried different arrangements based on the novelty of the terms and 

their frequency (Fig. 66), until she started noticing the relationships between some of the words and suggested 

to move them around in clusters of relatedness: 

“For example, these two can be associated together, since most diaosi are also zhai, and many zhai are 

also diaosi. As for tucao, weiguan and egao: venting with some elaboration, observing without 

intervening, and… how to translate egao? Make fun of something? They are closely related, they are 

three actions you can do online. […] Xuanfu and tuhao are all about money, so they are very close… 

what about tianchao? Tianchao is a sarcastic substitute for China used by people who are unsatisfied 

by some government policies, so most of these other words should be connected to it because these 

are all social phenomena that result from the development of the country” 

By moving from piles and clusters to relational associations, Carah brought together different wangluo xinci 

according to the domain to which they spoke to – user identities, digital media practices, commentary on 

wealth – concluding that in the end most of them “should be connected” to tianchao [literally ‘Heavenly 

Kingdom’, a sarcastic nickname for China] since they all referred to phenomena, identities or practices 

connected to the contemporary sociotechnical context of the country. This sort of individual relational mapping 

of semiotic resources requires an updated theorization of linguistic repertoires capable of accounting for the 

affordances of networked communication and personalized media literacies. Gumperz (1986) defines linguistic 

repertoire, a central concept in sociolinguistics, as “the totality of linguistic resources (i.e. including both 

invariant forms and variables) available to members of particular communities” (p. 20). According to 

Blommaert & Backus (2011), the mediated context of most contemporary societies unhinges the classic 

understanding of repertoires from their corresponding speech communities: “mobile subjects engage with a 

broad variety of groups, networks and communities, and their language resources are consequently learned 

through a wide variety of trajectories, tactics and technologies” (p. 2). Carah’s arrangement of a few wangluo 

xinci highlighted the ongoing construction of her personal repertoire, growing out of engagement with news 

reading, foreign media, informal learning environments, and different communities of digital media users. 
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Figure 67. Avant-garde terms (top left), common words (top center), outdated expressions (top right), and locutions that 

will never be out of fashion (bottom), as established by Billi and Air-plane during a focus group. Photo by the author. 

Slightly different patterns of engagement with digital media can result in wildly different individual repertoires, 

as demonstrated during a focus group with Billi and Air-plane. Asked to find compromises and arrange the 

printouts together, they ended up discussing the freshness and datedness of each term: 

“This one, tianchao, is already outdated, and nobody is using egao anymore… these other two, instead, 

zhuangbi and niubi, will never become outdated. Jiong was very popular when I was still in high school, 

five years ago or so, now it’s quite worn-out” (Billi) 

“Maybe we can put all these outdated words together, since we both think they are not interesting 

anymore. And then another group for terms that are quite common today, here… another one for the 

qianwei [avant-garde] words, and a last group for the ones that will never become outdated” (Air-

plane) 

“You know, actually the outdated ones were mostly the ones used by programmers on discussion 

boards, they would waste time on these boards, for example on political forums or on BBS about 

computers, and then post some stuff that wasn’t actually that funny… all the replies would be posts 

saying weiguan [observing without intervening], everybody would reply the same thing just to 

ironically claim to be keeping an eye on the topic, but in fact these things aren’t funny anymore. Take 
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egao for example, this word has been around for so many years, I already think there’s so much egao 

around, I think egao has become quite boring” (Billi) 

By agreeing to arrange the selection of wangluo xinci into four clusters they perceived as outdated, common, 

long-lasting and avant-garde (Fig. 67), Billi and Air-plane evidenced how personal histories and individual 

engagement with various digital media constantly shaped their repertories. As Blommaert & Backus (2011) 

point out, acquiring linguistic resources and including them in personal repertoires is an ongoing process 

happening throughout formal and informal settings: “very small bits of language” (p. 12) such as wangluo xinci 

are learned by interacting with multiple groups, observing linguistic change across different communities and 

comparing the present use of linguistic resources with their historical development. As Air-plane explained in 

detail, language users have a clear metareflexive understanding of the ways in which linguistic resources are 

appropriated by groups and communities into contested repertoires: 

“I would never use tianchao, I think this word is quite exin [nauseating], maybe it’s because is used by 

many wumao, or by pro-democracy users as a fengci [satire], or by people who pretend to be wumao 

but in fact are trying to be ironic… today even elementary school students use tianchao, personally I’m 

quite sensitive to it, since in the beginning it was just fengci, then some people used as a fan fengci 

[counter-satire], and then it became fan fan fengci [counter-counter-satire] and so on, so I think it’s too 

exin. With wangluo yuyan, the point is, bu yao luanyong [you shouldn’t use it recklessly], otherwise it 

becomes fan [irritating]” 

In contemporary China, wangluo yuyan seems to be everywhere, from digital media platforms to advertising, 

from TV to print media, from young kids to their parents, and from everyday communication to speeches by 

government officials. The linguistic experiences of digital media users hint at different understandings of this 

sociocultural abstraction: a loose code used to communicate with others; a generational phenomenon to 

define oneself through or against; a repertoire not to be used recklessly in order to preserve its generative 

potential. Using free-form pile-sorting activities to let Chinese digital media users map their individual 

interpretations of wangluo xinci resulted in several insights regarding the rift between linguistic imaginations 

and the actual uses of linguistic resources. The sociolinguistics of wangluo yuyan presented in this part of the 

chapter support an understanding of linguistic resources articulated in personalized repertoires through 

creative repetition and repetitive creation (Juffermans et al., 2014, p. 50) which are increasingly disjointed from 

stable speech communities (Gumperz, 1986, pp. 20–21). The vernacular repertoires sketched by Chinese digital 

media users I interviewed evidence creative and metareflexive practices of languaging happening in fluid 

network memberships (Parkin, 2012, p. 77), the theorization of which has to be expanded through “a more 

empirically anchored and differentiating vocabulary which includes ‘communities of practice’, ‘institutions’ and 
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‘networks’ as the often mobile and flexible sites and links in which representations of group emerge, move and 

circulate” (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011, p. 4). Wangluo yuyan isn’t the language of the Chinese Internet. At 

most, it can be pictured as a new type of sociolinguistic object: a supervernacular, a sociocultural abstraction 

constituted of “semiotic forms that circulate in networks driven, largely, by new technologies such as the 

Internet and mobile communication devices” (Blommaert, 2011, p. 3) which can be grasped ethnographically 

as ongoing practices of languaging. 

5.3 Wangluo wenhua: Making culture on the Internet 

The QQ group conversation that opens this chapter illustrates how the social and dialogic creative activity of 

digital media users (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 14) isn’t limited to the strictly textual realm of computer-

mediated communication, but extends to audiovisual content of different sorts. During thirty minutes of 

interactions, thirteen members of the Lightwave QQ group had shared a wide range of visual content, ranging 

from funny screenshots of social media posts or interactions happening on other apps or devices, to animated 

GIFs of a football match and humorous photomontages. Even though the format of this dissertation privileges 

the quoting of verbal or otherwise textually mediated exchanges, I have interspersed the text with examples of 

how digital media users incorporate different formats of content in their everyday communicative exchanges. 

This part of the chapter expands the sociolinguistic arguments of the previous one beyond purely linguistic 

resources, and argues that wangluo wenhua – the Mandarin term for ‘Internet culture’ – is better understood 

as a sort of digital folklore. This theoretical movement beyond ‘language’ is suggested by recent sociolinguistic 

research on mediated communication extending the ideas of resources and repertoires to “anything that 

people use to communicate meaning” (Blommaert & Backus, 2011, p. 7). In order to follow and theorize the 

circulation of heterogeneous repertoires of semiotic resources, this section reviews the idea of culture in 

anthropological theory, evaluates its incorporation in media studies, and discusses the multiple meanings of 

wangluo wenhua in China. 

5.3.1 From Internet culture to digital folklore 

Early scholarship of the arrival of the Internet in China readily recognizes how the technology, even in its early 

developments, already provided a “new and unimaginable cultural space” (Yan, 1997, p. 3). Given the 

notoriously vexing task of defining culture across inter and intra-disciplinary debates, approaching the ‘cultural’ 

in digital media requires a brief review of the concept. The classical definition of culture most often referenced 

in anthropological theory is given by Edward Burnett Tylor in his Primitive Culture: “that complex whole which 

includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as 

member of society” (Lévi-Strauss, 1963, p. 18). Tylor introduced the word in English from the German Kultur 

(Bascom, 1953, p. 284), which indicated a form of cultivation “constructed around a canon of literature and 
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philosophy” (Fischer, 2007, p. 7) or, more generally, “the spiritual and creative activity of man” (Heidegger, 

1977, p. 155). Once incorporated in the English language, culture has become a staple analytic tool in 

anthropology, its definition accruing in complexity over decades of debates: 

Culture is (1) that relational (ca. 1848), (2) complex whole . . . (1870), (3) whose parts cannot be 

changed without affecting other parts (ca. 1914), (4) mediated through powerful and power-

laden symbolic forms (1930s), (5) whose multiplicities and performatively negotiated character 

(1960s) (6) is transformed by alternative positions, organizational forms, and leveraging of 

symbolic systems (1980s), (7) as well as by emergent new technosciences, media, and 

biotechnical relations (ca. 2005). (Fischer, 2007, p. 1) 

Along with this experimental definition, Fischer also recognizes that singularizing or nominalizing 

understandings of culture can make it “a dangerous concept, subject to fallacies of pejorative or discriminatory 

hypostatization (‘We have reason, they have culture’) or immobilized variables (‘Their culture is composed of 

‘x’ features’)” (2007, p. 1). The theorization of different ‘national cultures’ in the 20th century is one example of 

these processes: “at the core of this pluralization in both cases were notions of cultural symbols and meaning 

structures, usually with deep histories, as in ‘Islamic,’ ‘Persian,’ ‘Indian,’ or ‘Chinese’ civilizations, which each 

could contain numbers of cultures within” (2007, p. 10). In post-war Europe, similar structural metaphors 

would guide the theorizations of mass culture, or the class-based oppositions between mainstream culture and 

youth subcultures: “The ‘culture’ of a group or class is the peculiar and distinctive ‘way of life’ of the group or 

class, the meanings, values and ideas embodied in institutions, in social relations, in systems of beliefs, in 

mores and customs, in the uses of objects and material life” (Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, & Roberts, 2006, p. 3). 

With the appearance of cultural studies – paradoxically founded on Raymond Williams’ recognition that the 

term culture is “one of the two or three most complicated words in the English language […] used for 

important concepts in several distinct intellectual disciplines and in several distinct and incompatible systems 

of thought” (Williams, 1985, p. 87), culture has been articulated along different structures of power and 

distinction: examples are the “residual, dominant and emergent” cultures theorized by Williams (1977, pp. 

121–127), or the complex relationships between mass culture and popular culture explored by Fiske (1989). 

Parallel debates in post-structuralist anthropology have sought to dismantle the concept of culture from 

different angles (Brightman, 1995). Rabinow, for instance, argues that “culture in all of its manifestations is 

overdetermined. It does not present itself neutrally or with one voice. Every cultural fact can be interpreted in 

many ways, both by the anthropologist and by his subjects” (1977, p. 150). Similarly, as Clifford warns, “culture, 

and our views of ‘it,’ are produced historically, and are actively contested” (1986, p. 18); anthropological 

writing should be deployed against culture itself, in order “to refuse the distinction between ideas and 
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practices or text and world that the culture concept too readily encourages” (Abu-Lughod, 1991, p. 147). 

Culture, as a concept, is recurrently linked to the dangers of hierarchical othering or interpretive authority, 

either by imagining the field site “as the place where one finds a culture” (Rabinow, 2003, p. 84), by identifying 

difference over spatial or subcultural divisions (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 7), by assuming cultural 

cohesiveness in bounded groups (Appadurai, 1990, p. 20), or by removing social action through textualization: 

much social life consists in people thinking and talking about thinking and talking. In fact this is 

where anthropologists start to come in. What we deal with are a mixture of these two, mostly 

the latter. Our thinking is already third order. And our note-writing in the field – our 

textualizing if you insist – is already fourth order. Which makes our monographs at least fifth 

order and ‘culture’ a concept so ‘meta-’ in its removal from any possible social action that it is 

best not thought about at all. (Hobart, 1996, p. 5) 

Despite the blows dealt to the concept by post-structuralist anthropology, culture has thrived in disciplines 

such as media studies, where it has come to indicate a wide range of understandings of the relationship 

between humans and technologies. Computing professionals and enthusiasts, for example, have been 

characterized since the earliest studies of computer-mediated communication as “a subculture whose norms 

influence computer users and computer communication” (Kiesler, Zubrow, Moses, & Geller, 1985, p. 80). The 

pioneering speculative approaches of anthropologists to computing technologies have identified this 

‘cyberculture’ as a whole new domain of research “concerned with the cultural constructions and 

reconstructions on which the new technologies are based and which they in turn help to shape” (Escobar, 

1994, p. 211). Other definitions of cyberculture describe it more broadly as the way of doing things proper of 

the ‘native’ civilizations of cyberspace (Shields, 1996, p. 1), but the term has proven to be as complicated and 

slippery as culture itself: in his foreword to the second edition of The Cybercultures Reader, David Bell 

recognizes how the proliferation of technologies has made the task of defining cyberculture nearly impossible 

(2007, p. 2). As Mark Deuze (2006) observes, the theorization of compounds such as cyberculture (Bell & 

Kennedy, 2000; Manovich, 2001b), virtual culture (Jones, 1997), Internet culture (Porter, 1997), network 

culture (Terranova, 2004) and so on hasn’t yet tackled the problematic implications of the concept of culture 

itself: 

The main problem with most of this work has been the often implicit conflation of ‘culture’ – as in 

shared norms, values, practices, and expectations or a group of people – with communication 

technologies [...] I do find this argument problematic in that it at times mistakes the new spaces 

opened up by communications technology for new forms of culture. (2006, p. 63) 
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This determinist tendency to correlate the popularization of new technologies with the emergence of new 

cultures, described by Marilyn Strathern as “the anticipatory effect of imagining that a culture is about to be 

‘created’ by science and technology” (Escobar, 1994, p. 226), has been undermined by an increasingly 

substantial body of qualitative and quantitative research on the role of increasingly pervasive technologies in 

everyday life. As Spitulnik (2010) concludes from her work on radio listening in a Zambian marketplace, “it 

seems these coinages of types of ‘media culture’ and ‘media cultures’ are premised on the idea that modalities 

of media production and consumption are themselves akin to cultures or subcultures” (p. 118). In the case of 

the Internet, even though the values and ideas of early creators of the Web remain an important ideological 

resource for software developers, coding communities, hacking groups and activist movements, they have also 

become “increasingly removed from the values and attitudes of many users, who have begun to more closely 

mirror the general population of nations and regions” (Dutton & Blank, 2013, p. 5). 

As the medium becomes extremely pervasive and diversified in personal ecologies of postdigital media, 

‘Internet culture’ hardly indicates one single subculture of users or a widely shared modality of content 

production or consumption. Geert Lovink observes that the myriad of user cultures appearing on digital media 

are objects of study in perpetual flux, and that for this reason Internet research struggles to engage with them: 

“A possible way out is the development of critical concepts that migrate from one generation of applications to 

the next, without falling back on speculative theory that merely celebrates the liberating potentialities of 

buzzwords” (Lovink, 2011, p. 7) – ‘Internet culture’ might be one of the buzzwords most in need of critical 

rethinking. 

A clear example of how the discontents with the term culture play out in contemporary postdigital media 

ecologies is the case of the Chinese term wangluo wenhua. In China, ‘culture’ has a peculiar and contested 

genealogy, from its classical Middle Chinese meaning of ‘becoming-literate’ to the idea of ‘New Culture’ 

championed by the radical intellectuals of the May Fourth Movement in 1915, and from the revolutionary 

‘popular culture’ promoted by the Chinese Communist Party to the Cultural Revolution that has dramatically 

concluded China’s Maoist experience: 

The same language, but a very different argument, was used by Mao during the Cultural 

Revolution more than half a century later. The idea that somehow China’s culture had 

contributed to its uneasiness with the modern world has persisted from the time of the Opium 

Wars up to the present day. (Mitter, 2008, p. 118) 

The term wangluo wenhua has been introduced in Mandarin Chinese by the earliest scholarly treatments of 

networked communications in the country: a series of foundational media studies texts published by China 

Renmin University Press in the 1990s, titled Wangluo Wenhua Congshu [Internet Culture Series], was dedicated 
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to reach out towards this new domain of human activity “using the methods of the Internet to discuss culture, 

and thinking about the Internet from the point of view of culture” (Yan, 1997, p. 1). Over two decades of 

sociotechnical developments, wangluo wenhua has come to signify a wide array of analytic, utopian, 

developmental or normative understandings of networked communications and modalities of production and 

consumption. The images juxtaposed in Fig. 68 are a selection of the results provided by Baidu Image to the 

query “wangluo wenhua” as of January 2015. Besides the obvious covers of academic texts related to the topic, 

the search query outputs a fairly consistent ensemble of representations: banners and propaganda posters 

promoting a wenming [civilized] Web development, photos of urban wangluo wenhua festivals and rural 

wangluo wenhua stations, scans of officially approved wangluo wenhua business licenses, and comic vignettes 

warning news readers about the dangerous aspects of wangluo wenhua.  

 

Figure 68. Some Baidu Image search results for the query “wangluo wenhua”, displaying the variety of meanings that the 

term assumes in Mandarin: from academic texts to local Internet industry festivals and governmental certificates. Collage 

by the author. 

Throughout their efforts at managing and regulating local online content, Chinese authorities have 

progressively established a governmental meaning of wangluo wenhua. In a document promulgated in March 

2003 by the Ministry of Culture titled Interim Regulations on the Management of Internet Culture, former 

minister Sun Jiazheng affirms the necessity “to strengthen management over Internet culture, to protect the 

legitimate rights and interests of Internet cultural units, and to promote the healthy and orderly development 
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of our country's Internet culture” (Ministry of Culture, 2010). This goal has to be achieved through a careful 

management of wangluo wenhua, defined broadly as “the cultural products manufactured, disseminated, and 

circulated by means of the Internet” (p. 83) including audiovisual products, games, dramatic works, works of 

art, animations, and other genres of content. As the same document specifies, “Internet cultural units”, 

certified by an official Network Culture Business License, should refrain from hosting any content going against 

the China’s constitution, national unity, state sovereignty and territorial integrity, or divulging state secrets, 

inciting ethnic hatred, promoting evil cults, spreading rumors, disturbing social order, promoting lewdness, 

insulting or slandering others, harming public morality, and so on (pp. 88-89). 

This normative effort at defining wangluo wenhua in terms of modalities of content production or consumption 

exemplifies the apprehension that Lagerkvist (2008) attributes to Chinese authorities in their relationship with 

technological innovations: “China's leaders claim that their country is experiencing challenges from the Internet 

that entail threats to traditional culture, Chinese youth, and existing value orientations and ideology” (p. 122). 

Wangluo wenhua can threaten the moral and political education of younger generations, since “the wideness 

of Internet makes the students accept all kinds of information brought by the Internet culture more directly 

and frequently” (Gao, 2010, p. 212), but can also be reined in to project a form of Chinese “cultural soft power” 

(Guan, 2011, translation by the author) in response to American hegemony on the Web (p. 4). According to a 

recent report by Wang Chen, Deputy Director of the Propaganda Department of the Communist Party of China, 

through their championing of online publications on Communist theory and ‘Red Blogs’ hosted on popular 

media websites, these governmental efforts have successfully established “a web culture with Chinese 

characteristics” (C. Wang, 2010, p. 22). 

The governmental construction of wangluo wenhua as a healthy, harmonious and politicized domain of 

content is a clear example of how “media institutions, like governments, work hard to create the impression 

that they are the ‘centre’ of the functioning whole of ‘society’” (Couldry, 2010, p. 45). Recent accounts of 

Internet usage in China, especially when grounded on ethnographic and qualitative data, have highlighted how 

the users’ vernacular understandings of wangluo wenhua point towards a less normative idea of an online 

culture existing “in conjunction with, rather than independently from, offline culture” (Cockain, 2012, p. 154). 

This local Internet culture has been variedly theorized as a national repertoire of “cultural forms that emerge 

out of the interactions between Internet and society and that are the products of both cultural tradition and 

innovation” (G. Yang, 2009b, p. 109), linked to the activities through which users develop “their own forms and 

sites of interaction, communication, e-commerce, politics, etc.” (Herold, 2011a, p. 200), enriched by “thoughts 

and ideas that are continuously produced, remixed and reproduced across space and time” (Marolt, 2011, p. 

60), or circulating as an assemblage in which “heterogeneous elements – bodies, technologies, desires, 
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discourses, disciplines, signs – are articulated, or joined together” (Wallis, 2013, p. 14). The shared concern of 

these various understandings of wangluo wenhua is to open up a space for discussing how Chinese digital 

media users conceptualize their own experience of modalities of production and consumption on the Internet, 

and to avoid reducing online events and phenomena to variants of the “look at those crazy Chinese” (Ng, 2013, 

p. xv) refrain. The following section zooms in on an example of how Chinese digital media users participate in 

the making of wangluo wenhua, and argues that the vernacular understanding of the term brings it closer to 

digital folklore than to a culture of the Chinese Internet.  

5.3.2 DUANG: A praxiographic account of digital folklore 

Improbable objects, celebrity cat GIFs, and a jumble of unseen anonymous images proliferate 

and waft through human bodies via Wi-Fi. One could perhaps think of the results as a new and 

vital form of folk art, that is if one is prepared to completely overhaul one’s definition of folk as 

well as art. (Steyerl, 2009) 

In the same days when I started writing this dissertation, I had the opportunity to observe one of the biggest 

wangluo wenhua phenomena of the year unfolding right across my social media feeds. All of a sudden, many of 

my contacts were joking about the term DUANG, and I could follow the developments of the event across 

different digital media platforms since the second day of its rise to popularity. On February 27, 2015, Aimao87 

contacted me on QQ to share the news: 

A: You’ve got to see this 

there is a new word that is very hong [popular] now 

G: Which one? 

A: DUANG 

G: DUANG? How to write it in Chinese? 

A: Just like this, DUANG 

G: And what does it mean? 

A: I’ll explain it to you later 

it comes from Jackie Chan 

Busy with my writing, and confused by the reference to Hong Kong actor Jackie Chan, I didn’t pay much 

attention to the tip, and went on with my daily duties. It was only once I was back home and started sorting out 

some daily notes, that I came across DUANG again and decided to search for it on Sina Weibo trying to figure 
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out what it meant. By that time, the #duang# Weibo hashtag had more than sixty thousand daily mentions, and 

apparently emerged out of nowhere just one day before. The same statistical data, interrogated five months 

later, would highlight a clearer picture, with #duang# reaching almost one and a half million daily mentions in a 

period of a few days, and then gradually climbing back down a long tail of fading interest (Fig. 69). 

 

Figure 69. Comparison of the Weibo Data analytics for the hashtag #duang# as of 27 February 2015, the second day of the 

word’s rise to popularity (top) and as of 15 July 2015, showing the long tail of withering interest (bottom). Screenshots by 

the author. 

The most retweeted early mentions of the #duang# hashtag were embeds or links to a video featuring Hong 

Kong actor Jackie Chan promoting an anti-hair loss product through strange combinations of words and the 

repeated exclamation duang. As some Weibo posts explained, the original advertisement, shot in 2004 for the 

Bawang Shampoo company, remained pretty much forgotten until someone uploaded a remixed version of it 

on the video streaming platform bilibili. In the remixed version, the lines delivered by Jackie Chan were cut-up 

into absurd statements and superimposed to the tune of a popular song My Skateboard Shoes, so that instead 

of the original statements he would pronounce funny comments such as “I have no hair at all”, “I knew that 
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they were fake, they had added chemicals”, “adding special effects to my hair”, or “refuse Chinese medicine, 

refuse my hair”, accompanied by his duang exclamation repeated for comic effect. The remixed video 

contained many layers of humor, from the absurdist editing of the promotional lines and their interaction with 

the popular background song to the sarcastic overtones of parody alluding to a 2010 scandal centered on 

carcinogenic chemicals that Bawang was found adding to its hair products (A. X. Liu, 2010). But for most users, 

the one element that propelled the video into near-instantaneous popularity was Jackie Chan’s quirky 

exclamation duang. As Aimao87 explained to me on the same evening, 

A: It’s just that Jackie Chan made an advertisement for a shampoo 

and then it has been jianji [edited] by someone 

you watch the video and you will understand 

G: I watched many different ones 

DUANG 

A: duang 

everybody is talking about it 

at first I thought I wouldn’t laugh 

but then I watched it and I xiaosi [laughed myself to death] 

G: I think it’s quite funny 

A: It’s crazy 

lately this is too hong [popular] 

there’s even someone who invented a character for it 

duang 

it looks like the characters for cheng and long one on top of the other 

G: Does it have some meaning, besides the sound Jackie Chan makes? 

A: It means fa pengsong [emitting fluffiness] 

The word duang, pronounced by Jackie Chan while mimicking the bouncy movement of his hair after having 

used the Bawang shampoo, has no meaning in Mandarin Chinese – in fact, according to Standard Chinese 

phonotactics, duang isn’t even a permissible syllable, and that is why it has to be written in its faux-Pinyin 

transcription, combining the onset “d-” and the rime “-uang”. Despite the fact that Chinese digital media users 

had since the beginning a quite clear understanding of what the word meant – “an onomatopoeic expression 

for describing the fluffiness and bounciness of someone’s hair” (Mair, 2015) – its striking popularity on Sina 
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Weibo generated a wide coverage on global media recounting the latest craze sweeping over the Chinese 

Internet: a new word “taking the internet by storm in China” (H. Chen & Devichand, 2015), an “inexplicably 

popular meme” (Bereznak, 2015) so meaningless that “1.3 billion Chinese people still haven’t figured out what 

it means” (Allen-Ebrahimian, 2015). 

 

Figure 70. Four iterations of the Jackie Chan Bawang commercial: On top, the original reel (Taishi Mingyue, 2015) and the 

remixed and re-subtitled version that originated the duang phenomenon (Sina Video, 2015); on the bottom, the remixed 

and re-subtitled version originally posted on bilibili (Feise toy, 2015), and a successive remix on the same website (Pen Pen 

vbs, 2015), both with user comments overlaid. Screenshots by the author. 

In fact, local digital media users had a quite consistent idea of what duang meant, of the layers of humor it 

referred to, and actively contributed to the semantic stabilization of the term through their search engine 

queries, social media posts and video comments. Besides being interpreted as an onomatopoeia for bouncy 

motions or fluffy objects, some users connected the word to some of Jackie Chan’s remixed statements (Mair, 

2015), while other users invented a brand new Chinese character to represent the sound. As Fig. 70 highlights, 

these processes of semantic accumulation happened across digital media platforms and through the 

affordances they provided to their users. While the original advertisement didn’t include a subtitle for Jackie 
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Chan’s exclamation, the first remix by bilibili user Feise toy featured its transcription DUANG, emphasized by 

diacritics “~~~~~~~” for comic effect. The video, titled “(Jackie Chan) My Shampoo”, was only the first one of a 

series of remixes and mash-ups of the original advertisement uploaded on bilibili by the platform’s user-base of 

egao creators (Rea, 2013, p. 153), and its popularity was mostly the result of chance. After Feise toy uploaded 

the remix on February 20th, another popular bilibili uploader known as Leixian Zhanshi shared it on Weibo, 

where it started to be fengkuang zhuanfa [crazily reposted] by regular users and Weibo celebrities (Baidu Baike 

contributors, 2015b). Whereas Feise toy, the uploader of the first and most popular remixed video, invented 

DUANG~~~~~~~ as a subtitle transcribing Jackie Chan’s exclamation, other users of bilibili would leave their 

mark on the video, through the platform’s overlay commenting system, repeating the term duang in different 

combinations, interpreting it as the sound of teji [special effects], commenting on the humorous quality of the 

expression (“look once, laugh to death once”, “233333333”, “what the hell is this?”, “I can’t escape the 

brainwashing circle”, “I’m going to report this hahahaha”), and reinforcing the centrality of duang in the shared 

experience of spectating these video remixes. 

 

Figure 71. Digital folklore around duang being shared across the author’s social media feeds on the third day of the term’s 

rise to popularity: animated GIFs, cats, selfies, and a cross-cultural encounter with the #blueandblack dress, a piece of 

digital folklore from Tumblr. Screenshot collage by the author. 
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One day later, duang had been taken beyond the scrolling comments on remixed videos posted on bilibili, and 

was being shared in different forms throughout my WeChat and Sina Weibo feeds. The examples collected in 

Fig. 71 present just a few examples of how my contacts on digital media picked up the term or related visual 

elements and adapted them to their personal communications: animated GIFs and stickers of Jackie Chan were 

being shared in WeChat conversations; a photomontage dressed the Hong Kong actor with the “blue and black” 

dress that was widely discussed on the American platform Tumblr around the same days; someone wrote 

duang on a selfie taken after a day of sport activities; a friend used duang to describe their cat after a shower, 

another one to comment on a pair of excessive shoes. Starting from an individual act of creativity in subtitling a 

humorous remix video, an onomatopoeic neologism was being negotiated semantically by increasingly large 

audiences, and experimented with in different formats and communicative contexts. The semantic richness of 

the term, referring to a well-defined repertoire (Jackie Chan’s quirky exclamation, his funny head-shaking 

motion, his absurd lines in the Feise toy remix, the satire on tainted products, etc.) made it a very meaningful 

“meaningless formula” revealing the compositional principles of a form of “abstract popular art” (de Certeau, 

1984, p. 211) predicated on the affordances of different digital media platforms. 

In the span of a few days, duang had been integrated in the repertoire of wangluo wenhua across Chinese 

digital media platforms. But does this point towards a culture of the Internet in anthropological sense? As Mark 

Deuze suggests, the concept of digital culture might be best understood as “emerging from practices and 

communicative acts online and offline, shaping and being shaped by artifacts, arrangements, and activities in 

‘new’ and ‘old’ media” (2006, pp. 66–67), and resulting in “a new participatory folk culture by giving average 

people the tools to archive, annotate, appropriate and recirculate content” (p. 67). The idea that digital media, 

particularly after the developments of Web 2.0 platforms, have become platforms geared towards the creation 

and dissemination of user-generated content isn’t new: as Ethan Zuckerman argues, “the contemporary 

internet was designed, in no small part, for the dissemination of cute pictures of cats” (forthcoming, p. 3). 

Whereas Zuckerman focuses on the political potential of user-generated content, other media theorists 

underscore the trivial nature of its appeal: 

the digitally inflected subject has shown an impulsive readiness to latch onto the banal. Online 

meme ecologies, with their compressed, easily circulated qualities, readily co-evolve with 

technological provisions such as network bandwidth constraints, instantly replicable digital 

formats, the highly-greased and quickly churning gears of social media platforms and so on. 

They partake of a naturalised “trade of things” in the digital, providing a replicable, utilitarian 

vernacular of rough and ready image macros that can serve as express circuits to banality. 

(Snodgrass, 2014) 
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This replicable and utilitarian vernacular of textual and audiovisual content circulated by digital media users has 

been consistently theorized as a form of folklore. In the tradition of scholars such as Bakhtin, Propp and other 

Russian formalists who have grounded profound linguistic, literary and social theories in analyses of fairy tales, 

jokes and vernacular speech genres, contemporary folklorists have approached computerized media from the 

point of view of computer-related jokes (Dundes, 1980, p. 17), urban legends in early online communities 

(Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, 1996), ASCII artworks in IRC channels (Danet, 2001), and local content in non-English 

language Internets (Kõiva & Vesik, 2009, p. 99). Glenn Howard notes how technologically mediated folklore has 

been described since the early 1990s “in forms as diverse as jokes, contemporary legends, local rumors, folk 

belief, music, and storytelling” (2008a, p. 193); at the same time, as Monica Foote remarks, “the Internet must 

not be dismissed by researchers as merely a repository for jokes and urban legends” (2007, p. 27). Rather, the 

vernaculars of digital media (Coleman, 2010, p. 492), co-evolving with communication technologies and media 

ecologies (T. J. Blank, 2009; R. G. Howard, 2008b) have to be accounted for as persistent processes of 

hybridization (R. G. Howard, 2008a, p. 208) from the perspective of the users that engage in their production 

and consumption (Lialina, 2009a). In this regard, it is the definition of ‘digital folklore’ given by Olia Lialina and 

Dragan Espenschied that most accurately describes the kinds of vernacular creativity portrayed in this chapter: 

If computer technology has any cultural significance, it is indeed solely owed to its users. Yet 

their own creative efforts, from shiny-stars live wallpapers to pictures of cute cats or rainbow 

gradients, are mostly derided as kitsch or general cultural waste. Digital Folklore argues that 

this apparent aesthetic clutter, created by users for users, is the most important, beautiful and 

widely misunderstood language of New Media. (Lialina & Espenschied, 2009, p. fourth cover)  

5.4 Vernaculars and creativity: A conclusion 

This final chapter has moved from a snapshot of one of the many QQ group conversation I participated in 

during my fieldwork into an exploration how Chinese digital media users consume, create and circulate content 

online. The thirty minutes of multimodal and multimedia conversation happening in the Lightwave QQ group 

transcribed in the first part of the chapter – leaping from sports and romance to political discussion and movie 

downloads, peppered with neologisms, slang terms and wordplay, and augmented by visual elements and 

intermedia commentary – are just one example of how everyday communication on Chinese digital media 

platforms involves social, networked and dialogic practices of creativity (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 14). As 

suggested by ethnographic and sociolinguistic research about everyday communication on digital media, these 

creative practices allow the emergence of “new linguistic and cultural forms, new ways of forming and 

maintaining contacts, networks and groups, and new opportunities for identity-making” (Varis & Wang, 2011, 

p. 71). In the two main parts of this chapter, I followed a similar theoretical movement, arguing that the 
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categories of both ‘language’ and ‘culture’ need a thorough questioning before being applied to technological 

innovations. Analyzing the everyday construction of wangluo yuyan [Internet language] and wangluo wenhua 

[Internet culture] from a praxiographic point of view, I highlighted the complex processes of negotiation 

happening behind the popularization of apparently trivial semiotic resources such as the term diaosi or the 

proliferation of duang folklore, and I described the articulated and metareflexive interpretations of vernacular 

repertoires provided by individual Chinese digital media users. 

My arguments about wangluo yuyan and wangluo wenhua run in parallel: both concepts are sociocultural 

constructions, imagined supervernaculars portrayed by governmental discourses and popular media as 

generational and oppositional subcultures or dangerous vectors for moral decay or political dissent. In contrast 

to these structuralist and interpretive analyses of wangluo yuyan and wangluo wenhua, I demonstrate how, 

when engaged ethnographically, these supervernaculars become visible only as individual repertoires of 

semiotic resources constructed by digital media users through situated acts of communication, participation in 

highly personalized media ecologies, and engagement with modalities of production and consumption of 

content. Rather than a coherent system of symbolic power struggling against the discursive hegemony of 

Chinese authorities, wangluo yuyan appears as a supervernacular variously interpreted and constantly 

reconstructed in repertoires of linguistic resources by individual users, shaped by their personal histories of 

engagement with digital media and the social contexts of their everyday communications. Similarly, far from 

being a cohesive culture shared by Chinese Internet users, wangluo wenhua is closer to digital folklore, a 

repertoire of modalities of creative engagement with the compositional principles and technological 

affordances of rapidly changing postdigital media ecologies. 

My recurring use of the term ‘vernacular’, in both descriptions of digital language practices (Androutsopoulos 

& Juffermans, 2014) and digital folklore (Lialina & Espenschied, 2009), requires a brief speculative conclusion 

on the role of vernacular creativity in the contemporary postdigital media ecologies mapped in the previous 

chapter. The idea of vernacular was introduced as early as 1960 by anthropologist Margaret Lantis to describe 

forms of everyday culture and speech that are different “from the literary language or from the language of 

straight news reporting” (Lantis, 1960, pp. 202–203). This attention to everyday forms of speech has been 

extended, most famously by the work of Michel de Certeau, to the larger “lexicon of users’ practices” (1984, p. 

31) resulting from the consumers’ tactical engagement with popular culture and media. The technological 

developments of digital media outlined in the previous chapter require a retooling of the concept of 

vernacular, unlinking it from simple oppositions to popular culture or mass media; as Howard proposes, “a 

complex and dynamic conception of the vernacular as a performed aspect of specific communication events” 

(2008b, p. 497) is better suited to account for the forms of literacy and ephemeral content allowed by 
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contemporary communication technologies (Barton, 2010, p. 110). This retooling of the concept of vernacular 

in light of postdigital media practices also allows taking for granted the open and processual nature of 

contemporary networked communication:  

It no longer requires complex theoretical discussions of semiotic openness to be able to 

consider the ‘texts’ of new media to be emergent and always in the process of being ‘made’. 

Without reinstating old binary oppositions between active producers and passive consumers, 

we now must understand cultural production to be part of everyday life in a much more literal 

sense. (Burgess, 2007, p. 203) 

At the same time, even though the idea of creativity is central to understanding the multi-scalar interactions 

allowed by digitally mediated communication (Deumert, 2014, p. 138), the very logics of digital media 

platforms and ICT industries require a careful handling of the term. As Jean Burgess argues, the co-optation of 

everyday creative practices into the production logics of contemporary media makes it problematic to 

celebrate creativity as a tactical form of user resistance (2007, p. 204), and requires a careful positioning of the 

term in the everyday contexts where it is practiced. According to Burgess’s definition, ‘vernacular creativity’ 

does not imply the reinvigoration of some notion of a pre-existing ‘pure’ or authentic folk 

culture placed in opposition to the mass media; rather, it includes as part of the contemporary 

vernacular the experience of commercial popular culture. Vernacular creativity is a productive 

articulation of consumer practices and knowledges (of, say, television genre codes) with older 

popular traditions and communicative practices (storytelling, family photography, 

scrapbooking, collecting). (2007, pp. 206–207) 

In China’s weishidai, vernacular creativity includes the individual and communal experiences of commercial and 

popular culture, and their articulation through digital media practices of languaging and content production 

across the affordances provided by contemporary postdigital media ecologies.  
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6. Conclusion 

6.1 An overview of my arguments 

Beginning from my perplexed encounter with the locution dajiangyou, this dissertation has taken a long detour 

around the technological imaginaries of networked communication in contemporary China, with the goal of 

providing an account of what digital media users do during their everyday interactions with unstable 

configurations of hardware and software. My attention has been focused on everyday life – not intended as 

the locus of a mythical authenticity or nostalgic solidarity described by Crook (1998), but rather as the social 

domain of underdetermined practices and ordinary communication acts. Setting off for fieldwork in search of a 

‘Chinese Internet culture’, I found myself confronted with dispersed ecologies of postdigital media that 

challenged the idea of a unitary and clearly bounded Chinese cyberspace, and with an assortment of practices 

that defied my expectations of finding a local culture to map, sample, describe, represent and preserve. The 

writing of this dissertation has followed the different vectors of my coming to terms with the complexities of 

doing anthropological research about media, which I quickly summarize here before outlining my conclusions. 

In the first chapter, “Twenty years of Chinese Internet research”, taking a cue from the first e-mail sent 

between computer scientists in China and Germany, I have surveyed two decades of academic inquiry engaging 

with the rapidly changing formations of ‘China’ and ‘the Internet’, and I identified six research themes that 

have prominently characterized this encounter (2.1). I highlighted how Chinese Internet research has since its 

early days engaged in the exploration of business opportunities for the developments of local communication 

infrastructure and online markets (2.2), and how this interest has been conjoined with technologically 

determinist accounts of the democratizing potential of the Internet (2.3). Moving into research on the social 

impact of networked communication technologies, I traced the social and political theories behind two 

diametrically opposed representations of Internet users: the ‘netizens’ described by Euro-American 

speculations on Chinese online civil society and public sphere (2.4), and the ‘addicts’ portrayed by Chinese 

reports about the biomedical and psychological consequences of Internet use (2.5). Focusing on accounts of 

local digital media platforms and online phenomena, I evidenced the disproportionate research focus on blogs 

and specific media events (2.6), and the corresponding lack of situated accounts of the Internet users’ creative 

activities (2.7). In the conclusion of this literature review, I have identified the techno-orientalist assumptions 

that still shape the discourses around ‘China’ and ‘the Internet’, and I have proposed to move beyond 

essentialist and determinist portrayals of the Chinese Internet through a more processual, contextual and 

situated account of media practices (2.8). 

After having evidenced the determinist assumptions behind the main themes dominating twenty years of 

Chinese Internet research, I have moved into a discussion of method. In the second chapter, titled “Elements 
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for a postdigital praxiography”, I put together a methodological toolbox designed to capture the everyday 

media practices of users in the postdigital context of contemporary China (3.1). This toolbox, that I called 

postdigital praxiography, is grounded on an ethnographic approach to media practices that seeks to transcend 

the oppositions between virtual and actual, cyberspace and local place, online and offline, and to understand 

how media practices articulate communication technologies in situated contexts (3.2). This sort of 

ethnographic engagement with postdigital media conceptualizes the field as a network of technologies, users, 

spaces and practices pulled together by the researcher (3.3), and privileges a dialogic mode of inquiry that I 

termed observant participation (3.4). Besides ethnographic research, postdigital praxiography also includes 

research strategies taking advantage of the media under study, such as multimedia note-taking, mobile 

surveys, and the curation of online archives (3.5). Given the variety of data it captures, and the different scales 

of the practices under analysis, postdigital praxiography has to be guided by relational ethics, allowing the 

researcher to negotiate a balance between the protection of participants and the authorial crediting for their 

creative production (3.6). Ultimately, postdigital praxiography is in itself a bundle of practices of writing about 

the practices of people interacting with media and technologies, and should exercise reflexivity in the 

construction of its own object of study (3.7). 

After outlining the domain of my research project and the methodological toolbox I designed to conduct it, I 

dedicated one chapter to present, through different forms of mapping, the technomorphology of 

contemporary China that I observed and traversed during my fieldwork. Reacting against encompassing 

geographical representations of the Internet in China as a black hole of information, a cohesive cultural sphere 

or a bounded walled-garden (4.1), I proposed three technological imaginaries – postdigital media (4.2), media 

ecologies (4.3), and weishidai (4.4) – and I discussed their theorization by applying them to different 

sociotechnical contexts of media use. After summarizing contemporary debates around the idea of postdigital 

media (4.2.1), I highlighted the usefulness of the term to describe the ubiquitous presence of wangluo [the 

Internet] in everyday life through a photographic essay about local contexts of use and situated continuums of 

access (4.2.2). Moving to a discussion of several metaphors of media articulation, I proposed to explore the 

configurations of media ecologies through their own compositional logics (4.3.1), and I exemplified this 

approach by presenting personal maps of online platforms assembled by some of the interviewees involved in 

my research project (4.3.2). Given the unwieldiness of these two technological imaginaries, I proposed a third, 

more speculative one, drawn from recent discussions of ICTs on local media: the imaginary of weishidai, or 

‘micro-era’ (4.4). By combining the ideas of miniaturization and ubiquity of networked communication 

technologies increasingly integrated in the everyday lives of their users, weishidai provides a useful shorthand 

to describe the technomorphology of contemporary China: unstable postdigital media ecologies sustained by 

the circulation of micro-practices of sociality.  
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In the final chapter, I presented the results of a praxiographic inquiry into the everyday use of Chinese digital 

media. Through a detailed account of a group chatroom conversation, I introduced examples of how the social, 

networked and dialogic practices of creativity involved in everyday communication among digital media users 

result in different repertoires of semiotic resources (5.1). I then focused on one of these repertoires, wangluo 

yuyan [Internet language], identifying it as sociocultural abstraction constructed by users through ongoing 

practices of languaging (5.2). My analysis of wangluo yuyan has moved from an ethnographic portrait of a 

specific linguistic resource (the neologism diaosi) and its semiotic negotiations over the span of four years 

(5.2.1) to a more comprehensive and cross-sectional account of how individual digital media users construct 

and interpret their own linguistic repertoires (5.2.2). With a similar approach, I extended the sociolinguistic 

argument about Internet language to wangluo wenhua [Internet culture] at large (5.3), evidencing the 

problems of the term ‘culture’ to describe creative and communicative activity on digital media (5.3.1), and 

illustrating how ongoing practices of creative repetition and repetitive creation drive the production and 

circulation of digital folklore (5.3.2). In the conclusion of this final chapter, I summarized my arguments through 

a short genealogy of the idea of vernacular creativity, and highlighted the need to reconsider the role of the 

creative practices of users in the political economy of contemporary postdigital media as a possible future 

research direction. 

6.2 Just media practices? 

All sections of this dissertation are shaped by a common movement which I don’t explicitly describe, but on 

which I draw upon to articulate most of my arguments: the so called ‘practice turn’ variedly theorized in the 

research field of media anthropology (Bräuchler & Postill, 2010). This vague descriptor has been used to 

indicate a series of theoretical and methodological proposals made by anthropologists and communication 

scholars in the attempt to reconcile their disciplines around a common object of study: the media. Confronted 

with the deconstruction of culture and the critiques of mass communication, anthropology and media studies 

have found an unstable patch of common ground by taking a step backwards towards their minimum common 

denominator: media practices, or what people and media do when they interact. According to one of the 

foremost representatives of these theoretical debates, this processual effort is necessary for the sustainability 

of both disciplines:  

anthropology and media studies are at their best when they are critical, in the double sense 

not only of interrogating and seeking to understand the conditions of possibility of their 

subjects’ thinking, but also of their own criteria and practices of inquiry. (Hobart, 2005, p. 26) 

The practice turn in media anthropology has been traced back to different genealogies, ranging from a rich 

tradition of sociological thought on practice (Bourdieu, Giddens, Foucault, Barth) to more recent developments 
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in cultural anthropology, sociology of consumption, and science and technology studies (Ortner, Schatzki, 

Warde, Knorr Cetina). Rather than as a new theoretical paradigm, this practice turn has been envisioned by 

media anthropologist John Postill as an occasion to propose “a new strand to add to existing strands of media 

theory” (2010, p. 2), and has subsequently been developed along the fault lines traced by a foundational 

debate between media theorist Nick Couldry and anthropologist Mark Hobart (Couldry & Hobart, 2010). Over 

extensive exchanges, the two authors have defended their incompatible epistemological positions: a holistic 

approach that gives primacy to media as practice (Couldry, 2010), versus a radical notion of media-related 

practices that favors their underdetermination and contingency (Hobart, 2010). Couldry’s argument is 

motivated by a need to move beyond the textualism and determinism of media studies, which brings him to 

propose a turn towards media practices, and more specifically to detailed accounts about “how they are 

divided up into specific practices, and how those practices are coordinated with each other” (2010, p. 41). 

Conversely, by turning the resort to sociological practice theory on its head, Hobart warns about the dangers of 

giving primacy to the concept of practice without careful self-reflection, concluding that “a theory of practice 

which fails to include the researcher and practices of theorising, research and writing as integral to it reiterates 

the presuppositions it claims to reject” (2010, p. 57). 

The encounter between these two major orientations of the practice turn in media anthropology and the 

increasingly complex configurations of networked communications in contemporary societies has resulted in 

remarkably different approaches to digital media practices. Couldry’s proposal for an analytical and hierarchical 

analysis of how certain practices anchor or are anchored by others (2010, p. 42) has been embraced as a much 

needed epistemological framework to schematize the embedment of practice in the “ever-changing social, 

economic, cultural and technological context” of ICTs (Christensen & Røpke, 2010, p. 240). The establishment 

of a field of practices structured by anchoring relationships has allowed scholarship dealing with media content 

to move beyond audience studies and theories of consumption, towards an expanded understanding of how 

“diverse, complex and playful self-productions are circulating and being consumed” (Ardèvol, Roig, San 

Cornelio, Pagès, & Alsina, 2010, p. 260). The dazzling attention economies of digital media running on steady 

flows of ephemeral user-generated content become more approachable once they are understood in terms of 

media practice, which in turn involves “a set of dispersed practices of production, distribution and 

consumption that together constitute a social domain” (p. 275). Despite these promising directions, Postill 

warns, practice theory shouldn’t be hailed as a theoretical panacea, and “the spread of urban legends, rumours 

or hoaxes across internet and mobile networks” (2010, p. 19) are just some examples of phenomena that might 

be better explained by existing theoretical models. 
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The contents covered throughout the four central chapters of this dissertation, ranging from critiques of 

techno-orientalism to proposals for praxiographic methodologies, and from the exploration of metaphors of 

media articulation to sociolinguistic analyses of digitally mediated communication, consistently engage with 

the debates around the practice turn in media anthropology outlined above. The arguments advanced in each 

chapter, often dismantling or at least problematizing analytical concepts by putting them to test on the slippery 

slopes of ethnographic inquiry, clearly lean towards the radical epistemology of practice central to Hobart’s 

side of the debate. I have strived to approach practices of digital media use without assuming their 

routinization or hierarchical anchoring in a field of practice (Helle-Valle, 2010, p. 208), to maintain the cultural 

underdetermination resulting from ethnographic inquiry (Kjaerulff, 2010, p. 214), and to describe through 

them the heterogeneity and contingency of everyday life (Rao, 2010, p. 150). The conclusions of each chapter, 

condensed in four short statements, reveal how practice is woven as a continuous thread throughout the text: 

- Research about ‘China’ and ‘the Internet’ has largely ignored the practices of digital media users 

(Chapter 2) 

- Qualitative research methodologies can be retooled for co-constructing detailed and self-reflexive 

accounts of digital media practices (Chapter 3) 

- Inquiry into digital media practices provides insight into shared imaginaries and individual articulations 

of unstable sociotechnical contexts (Chapter 4) 

- Analyses of cultures and languages of the media reveal their existence as sociocultural abstractions 

sustained by user practices of vernacular creativity (Chapter 5) 

Moving from a larger sociotechnical context towards media practices through ethnographic methodologies 

isn’t an unprecedented research strategy: even limiting the scope to digital media in contemporary China, 

several studies have accounted for practices as different as amateur graphic design (Kozar, 1995), literary 

production in online communities (Hockx, 2005), content prosumption (Wallis, 2011), or personal histories of 

reading (A. X. Wu, 2014). My specific focus on media practices of vernacular creativity, ranging from the social 

consumption of user-generated content to the ongoing articulation of personalized media ecologies, and from 

the negotiation of linguistic repertoires to the participatory circulation of digital folklore, has been motivated 

by the intention to account for the practices of digital media users in China from the embedded and situated 

experience of everyday life and ordinary communication acts. As I argue in the concluding chapter, my choice 

of corralling certain media practices under the heading of vernacular creativity doesn’t necessarily oppose 

them to other forms of creativity such as the  creative work involved in the cultural industries (Hesmondhalgh, 

2013), the debated emergence of a creative class (Florida, 2012), or the implications of a creative economy 

(Howkins, 2013).  In China as in many other contemporary societies, all these scales of production and 
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consumption have become part of everyday life, and media practices of vernacular creativity are necessarily 

articulations of the everyday experience of the political economy of the weishidai. 

Ultimately, focusing on media practices of vernacular creativity has led me to dedicate substantial parts of this 

dissertation to the detailed discussion of activities that digital media users would often define as kai mei dixian 

de wanxiao [joking without a bottom line], haowan [fun], dapi [fart], gaoxiao [amusing], or dajiangyou [just 

buying soy sauce]. Evidencing the degrees of triviality through which digital media users interpret their own 

vernacular creativity might be seen as an authorial choice to either discredit or eulogize these media practices, 

reducing them to meaningless ways of killing time or glorifying them as prized expressions of a carnivalesque 

popular wisdom. My conclusive response to this critique is epistemological: by choosing to observe, participate 

in, interrogate, capture and analyze these communicative acts and social moments of self-proclaimed triviality, 

I attempted to shift the attention of academic inquiry away from the most studied and celebrated genres of 

user-generated content and to move beyond their interpretation through highly refined theoretical models 

(Manovich, 2009, p. 321). By granting these practices to remain as underdetermined as possible, I have shown 

how they hardly form a system, but are rather “situated, open-ended, labile and changing” (Hobart, 2006, p. 

513). By engaging in the media practices under study along with the users I was doing research with, I have 

strived to leave open the possibility that my “subjects of study might have their own, distinctive semiotic and 

interpretive theories or developed theoretical practices” (Hobart, 2000a, p. 29). 

Similarly to the Sunderland kids met by Paul Corrigan in 1979, who proclaimed to be ‘doing nothing’, 

“exchanging stories which need never be true or real but which are as interesting as possible”, and “talking not 

to communicate ideas, but to communicate the experience of talking” (Corrigan, 2006, p. 84), the Chinese 

digital media users portrayed in my account provide compelling interpretations of their everyday interactions 

with technological devices and online platforms, of their encounter with vernacular linguistic forms, and of 

their creation and dissemination of ephemeral pieces of digital folklore. As Mark Hobart warns, “it would be 

sadly facile to carry on dismissing it as just talk” (2006, p. 517) or, as I argued throughout this dissertation, as 

just dajiangyou.  
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